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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 General
Gases and other substances are emitted into the atmosphere as a result of
human activities. The input of pollutants from man's activities on a regional scale
may far exceed those from natural sources, sothat significant changes result inthe
budget of depositing substances. It was not until 1982 that public opinion in Europe
became aware of the dramatic large-scale effects of acid rain on vegetation.
Nevertheless, scientific experiments to study the effect of air pollutants on nature
have been carried out for more than 100 years. It is now assumed that photochemical oxidants, primarily ozone, in combination with acidifying components, may
play an important role in damaging plants and forests in Europe (Hov et al., 1986,
1987). Ozone is produced by reactions requiring sunlight, nitrogen oxides and
volatile organic components. Van der Eerden et al. (1988) estimated air pollution
losses in the Netherlands to be 5% of total crop volume. Approximately 70% of
these losses were caused by ozone. Yearly net consumer losses were estimatedto
be US$320 million.

The impact of air pollutants on plants in natural vegetations cannot be described
by simple exposure-yield response relationships. Outdoor experiments in which
plants are exposed to ambient air pollutant levels yield conflicting results from year
to year because the interacting environmental effects are complex and not
constant. The best way to study the effects of air pollutants on plants is still one of
the issues scientists are dealing with. An oft-used approach is the application of
one or more types of environmental stresses in combination with air pollutant
stresses. The experimental set-up plays an important role in extrapolating
experimental results to real field conditions.
To determine the impact of air pollutants on a crop requires growing conditions,
which are as natural as possible, combined with the simultaneous control of
ambient pollutant levels. Various experimental set-ups to study the effect of air

pollutants on plants have been developed over the last few decades. The set-ups
can be grouped roughly into three types; laboratory chambers, open-air fumigation
systems andfield chambers (Ormrod et al., 1988).
Laboratory chambers
By creating a laboratory chamber, the researcher introduces a degree of
artificiality into the experimental set-up but the experimental precision is high since
various input parameters can be controlled. Laboratory chambers allow the use of
a wide range of pollutant treatments in combination with awide range of treatments
resulting in other types of environmental stress. However, there may be large
differences between the environmental stress in these systems and actual field
conditions.
Open-airfumigation systems
The second type of set-up includes open-air fumigation experiments, with plants
being exposed to air pollutants under ambient conditions. Open air-fumigation uses
natural environmental and soil conditions. However, these experiments have the
disadvantage that only the addition of a pollutant is possible. Natural pollutant
concentrations in the environmental air cannot be excluded without changing the
microclimate and physical exchange processes within a crop. Environmental
stresses are less controllable than in laboratory chambers and instantaneous air
pollutant concentrations at a particular position may fluctuate widely as a result of
atmospheric turbulence. Furthermore, the replicability of the experiments is
doubtful. In addition, replication of treatments requires a large investment in space
and material. There are now some fumigation systems which can achieve both
reasonable spatial uniformity and temporal control of the fumigant concentration.
The operation and management of such systems is, nevertheless, beset by
uncertainties (McLeod et al., 1985;Colls and Baker, 1988; Heagle, 1989).
Fieldchambers
The third type of experimental set-up to study the effect of air pollutants on plants
involves the use of field chambers. The Open Top Chamber (OTC) is the type most
widely used at present. The original objective of the open top chamber design was

to create an environment that more closely resembled field conditions than the
environment found inclosed systems. At the same time air quality could becontrolled. This was obtained by constructing a unit in which plants grow, with an open
top through which filtered or non-filtered ambient air was blown by a fan. Gaseous
air pollutants could be added simultaneously to the incoming air. The present study
deals with the OTC research. Attention is focused primarily on OTC's used by
KEMA1).

1.2 Historicalbackgroundtothepresent study
OTC's are used for research throughout the world. The development of open-air
fumigation systems had already started when OTC's were chosen as a main
research tool for several projects. However, the inadequate control of gaseous airpollutant concentrations within the experimental area precluded the use of this kind
of system at thattime.
The U.S. National Crop Loss Assessment Network (NCLAN) was the first to use
open top chambers on a large scale. This institution consisted of government and
non-government organisations cooperating to determine the immediate and
potential effects of air pollution on crop production. The major NCLAN objective
was to obtain valid relationships between seasonal exposures to various ozone
levels and the yield of important agricultural crops. During a series of meetings in
1980, OTC's were chosen as the major research tool in the U.S. NCLAN research
programme (Heagle et al., 1988) since the chambers:
- allowed adequate control of a range of ozone concentrations regardless of wind
direction,
- allowed for acontrol treatment (less than ambient ozone level),
- allowed treatment replication at a moderate cost,
- did not cause a major change of microclimate inside the chamber.
The European Community (EC) coordinates several experiments within the
framework of their programme of environmental protection. Their main topic is the
effect of air pollution on agricultural crops and trees. One of the projects involves

setting up a European network of OTC-experiments. Several valuable experiments
with OTC's were already under way in various European countries when this
project was initiated. Furthermore, the specific objectives of the various
experiments obviously differed from site to site. The primary objective of the EC
programme is, however, not to assess agricultural crop losses at the community
level (as in the NCLAN programme); emphasis is placed on the coordination of
current experiments to investigate the mechanisms of injury in relation to the
variety of pollution climates that characterize Europe, and on the study of
interacting factors (Mathy, 1988).

The study described in the present thesis is part of an ongoing KEMA research
project. The main objective of this research project is to determine the effects of air
pollution on natural vegetation, in particular on the biomass production of
agricultural crops in the Netherlands. Three main experimental set-ups were
chosen: gas-exchange chambers, OTC's and field experiments. The gas<exchange
experiments were described by Aben (1990) and the field experiments by van Pul
(1992).

The OTC-experiments at KEMA started in 1983. Various plant species, bred in a
greenhouse, were exposed to realistic outdoor ozone concentrations (40-200 ugm'3
for eight hours per day) in four OTC's for periods of 2-4 weeks. The biomass
production and other parameters of the plants were measured at the end of the
exposure period. Differences were observed in the amount of plant biomass
between non-filtered OTC's and ambient plots.

1.3 Objectivesof thepresent study
A sub-project of the KEMA-OTC research deals with the microclimate within an
OTC, as compared to field conditions. An important objective of this KEMA study is
to find out how the OTC environment affects the growth and development of plants
and how the sensitivity of plants to pollutants and other stresses is influenced. This
is not only important for extrapolating OTC experiments to field conditions; even if
OTC's are only used for comparison of filtered versus non-filtered plots, it is

important to know how OTC's alter the sensitivity of plants to pollutant stresses. In
particular, KEMA intends to obtain an insight into the differences in meteorological
parameters determining the gas-transport processes under field and OTC
conditions. This thesis deals with the physical behaviour of an OTC. The study was
started in cooperation with the Department of Meteorology of the Agricultural
University of Wageningen (AUW) and is part ofthe sub-project mentioned above.
The rather complex configuration of the OTC system itself can beconsidered as a
system of sources and sinks of heat, mass and momentum. The whole OTC
system is placed in a turbulent flow field which influences the turbulent transport
processes taking place inside the chamber. The microclimate around plants grown
under OTC conditions differs from the microclimate observed under field conditions.
The resulting microclimate inside a chamber is determined by ambient conditions,
the OTC system, plants grown inside the chamber andthe ventilation rate.
The major aims of the present study are:
- to give a physical description of the transport processes (mass, momentum and
energy) inside an OTC in relation to field conditions;
- to determine the influence of the ventilation rate and the atmospheric boundary
layer on the turbulent transport processes inside anOTC.
The ultimate aim of the KEMA research is to compare the exchange coefficients
under field and OTC conditions. This comparison can be used to estimate the
differences in pollutant uptake by plants inside and outside OTC's. In the present
study only the effect of plants on the microclimate is studied. Biological effects of
the OTC microclimate on plants are not considered. The resulting meteorological
parameters found in the present study may contribute to a crop-growth model in
which the effects of pollutant-induced stress observed within an OTC can be
extrapolated to an effect under field conditions.
As the KEMA OTC's are based on the OTC described by Heagle et al. (1973),
most of the results found inthis study can be applied to other OTC's of thistype.

1.4Organizationofthe thesis
This chapter is an introductory chapter dealing with the OTC as a research tool in
studying the effects of air pollutants on plants (1.1). The historical background is
presented (1.2) and the main objectives of the present study are given (1.3). Inthis
section an outline ofthe thesis isgiven.
Chapter 2 gives an introduction in the open top chamber research. After some
general remarks (2.1) an overview of the various types of OTC constructions used
(2.2) and the changes in microclimate observed in OTC's based on the Heagledesign (2.3) are presented. Chapter 2 ends with a technical description of the
KEMA-type OTC (2.4).
The theory is presented in Chapter 3. First the governing equations, which will be
used in the present study, are summarized (3.1). Attention is given to the
restrictions that determine the use of these equations. The governing equations are
applied to the flow within an OTC and a first guess is made at the relative
importance of the various terms in these equations for various positions inside the
chamber (3.2). This analysis provides us with a basic insight into the exchange
processes which take place inside the chamber. Section 3.3 describes the
theoretical background tothe two models used inthe present study. The first model
used is based on the flow simulating program FLUENT (3.3.1). The scaling results
found in Section 3.2 will be used to derive the equations which form the basis of
this model. The model simulates the turbulent exchange processes within an OTC
with a "one and a half order" closure model and is used to generate answers to the
following questions:
- In what way is mean air flow and turbulence inside the chamber influenced by
mean air flow and turbulence outside the OTC?
- What is the influence of the configuration (nozzle, cylindrical model) on mean air
flow andturbulence inside a chamber?
- What isthe influence of different flow rates onthe questions outlined above?
- How do plants influence mean air flow andturbulence inside achamber?

The second model used is the OTC-resistance model. It describes the mass and
energy fluxes in the OTC system in terms of a potential difference and a bulk
resistance (3.3.2). The model is composed of two modules. The first module
(3.3.2.1) is based on a resistance model for an OTC initially described by Unsworth
(1984) and calculates scalar quantities (e.g. temperature, humidity, air pollutant
concentration) inside an OTC system with a bulk resistance model. The module is
coupled to a module which describes the bulk exchange processes between soilvegetation and air inside as well asoutside an OTC (3.3.2.2).
Chapter 4 gives an overview of the experimental set-up used to characterize the
OTC system. The experimental results were used to derive the prior conditions
needed for the models used and served as a tool to verify the simulation results.
After a general introduction (4.1) incidental experiments dealing with the flow field
within and around an OTC are described (4.2). The last section describes the
continuous experiments dealing with the microclimate inside and outside an OTC
(4.3).
In Chapter 5 the main experimental and model results are summarized. Main
aspects of the flow regime (5.1), the short-wave and long-wave radiation loads
(5.2), temperature (5.3), humidity (5.4) and ozone concentration (5.5) are briefly
described. Finally, an estimation of the energy and mass exchange fluxes between
soil-vegetation and atmosphere inside achamber is made and the simulated ozone
fluxes under field and OTC conditions are compared (5.6).
In Chapter 6 theoretical analysis and experimental and model results are related
to one another and this leads to the final remarks and conclusions. After an
introduction (6.1) the limitations of the models used are briefly discussed (6.2).
Section 6.3 discusses the use of the KEMA-type OTC system and suggests some
practical improvements. In Section 6.4 the major conclusions of the present study
are given. Although not an objective of the study some attention is paid to the
biological effects of the OTC microclimate onplants.

During the last four years much research has been carried out using the KEMA-
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type OTC system. The present thesis presents only the broad outlines of the
theoretical background of the models used andthe model and experimental results.
More detailed information can be found in Jetten (1991) and Jetten and Stortelder
(1990). Nowadays the use of OTC's has shifted from air pollutant exposure
experiments to carbon dioxide enrichment experiments. Although the thesis is not
dealing with carbon dioxide fumigation experiments some common remarks
referring to this point are made in Section 6.4.

1>

KEMA:

Environmental Research Department of the Joint Laboratories and
other Services of the Dutch Electricity Supply Companies, Arnhem,
The Netherlands.

CHAPTER 2 OPENTOP CHAMBERS (OTC's), AN OVERVIEW
2.1 General
The OTC's are based on two designs developed, simultaneously, at the Boyce
Thompson Institute for Plant Research in Yonkers, New York (Mandl et al., 1973),
and at the U.S. Department of Agriculture in cooperation with the North Carolina
State University and the Environmental Protection Agency (Heagle et al., 1973).
There are two main ways of using OTC's:
- By comparing plant growth and development in OTC's supplied with filtered and
non-filtered air, the effects of ambient concentrations of pollutants on plant growth
anddevelopment can bestudied.
- By injecting pollutants into OTC's supplied with filtered air, the effects of individual
air pollutants or a combination of air pollutants on plants can bestudied.
Various OTC-designs have three objectives (Bell and Ashmore, 1986):
- to minimise differences in microclimate within and between chambers,
- to minimise differences in microclimate inside and outside chambers,
- to minimise the incursion of ambient air.
The choice of an OTC-design depends onthe plant species used,the experimental
site and the experiments conducted. Furthermore, the price of an OTC and factors
like durability and portability of an OTC-design have to beconsidered.
The microclimate inside a chamber should not be influenced by interactions
between OTC's or interactions between OTC's, surrounding buildings and other
obstacles. In most experiments involving OTC's an array of chambers is set up.
This clustering can result in microclimate differences between OTC's depending on
the place in the array. Davis et al. (1983) used a wind tunnel to examine the flow
field inside and around cylindrical chamber models. This revealed possible effects
of OTC's on the microclimate of downwind OTC's due to incursion of ambient air
into a chamber.
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OTC's have been used with plants grown inthe soil beneath the OTC or in some
form of container. The growth of a plant in a container allows the soil conditions to
be chosen and reduces soil variability between plots. Furthermore, it is easier to
study the responses of plant root systems under these conditions. However,
containers can restrict root development and can cause abnormal changes of soil
temperature. An alternative would be to replace the soil in a chamber by a
standard agricultural soil (Bell and Ashmore, 1986). There is circumstantial
evidence that fertilizer rates or type of growth medium do not affect relative plant
response to ozone (Heagle, 1983; Heagle 1989).
The NCLAN programme employed standard agronomic procedures for planting
dates, fertilizer rates and herbicide application. Chambers were placed over fieldcrops after crop emergence. Plots were selected on plant appearance, size and
stand density, and soil uniformity (Heagle et al., 1988). In most of the NCLAN
experiments the plants were irrigated to minimise soil water stress. Water stress
can cause partial stomata closure and thus a decrease of foliar gas exchange.
Therefore, it was expected that pollutant-induced yield loss would be higher if
plants were exposed when they were well watered rather than when they were
under water stress. Since it is known that parasites and pests affect ozone
exposure-yield relationships, plant pests and diseases were controlled before levels
became high enough to affect yield (Heagle, 1989). The NCLAN ozone exposureyield response studies focused on the most economically important agricultural
crops (e.g. field corn, soybean, wheat and cotton). Within each crop the most
widely grown cultivars within each region were chosen. A summary of the ozone
exposure-yield response experiments in open top chambers performed in the
NCLAN programme was given by Heagle et al.(1988).
The protocol of the European OTC-programme also recommends that the
chambers should be sited in field crops, preferably spring-sown crops (cereals or
legumes), using on-site field soils. Furthermore, the European open top chamber
protocol recommends preventive sprays, adequate surface irrigation to avoid water
stress, andthe normal use of fertilizers (Mathy, 1988).

OTC's are composed of an air-supply system and the chamber itself. The air-
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supply system provides the air flow through the chamber. This system can be
subdivided into three basic components:
- a ventilation unit to provide air flow to the chambers,
- a filter unit to remove air pollutants from the ambient air,
- a system of manifolds or pipes to disperse the air into the chamber.
2.2 Technical descriptionoftheOTC construction
2.2.1The chamber
Most of the OTC's have a cylindrical construction, but rectangular and moreangular configurations are used too. Surface areas of OTC's vary from 1.30 m2
(volume 2.85 m3) to 19.5 m2 (volume 75 m3). The surface area of the original
Heagle-design was about 7 m2,the volume was 17 m3.The KEMA-type OTC used
in the present study is shown in Figure 2.1. Most chambers consist of a frame
made of aluminum, which is light and resistant to corrosion. The frame is kept as
small as possible to prevent shading effects. The frame provides support for a
transparent covering. Various types of covering are used e.g. polyvinylchlorides-,
polyethylene- and teflon films, rigid plastics, polycarbonates, fiberglass or glass.
(Bell and Ashmore, 1986;Jager et al., 1987).

Various types of modifications have been tested to minimise incursion of ambient
air into a chamber (Davis and Rogers, 1980; Buckenham et al., 1981;Davis etal.,
1983). Davis et al. (1983) found that a collar with a reduced opening, placed
vertically above the test area, gives the best results since this type of collar:
- streamlines the air flow over the OTC,
- decreases the open toparea,
- prevents turbulent eddies inside the chamber with sizes larger than the diameter
of the opentop.
The relatively small plot size of an OTC is a serious limitation to OTC
experiments. Large variations in results observed were probably due to
experimental variability associated with a small sample size. Given a 12%
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coefficient of variation and an ozone effect of 10%, 40 OTC duplicates would be
required to give a 95% probability of showing a statistically significant treatment
effect (Heagle, 1989).
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Figure 2.1: Dimensions (in mm) ofthe KEMA-type Open Top Chamber.
2.2.2 Theair-supplysystem
Ventilation unit
The ventilation unit provides the air flow to the chambers. A fan creates the
pressure rise needed for a certain flow rate. The ventilation rates (flow rate to
chamber volume) used vary in the range 1.3 - 10 times per minute. Most of the

ISO

(int.
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OTC's based on the Heagle or Mandl design, use a ventilation rate between 2 and
4 air changes per minute corresponding to a flow rate between approximately 0.5
and 1.3 m3s"1 (Jager et al., 1987). The NCLAN research programme employed a
ventilation rate of approximately 3 air changes per minute corresponding to a flow
rate of approximately 1.18 m3s"1 (Heagle et al., 1988). The European open top
chamber protocol recommends at least 3air changes per minute (Mathy, 1988).
Filterunit
The filter unit is meant to remove air pollutants from the ambient air. In most of
the present experimental set-ups an activated charcoal filter in combination with a
particulate filter is used. The particulate filter is meant to extend the lifetime of the
activated charcoal filter. The filter units are arranged in a zigzag pattern to
maximise the surface area. The filter efficiency depends on the residence time of
the air inthe filters. It is important to balance filter efficiency against the capacity of
the fan (Bell and Ashmore, 1986). Since activated charcoal filters do not remove
nitrogen oxides from the ambient air there is now increasing interest in the use of
an activated charcoal filter in combination with a Purafil filter (Bell and Ashmore,
1986, Jager et al., 1987). Purafil is a combination of activated alumina, potassium
permanganate and a small amount of free water. Purafil adsorbs sulphur dioxide,
ozone and nitrogen oxides but some nitrogen monoxide is released as nitrogen
dioxide. To adsorb this nitrogen dioxide it is necessary to install an activated
charcoal filter after the Purafil filter.
Air flowintothe chamber
The air flow into the chamber is controlled by a system of manifolds or pipes.The
method used to distribute air within the chamber is one of the major design
features of an OTC. A review of the most used air distribution systems was given
by Bell and Ashmore (1986):
- The lower part of the chamber iscomposed oftwo walls. Air is blown between the
walls and enters the chamber through holes in the inner wall. This design is used
inthe NCLAN programme.
- Parallel pipes are attached to an air-supply system, with air flow directed from
holes both upwards anddownwards.
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- A perforated false floor is installed above manifolds ofvarious configurations.
- One or more manifolds are attachedto various points on avertical inlet pipe.This
distribution system can be modified according to the height of a particular species
and can be changed as a crop grows. The European open-top chambers protocol
recommends the use of a perforated annulus adjusted so that it can be 10 to 15
cm above developing crops.
- Air flows from one side of the chamber to the opposite side. To prevent incursion
of ambient air via the open top, a part of the air flow is discharged from a collar
around thetop.
2.3 Microclimate OTC
The microclimate inside an OTC isdetermined by acombined effect of:
(1) ambient conditions,
(2) modification of the air inside the air-supply system,
(3) incursion of ambient air via the opentop,
(4) the properties of the chamber walls,
(5) the plants withinthe chamber.
Ambient conditions
Ambient air flows into the OTC via the air-supply system. The position of the airinlet of the air-supply system in relation to the properties of the ambient air
determines the properties of the air at the beginning of the air-supply system (e.g.
temperature, humidity, air pollutant concentration).
Modificationoftheair insidetheair-supply system
Exchange processes between the air within the air-supply system on one hand,
and the walls of the air-supply system,the fan andthe filters onthe other handcan
change the properties of the air, e.g. the temperature. The filters within the airsupply system can remove or release components, e.g.water vapour.
Incursionofambientair viatheopentop
Incursion through the open top of achamber can change the temperature pattern,
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humidity pattern and the gaseous-pollutant pattern inside a chamber. Schmitt and
Ruck (1987) have shown that the air flow out of the top is not uniform but very
complex.
Propertiesofthechamber wall
The properties of the chamber wall can modify the air in the chamber (e.g.
temperature, humidity, air pollutant concentration). The chamber wall transmits only
a part of the incoming direct and diffuse radiation;the rest is reflected orabsorbed.
The incidence angle, spectrum of the incoming radiation, thickness of the wall and
wall properties (absorption, reflectance, emissivity) play an important role.
Furthermore, focusing effects due to the configuration (circular) and shading effects
caused by the frame have to betaken into account. The properties of the chamber
wall can change with the exposuretime.

Plants withinthe chamber
The microclimate within a chamber affects the growth and development of plants
and the uptake of pollutants by these plants. On the other hand, plants influence
the microclimate since:
- they are obstacles in an air flow,
- they change the energy balance atthe chamber floor,
- they act as a sink or source of carbon dioxide (C02), oxygen (Oz), water (H20)
and pollutants like ozone (03).
The flow rate plays an important role in the determination of the resulting
microclimate inside a chamber. If the flow rate decreases, the temperaturedifference between OTC and field increases. The combination of flow rate and wind
velocity outside an OTC plays a major role in the determination of the degree of
incursion. The flow rate needed to prevent incursion is a non-linear function of the
wind velocity outside the OTC (Schmitt and Ruck, 1987).
In the coming pages a review is given of the microclimate changes observed in
OTC's based on the Heagle-design used in the NCLAN programme. Unless this is
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stated, the OTC's are not modified by a collar. The microclimate effects can be
divided into the following categories: air flow in a chamber, radiation, temperature,
humidity, rainfall,dew and air pollutants.
Air flowinachamber
The air flow through a canopy inside a chamber differs in many ways from field
conditions. The wind profile found in chambers is an arbitrary result of the
ventilation geometry, the ambient wind field, position inside the chamber and flow
rate. Experiments conducted by Heagle et al. (1979) showed slightly smaller wind
speeds near the centre of the chamber than towards the periphery. Higher wind
speeds can be observed close to an air-inlet hole. This can result in border effects
on plants (Jager et al.,1987).
According to Roberts et al. (1983) the continuous turbulent air flow through acrop
inside achamber plays an important role inthe uptake of air pollutants by thecrop.
Unsworth et al. (1984) measured boundary layer resistances within an OTC using
model soybean leaves. They found boundary layer resistances ranging from 10-20
sm"1 which was rather small in comparison to those found under field conditions.
The mean wind speed within field crops is seldom more than 1 ms"1. To get the
same boundary layer resistance as found within chambers a wind speed within a
crop of 2-5 ms"1would be,theoretically, needed.

Radiation
Olszyk et al. (1980) reported a reduction of Photosynthetic Active Radiation (PAR)
intensity compared to ambient PAR of maximum 20% (vinyl chloride plastic film)
depending on solar height and azimuth andthe position in the chamber. Weinstock
et al. (1982) reported reductions of mean global radiation intensity within a
chamber from 10% of ambient in June to 24% in August for the same type of wallmaterial. Buckenham et al. (1981) reported reductions of direct radiation of up to
40% in areas shaded by the framework (chamber with collar). The intensity in the
rest of the chamber was rather uniform and 10-20% less than outside. Heagle etal.
(1979) reported significant position and height effects during a day. Olszyk et al.
(1980) reported an increase of PAR radiation intensity at canopy height (0.38 m)
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due to reflection of radiation by the inner surface of the plastic walls. Heagle et al.
(1988) reported higher radiation levels at the north side of the chamber compared
to the south side (northern hemisphere). Under field conditions canopy closure
usually occurs during vegetative growth and lower leaves become shaded.
However, in OTC's chamber walls cause an overall decrease in light intensity within
the chamber but can cause an increased light intensity in lower portions of the
plant canopies near chamber walls (Heagle et al.,1988).
The reduction of PAR radiation inside a chamber is important for canopy
photosynthesis. However, it is the net radiation that is the term most relevant to the
energy balance of acanopy. The incoming and outgoing short-wave and long-wave
radiation determine the net radiation balance. Since the chamber walls are
approximately at chamber air temperature the incoming long-wave radiation within
a chamber will be higher than outside (Unsworth et al. 1982, 1984, 1986; Sanders
et al., 1991). Unsworth (1986) reported differences in net radiation between an
OTC modified with acollar and fieldconditions upto 120Wm'2.
Temperature
Inside OTC's, air, leaf and soil temperature are often higher than under field
conditions. The average increase of temperature inside a chamber depends on the
weather-type and the ventilation rate. A higher ventilation rate limits the
temperature increase inside an OTC. As incursion increases, the temperature
differences between inside and outside will decrease. Incursion of ambient air into
a chamber, modified with a collar, is less than incursion into a chamber without
such a design. Therefore, the temperature increase inside an OTC modified with a
collar is slightly more, when receiving the same net radiation (Unsworth et al.,
1986). Unsworth (1986) reported a maximum temperature increase inside a
Heagle-type chamber design of 2-4 K. The largest temperature increase was
observed on calm, sunny and hot days (Heagle et al., 1988). Temperature
differences depending on height of the order of 0.5 K (0.45-1.35 m) were reported
on sunny days but not on cloudy ones. Highest temperatures were measured near
the chamber floor (Heagle et al., 1979). Weinstock et al. (1982) reported mean
hourly temperature increases inside the chamber of 0.4-3.7 K (height: 1.5 m).
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During clear, calm nights a surface temperature inversion in the field resulted in
warmer air being drawn to the OTC's than the colder layer of air near the soilvegetation surface. A significant effect of horizontal position on the temperature in
the lower part of the OTC was not found (Olszyk et al., 1980;Heagle et al.,1979).
The temperature of a leaf depends on the temperature of the ambient air, the
radiation balance of the leaf, evaporation of water and the air flow around the leaf.
Weinstock et al. (1982) reported chamber leaves to be warmer than ambient leaves
by an extent usually attributable to higher chamber air temperatures. Fuhrer et al.
(1987) reported higher soil temperatures (+0.4 K at 0.05 m depth) as a result of
higher chamber temperatures.

Humidity
A part of the incoming net radiation in well watered plant canopies is used for
evaporating water from the plants and the soil. Model calculations described by
Unsworth (1982) revealed that evaporation of plants contributes to less than 1%
relative humidity under normally employed ventilation rates. Since radiation intensity
varies within a chamber, the measured evaporative water can be significantly
greater in certain areas of the chambers. Olszyk et al. (1980) measured evaporative water loss from black flat top Bellani atmometers. They found 20% more
evaporation in the northern part of the chamber than in the southern area.
Weinstock et al. (1982) reported a decrease of relative humidity of 5-10% inside
the chamber (height: 1.5 m) compared to field conditions. Heagle et al. (1988)
reported an increase or decrease of relative humidity up to 10% depending on
ambient conditions, soil moisture and type of plant canopy. The difference was
usually less than 5%.
The vapour pressure deficit of the air is an important factor in plant evaporation
processes. The amount of water loss from plants is related to the vapour pressure
deficit. Furthermore, vapour pressure deficit can modify stomatal response. Weinstock et al. (1982) reported avapour pressure deficit increase of 1to 7 mbar inside
the chamber (height 1.5 m)compared to field conditions.
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Rainfall
Heagle et al. (1973) reported that rainfall patterns within the chamber depended
on the wind velocity outside the OTC. The chamber walls, in combination with
modifications to decrease incursion cause rain shadows within the chamber.
Therefore, irrigation is needed to reduce lateral gradients in soil moisture levels.
Care should be taken with the amount of water delivered to a crop, the application
period and the chemical composition of the water. During irrigation the
micrometeorological conditions should closely resemble field conditions (Johnston
et al.,1986).
Dew
During periods of dew outside the OTC, dew formation within an OTC is
occasionally reduced or suppressed completely (Weinstock, 1982;Jager, 1987).
Airpollutants
Under field conditions ozone concentrations within a crop will be lower than
above. In OTC's there is no clear canopy induced vertical gradient due to the
continuous ventilation. Air pollutant concentrations within the chamber are not
completely homogeneous since incursion of ambient air into the chamber and
transport of pollutants to walls, soil and plants can take place. The highest
fluctuations of ozone concentration within a chamber occur when wind speed
outside the chamber is strong and highly variable and the difference in ozone
concentration between the air inside the chamber and ambient air is largest
(Heagle et al., 1988). An ozone decrease above the air-inlet holes with increased
height was observed for chambers fumigated with ozone. Heagle et al. (1979)
injected ozone into the airstream going to a chamber. They found mean
concentrations of ozone at 1.20 and 1.80 mto be 4 and 16%less,when compared
to those at 0.45 m.
The use of OTC's obviously introduces a degree of artificiality which makes it
impossible to duplicate field conditions; this has been confirmed by several authors
(Last, 1986; Unsworth, 1986; Sanders et al., 1991). The literature mentions several
examples of growth differences between non-filtered OTC's and field plots, which
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vary with season and plant species (Unsworth, 1986; Heagle et al., 1988).
2A Technical description oftheKEMA-type OTC
General
Four OTC's have been used in the KEMA research project. They are located at
KEMA and used for fumigation experiments in which plants are exposed to various
concentrations of pollutants, primarily ozone. There is a reference-field, where
plants are grown under field conditions (as acrop), at KEMA. Furthermore, an OTC
reference model is available from which the enclosure itself has been removed.
The position of the plants, soil conditions and the watering regime are exactly the
same inthis model as in anOTC.
The chamber
The type of OTC used in the KEMA research project is a modified version of the
USDA-EPA type described by Heagle et al. (1973) with, as modification, an added
collar andthe use of different wall material.
The KEMA-type OTC (fig. 2.1) consists of a cylindrical aluminum frame covered
with 1.5 mm lexan (polycarbonate). Lexan does not transmit wavelengths less than
385 nm. There is a sharp decrease intransmittancy at a wavelength of about 2200
nm. In the range 2200-12000 nm almost no radiation is transmitted except for a
narrow band around 4000 nm. A collar was constructed to minimise incursion.
Wind tunnel experiments conducted at KEMA, in which various types of collars
were tested, showed the nozzle-configuration to be the best. The lower half of the
chamber is composed of a double wall of lexan forming a rectangular channel.The
inner wall is perforated and consists of about 225 air-inlet holes (5 rows, 0.025 m
diameter). Incoming air is uniformly distributed over the air-inlet holes. A white
painted netting (3.5x1.2 m, 0.05 m mesh) was stretched at the side of the airsupply system (north side). This netting is meant to prevent light spots inside a
chamber due to reflection of light against the circular north wall.
The chamber floor is covered with awooden plate (Betonplex birch) with 36 holes
for the plants. These holes are situated in three plant-hole circles of 18 (radius:
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0.45 m), 12 (radius: 0.85 m) and 6 holes (radius: 1.25 m), respectively. Plants are
grown in pots or loosely woven sacks. Water reaches the plants via a water-supply
system. Therefore, water stress is not a reducing factor in plant respiration. The
amount of water supplied can be controlled for each plant hole.
Theair-supply system
The air-supply system is situated at the north side of the OTC. A fan draws
ambient air via a filter unit and a connecting duct into the perforated channel
around the lower half of the OTC (Fig.2.2). The flow rate is adjustable between 0.4
m3s"1 and 3.25 m3s"1,and set to 1.4 m V . The OTC volume is 20.4 m3, sothat the
ventilation rate is 4.1 per minute. The flow rate is measured using a multipoint pitottube station combined with a honeycomb air-equalizing and air-straightening
section, which is positioned in the middle of the connecting duct. The air is filtered
by means of two activated charcoal filters or by means of an activated charcoal
filter (Sutcliffe Speakman, type 207C) in combination with a Purafil filter. Filter
efficiencies can be found in Jetten and Stortelder (1990). The mean residence time
of the air in the filters is about 0.38 s (flow rate: 1.4 m3s"1). Since the filters in the
filter unit are removable, the air flow into the OTC can be filtered or non-filtered.A
particulate filter (Super Hi-flo 85) is positioned at the beginning of the air-supply
system to extend the lifetime ofthe activated charcoal and Purafilfilters.
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Figure 2.2:The air-supply system of the KEMA-type OTC.
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Fumigation system
The plants inside the OTC were exposed to various concentrations of ozone. An
ozone generator (Fischer 502) transformed oxygen (from gas cylinders) to ozone.
The oxygen flow, and thus ozone production, could be controlled by means of a
mass-flow controller. Ozone was injected into the air-supply system just before the
fan, insuring good mixing of the ozone. The day and night concentrations of ozone
were adjustable andcontrolled by a computer.
Monitoringof the microclimate
A mast, one metre high, to which temperature, relative humidity, PAR and
leafwet-period sensors were attached was placed inthe middle of each OTC and in
the middle of the OTC reference model. A personal computer read the output of
the sensors. Samples of air were continuously aspirated from all OTC's and from
the ambient air. Three monitors recorded the concentrations of nitrogen oxides,
ozone and sulphur dioxide. More information about the sensors used and the
measurement protocol can be found in Jetten and Stortelder (1990). Table 2.1
represents a summary of the main microclimate differences between a KEMA-type
OTC and an OTC reference observed over a period of six years. The values given
inthis table clearly show an OTC effect onthe microclimate.

Table 2.1:

Open top chamber effects on microclimate during May-September
(1983-1988). Flow rate: 1.4 m V .

Variable
Wind speed

PAR radiation

Temperature

Humidity
Dew
Ozoneconcentration

Effects inchamber
Mean wind speed in lower 0.75 mof the chamber decreased with
distance tothe chamber wall from 1.20ms"1 at 0.20 mfrom the wallto
0.85 ms"1at 1.10 mfrom the wall.
Mean reduction of PAR radiation over aday at 1mwas
15-30%. On clear days northern positions inthe chamber received
more PAR radiation than southern positions.
The mean temperature increase over a 4-week periodwas
0.8-2.0 K. Temperature differences could increase to approximately
4.0 K.
Mean relative humidity was 4-5%lower than under fieldconditions.
Mean vapour pressure deficit was 1-2 mbar higher in the chamber.
No dew formation was seen onthe leaves of plants grown under OTC
conditions during periods of dew outside theOTC.
Ozone concentration differences over thechamber were less than
15%.
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CHAPTER 3 THEORY
3.1Governing equations
A basic knowledge of the flow regime inside an OTC is needed in order to
understand the differences and similarities between the exchange processes taking
place under field and OTC conditions. Inthis section the governing equations which
will be used inthe present study are summarized andthe restrictions governing the
use of these equations are briefly discussed.
The physical aspects of a fluid (liquid or gaseous medium) are governed by three
fundamental principles:
- mass isconserved,
- momentum isconserved,
- energy isconserved.
These fundamental principles can be expressed in terms of mathematical
equations, which in their most general form are partial differential equations. The
theory used in this chapter can be found in Hinze (1959), Monin and Yaglom
(1965), Stull (1988) and Tennekes and Lumley (1972). All the equations are given
using the Eulerian approach.
3.1.1Conservation ofmass

The conservation of mass leads to the continuity equation.
3p 3pi/,
_ + p ' =0
dt
dXi
I
II
where

Term I
Term II
I/,
X,
/'
t

:Time change.
:Convection.
:Component of velocity vector in /-direction [ms1].
:Distance in / -direction [m].
:Subscript denoting the direction of the velocity vector (1,2,3).
:Time [sj.

(3.1
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: Density [kgm :
Inthe case of gaseous media in steady motion the variation of density due to the
variations of pressure can be ignored if the velocity at any point in the flow is small
in comparison with the velocity of sound. In general, for unsteady motions,
variations ofthe density will be negligible if the following condition isfulfilled:
L
x>—
c

(3.2)

where

: Characteristic length scale inwhich the velocity of the fluid
undergoes a perceptible change [m].
: The speed of sound [ms"1].
: Characteristic time scale inwhichthe velocity ofthe fluid undergoes
a perceptible change [ms1].

L
c
X

If incompressibility is assumed Eq. (3.1) reduces to
(3.3)

ax.

3.1.2Conservation ofmomentum
Newton's second law describes the conservation of momentum, which reads for a
fixed point in space
dpU, dpU,U,
J—l + H ' ' =
dt
where

P
Fj
j,k
x^
eljk
Q

dX,

dP
- 2pellkQ,Uk
dX,

v

•!* i *

3x„.
dX.

PF<

(3.4)

:Hydrostatic pressure [Nrrf2].
:Body force per unit mass in / -direction [Nkg"1].
:Subscript denoting the direction (1,2,3).
:Force per unit area inthe X,-direction acting onthe face that is
normal to the X;-direction[Nm'2].
:Alternating unit tensor [-].
'. Component of angular velocity vector of the rotation of the earth
[s- 1 ].

The terms — i in Eq. (3.4) represent the viscous stress terms. The flow inside an
dXj
OTC is considered to be a Newtonian flow in which the viscous shear stress is
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linear dependent on the shear. The stress for a Newtonian medium is given by
, , . * & . ™L) - ( i r t ^ S ,
"
dXt dX,
3 dXk "

(3.5,

where

8,;
u.

:Kronecker delta [-].
:Dynamic viscosity [kgs'rrf1].

The assumption of incompressibility leads to a modifiedversion of Eq.(3.4).
3(7, ,,dUi
< W
: +- u,—:
dt
'dXj
I
II
where
Term I
Term II
Term III
Term IV
Term V
Term VI

1 dP
d2U,
n „
- - — -- 2E
Ze^U,,
(3.6)
+ v ^ ^'- + F,
==-1—
iikQ,uk +v
p dXt
"k ' k
dXjdXj
III
IV
V
VI
:Time change.
:Convection.
:Pressure gradient forces.
:Coriolis effect (the influence of the earth's rotation).
:Viscous stress.
:Body forces per unit mass.

:Kinematic viscosity [m2s"1].

v

In turbulent flows, a description of the flow at all points in time and space is not
feasible. Therefore, Reynolds developed governing equations of mean quantities by
expressing variables into a mean and aturbulent part. Expanding all the dependent
variables in Eq. (3.3) into a mean and turbulent part and time averaging leads to

ax,
dt!3A"

=0

(3.7)

=0

(3.8)

where

Q

: Time averaging operator [-].
: Deviation from time mean value [-]

Expanding allthe dependent variables in Eq. (3.6) into a mean andturbulent part,
and averaging the whole equation leads to
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du,

— du,

1 dp

du'jU'j
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^—

! + u,—= - _ _ - — ' - L - 2eiikQ.kiuk + v
l
dt
dXj
pdX:
dXj
" ' "

d2U,

!_
dXJdXj

Due to non-linearity of Term II of Eq. (3.6) an extra term, called the turbulent
diffusion term, appears in the right hand side of Eq. (3.9). The importance of the
various terms in the governing equations can be estimated by using dimensionless
numbers composed of characteristic flow scales. For every flow one or more typical
length (L), time (x), velocity (U) and pressure (AP) scales can be defined. With
these typical scales the various terms in Eq. (3.9) can be made dimensionless.

x dt

L 'dXj

pLdx.

dXj

" '

iik",j"k

L2dXjdXl

'(3.10)
where

(.")

: Dimensionless variable.

U2
Dividing Eq. (3.10) by the inertial scale — and ignoring body forces leads to

„ du, —SO,
1 dp
dC/tf.
1 —
1 d2U:
Sr—'. + u,—'- = -—
- - — — + —-z,,JJk + —
dt
'dX,
Eudx,
dX,
Flo
RedXdX,
r"i

(3.11)

where

Eu

: Euler number £ —
AP

Re

: Reynolds number

—

v
Ro

: Rossby number

2Q;L
Sr

: Strouhal number —

Ux

For every direction a typical length and velocity scale can be defined.
Furthermore, a scale characterizing the turbulent fluctuations in a particular
direction can be defined. Analogous to the derivation of Eq. (3.11) this yields for
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the X-direction
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where

Term I
Term II
Term III
Term IV
Term V
Term VI

: Time change.
: Convection.
: Pressure gradient forces
: Turbulent diffusion.
: Viscous stress.
: Coriolis forces.
: Characteristic length scale in a-direction [ms 1 ].
: Characteristic mean velocity scale in a-direction [ms 1 ].
: Characteristic turbulent velocity scale in a-direction [ms'1
: Subscript denoting the direction (1,2,3).

La
Ua
ua
a,b,c

Expanding all the dependent variables in Eq. (3.6) into a mean and turbulent part
and subtracting the equation for the mean part leaves an equation for a turbulent
gust (ivj). Multiplying this equation by (ufr and time averaging leads to an equation
for the turbulent kinetic energy. This equation can be written

dk

— dk
+ U,

dt
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where

Term I
Term II
Term III
Term IV
Term V

:Time change.
:Convection.
: Production.
:Turbulent transport.
: Redistribution by pressure perturbations.
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dxj
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Term VI

:Loss by viscous stress.
:Turbulent kinetic energy [m2s~2].

k

1,7777?

k = _ ( { u \ r + (u-2)-17+ (U'3)

7v?i

(3.14)

Analogous to the equation for turbulent kinetic energy an equation can be derived
forthe turbulent momentum flux
du'u'k

—du'u'k

dt
I
P'l

'' ax,
II

+

ax*

VI

du'

*x'

) ) +v

—j—idu,, —r—idU:
;

' dxi

'dxj

III

dxt

III

d*u;u'k

duldu1,

dxf

ax;

- 2v

VII

du'u'ul
IV

1.dp'u'k

dp'u:

p ax,.

dXk
V

V

+F

VIII

IX

(3.15)

where

Term I
Term II
Term III
Term IV
TermV
Term VI
Term VII
Term VIII
Term IX

:Time change.
: Convection by mean wind.
: Production by mean wind shear.
: Transport byturbulent motions.
: Transport by pressure correlation term.
: Redistribution by return-to-isotropyterm.
: Molecular diffusion.
: Viscous dissipation.
: Coriolisforce.

3.1.3Conservation ofenergy
At any point in a fluid the amount of energy flowing into a system has to balance
the internal energy of the system and the amount of work done by the system. For
a gaseous medium the conservation of energy in combination with the perfect gas
law
PV = nR'T
where

R'
T
V
n

leadsto

:Universal gas constant (8.3144) [Jmol"1K1].
:Temperature ofthe gas[K].
:Volume of the gas [m3].
:Amount of gas [mol].

(3.16)
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37 + ,, dT
dt + 'dX,

pC'dt

d2T
pCpdXidXi
IV

'dX>

pCp

(<t>c + <l>s + pe)
(3.17)

V

where

Term I
Term II
Term III
Term IV
Term V

:Time change.
:Convection.
: Pressurevariation.
: Molecular diffusion.
: Chemical reactions, radiation andviscous dissipation.
: Specific heat capacity at constant pressure [Jkg~1K1].
: Viscous dissipation [m2s3].
: Molecular thermal conductivity [WnT1K1].
: Energy production or loss by chemical reactions [Jm'V 1 ].
: Energy production through absorption of radiation [Jm"3s"1].

e
X
4> s

All the dependent variables in Eq. (3.17) are split into a mean and turbulent part.
After time averaging the equation is made dimensionless and divided by a
temperature convective scale (

Sr^I +ail
dt

pCp

dX;
II

ATUpCf

) leading to
AP-^-^PAT 'dX,

ATdf

=

I

(<t>c + ^ s

+

1 d2t
PedXidXj
IV

dfdt

~dx~
V

Pe)

(3.18)

VI
where

Term I
Term II
Term III
Term IV
TermV
Term VI

Time change.
Convection.
Pressure variation.
Molecular diffusion.
Turbulent diffusion.
Chemical reactions, radiation andviscousdissipation.

[mV].

Molecular thermal diffusivity
PCP
Pe

: Peclet number

UL

Again, for every direction a typical length and velocity scale can be defined.
Furthermore, a scale characterizing the turbulent fluctuations in a particular
direction can be defined.Thus Term II, IVandVof Eq. (3.18) can be written
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Term .1:i ^ i l •M^l 2
ULa'dX,
lla

ram iw. aL d2T
Term IV:_ ULaLadx,X,
IVa

Term V:

ULb dx2
Mb

+

H^Zjl3

ULc dx3
lie

(3.18a)

aL d2T
aL d 2 7
+ ULbLbdXzX2 +
ULcLcdX3X3
IVb
IVc

T„uaL dfd,

T„ubL dfd2

T„ucL d fit,

LaUM dX,
Va

LbUAT dx2
Vb

LCUAT dX,
Vc

(3.18b)

(3.18c)

where

: Characteristic scale for the temperature fluctuations [K].
Humidity differences inthe air cause density differences which sometimes can not
be neglected. To correct for these humidity differences the temperatures in Eqs.
(3.17) and (3.18) have to be replaced by virtual temperatures (Tv) and the specific
heat capacity for dry air by the specific heat capacity for humid air. The virtual
temperature of the air is defined as the temperature of dry air which has the same
density as humid air at the same pressure:

Tv = 7(1 + 0.61qa)
where

qa

(3.19)

: Specific humidity ofthe air [kgkg" 1 ].

The specific heat capacity fordry aircan be written
Cp = C pd (1 + 0.84q a )
where

Cpd

(3.20)

: Specific heat capacity ofdry airatconstant pressure [Jkg" 1 K 1 ].

In Eq. (3.11) it was assumed that the velocity ofthe motion is sufficiently small,to
ignore the variations in the density produced by the variations of pressure.
However, for temperature differences within a gravitational field Archimedean
forces cause an upward buoyancy of the warmer volumes of fluid and a downward
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buoyancy of the cooler volumes. The velocity field can be assumed to be
completely incompressible if variations of density produced by temperature
inhomogeneities are small, i.e. provided the absolute temperature differences over
the flow are small in comparison with the mean temperature. For these cases a
correction term was introduced by Boussinesq in the right hand side of the
momentum equations leading to

dui

7-dui
l

dt

1 dp

BXj

dWi

EudX,

jr

1 d 2 u,

kk

RedXjdXj

1

dXj

Fto"

1 -j
Ar

where

(3.21)

Ti = Tv-Tm
Tm
:Virtual temperature at a reference height [K].
r,
:Virtual temperature difference with virtual temperature at a reference
height [K].

U2
Ar

: Archimedes number

gpATL
:Thermal expansion coefficient for a perfect gas [K 1 ].

P = —-

The introduction of variations in density produced by variations in temperature
leads to an extra term in the equations for turbulent kinetic energy (3.13) and
turbulent momentum flux (3.15). Eq. (3.13) changes to

dk

—

—dk

dt

= -UjU,—-

d~iZk

, T^

i du'p1

T;

p;ax,

- — — + Cf8„u,(—)

l

'dx,

Tup

v(

—r-idU:

+ u,

'dxi

ax,

9 I 3 I [

2

vd

'.) + dx/
2

(u'u')
ax

(3.22)

;

where

g
p0

: Acceleration due to gravity [ms 2 ].
: Density of air at reference height [kgnr 3 ].

Eq. (3.15) changes to

aujul
dt

—duful
+ U:
' dXt

-i—,d~uk -mdUi
= -UjU,—' dXj

- uku,—'dXj

du'ujui
-

1 ldpTu'k

:— - — (
dX;
p-o

d ^
+

dX:

dXk
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„3ui
duT , p / s -777 s -np.
P(
+
) ) + —(5„u,-7; +§nukTv) +v

^ax,

ax/

d2u'iu'k _ 3uf3uJ
- 2v
+FCD. r

ax;2

7;

ax;2

(3.23)
3.7.4 Conservation ofa scalarquantity
A fluid can be composed of various components. Eq. (3.24) can be derived for
the conservation of any scalar quantity.
d C

*£ + U.— = D

*

+ S„r

dt

'ax,

^dxpx,

1

II

III

(3.24)

sc

v

;

IV

where

Term I
Term II
Term III
Term IV
C
Dsc
Ssc

:Time change.
:Convection.
:Molecular diffusion.
:Source or sink.
:Concentration of a scalar quantity [kgrrf3].
:Molecular diffusivity of a scalar quantity [m2s1].
:Production or loss of ascalar quantity (e.g.chemical reactions)
[kgm-V].

All the dependent variables in Eq. (3.24) are split into a mean and turbulent part.
After time averaging the equation is made dimensionless and divided by a mass
convective scale (

^a
cae
br— + U:
l
dt

I

) leading to

e

1 a2e

dc'rfj
= -

+

L

Q
c>

+

dxj

ax,

shaxpx.

II

III

IV

,,,,..
(3.25)

ACU
V

where

Term I
Term II
Term III
Term IV
Term V
Sh

:Time change.
:Convection.
:Turbulent diffusion.
:Molecular diffusion.
:Source or sink.
:Sherwood number —

Again for every direction a typical length and velocity scale can be defined.
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Furthermore, a scale characterizing the turbulent fluctuations in a particular
direction can be defined.Thus Term II,IIIand IV of Eq. (3.25) can be written

Term II:

uaL-

3e

u,

+

UL.Ma
'ax,

Term III

Term IV

CfluaL dc'd,
LaUAC 3 x ,
Ilia
DSCL a*3
ULaLadX,X,
IVa

ULb ' d *
lib

+

+

(3.25a)

ULC 3dx3
lie

CflubL dc'dz
LbUAC dXz
Illb
DSCL ys
ULbLbdXzX2
IVb

CflucL dc'd3
LCUAC dx3
lllc
^ DSCL

^

(3.25b)

(3.25c)

ULcLcdX3X3
IVc

where

Cfl

:Characteristic scale for scalar quantity concentration fluctuations
[kgm-3].

Eq. (3.25) does not take into account variations in air density. Variations in air
density can be incorporated by replacing concentrations of a scalar quantity by
specific scalar quantities (kg scalar quantity per kgair).
3.2Scalingof theflowinsideanOTC
The fluid dynamics of the flow inside an OTC is complicated andcharacterized by
the coexistence of various length and velocity scales. The choice of the magnitude
of a scale depends on the position in the chamber. It is clear that the scales near
the air-inlet holes will be highly determined by the distance to the chamber wall, the
sizes of the air-inlet holes and the air-inlet velocity. Towards the middle of the
chamber more length and velocity scales can be involved. Near the open top the
diameter of the open top itself becomes important. Whirls may penetrate into the
chamber via the open top. This is a rather complicated process and depends partly
on the length and velocity scales of the flow field outside the OTC.

If no significant transport of mass to the walls and the plants inside a chamber
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takes place then the total amount of mass flowing into the chamber equals the
amount of mass leaving the chamber. If the flow field is assumed to be
incompressible then mean velocity components in various parts of the chamber and
the air-supply system can be estimated.

Table 3.1: Typical numbers for the KEMA-type OTC
Subject

Size

1.4

Mean flow rate

Units
ms

Mean vertical velocity air-inlet air-supply system (2.0 m)

0.42

ms"1

Mean horizontal velocity connecting duct

4.95

ms"1

Mean horizontal velocity rectangular channel (assuming mean
air-inlet velocity is uniform over the chamber)

3.93

ms"1

12.88

ms"1

Mean vertical velocity inside the chamber (height: 1.5 m)

0.19

ms"1

Mean vertical velocity inside the chamber (open top)

0.42

ms"1

Mean inlet velocity air-inlet holes (perpendicular to the
chamber wall)

For three typical positions a first guess of the importance of the various terms in
the equations describing the conservation of momentum, energy, ozone and water
vapour is made using dimensional analysis.

Air-inlet hole
The flow field near the air-inlet holes is dominated by the existence of an air-inlet
jet. Tennekes and Lumley (1972) described the flow of turbulent jets with
dimensional analysis. For an axisymmetric jet Eqs. (3.26) and (3.27) were derived.
The constants in these equations were derived from experiments. For 8 < ^ < 4 0

U,

6.4.

/ = 0.067x
where

x
d
/
Us

: Distance to orifice in the direction of the mean flow [m].
: Orifice height [m].
: Distance from the centre line of a jet to the point where the velocity
in the direction of the mean flow equals 0.5 Us[m].
: Mean centre line velocity component of a jet in the direction of the
mean flow [ms 1 ].

(3.26)
(3.27)
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Uj

:Initial velocity jet inthe direction of the meanflow [ms1].

(see Fig.3.1)

Figure 3.1: Dimensions of the axisymmetricjet (after Tennekes and Lumley, 1972).
Eq. (3.26) can be used to calculate the mean velocity, in the direction of the
mean flow at the centre line of a jet at various distances to the chamber wall. Eq.
(3.27) calculates / , which says something about the width of ajet (see Table 3.2).
However, Eqs. (3.26) and (3.27) are valid under special conditions only. The jet
has to be axisymmetric and only a limited number of scales play an important role.
The flow regime within an OTC is a multi-scale problem. The flow field around the
jet affects the jet itself depending on the position inside the chamber. If the air flow
into a chamber is circular symmetric, pressure forces in the middle of the chamber
force the air to leave the chamber via the open top. Furthermore, adjacent jets can
interfere with each other and recirculation zones between jets and between jets
and walls can occur. Therefore, Table 3.2 just gives an impression of some
variables within the air inlet jet. How realistic these values really are depends
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strongly onthe importance of other scalesinvolved.
Table 3.2:Calculated variables of an axisymmetricjet using Eqs. (3.26) and(3.27).
The mean inlet velocity is 12.88 ms"1(see Table 3.1).
x[m]

Us[ms']

/[m]

0.25

8.18

0.017

0.50

4.09

0.034

0.75

2.73

0.050

1.00

2.05

0.067

A first guess of the characteristic length, velocity, pressure, temperature, ozone
and water vapour scales is given below. The X,-direction istaken perpendicular to
the air-inlet hole, The X3-direction is the vertical. Since the flow rate is rather
constant the time scale for the flow field is considered to be more than 600s.
L„Le
U.

ub,uc
U

,U.,U

: The distance tothe orifice inthe direction of the mean flow (0.5 m).
: The distance fromthe centre line of ajet to the point where the
velocity inthe direction ofthe mean flow equals 0.5 Us (I :
0.034 m).
: The mean centre line velocity component inthe direction ofthe
mean flow (Us: 4.09 ms"1).
: Of the order of Usl (0.28 ms"1).
ofthe order of _ /(1.07 ms"1)

u;

AP
AT
T„
AC
C„

*

Of the order of 0.5p i / 2 (10.2 Nm"2).
Of the order of 1Kduring sunny periods.
Of the order of 0.5 Kduring sunny periods.
Ofthe order of the concentrations observed inside a chamber (water
vapour: 10 gkg"1; ozone:20|J.gm"3).
:Of the order of 0.5 gkg"1for water vapour and 4u.gm"3for
ozone.

The U and L scale applied in the equations describing the conservation of
energy or any other scalar quantity are taken as being equal to Ua and La. The
molecular diffusivity for water vapour is taken as 23.4 10"6 [m2s"1], the molecular
diffusivity for ozone istaken as 13.6 10 s [m2s1].
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Middle of an OTC
Within the middle of the chamber various length and velocity scales may be
important. However, it is not clear what length and velocity scales play a dominant
role. A first guess of the characteristic length, velocity, pressure, temperature,
ozone and water vapour scales in the middle of the OTC at a height of 0.5 m is
given below. The X,-direction is taken perpendicular to the air-inlet hole, The X3direction is the vertical.
La
Lb

Lc
Ua,Ub

Uc
ua,ub,uc

:The radius of the chamber (1.5 m).
:The complicated flow pattern in the middle of the chamber is partly
determined by the distance between the air-inlet holes (of the order
of 0.2 m).
:The distance to the chamber floor (0.5 m).
:The interacting air-inlet jets lead to a complicated flow pattern in the
middle of the chamber. Therefore, it is not clear which characteristic
velocity scale should be used. Measurements have shown that the
mean velocity in the middle of the chamber is of the order of 1 ms"1.
:The mean vertical velocity above the air-inlet holes (0.19 ms"1).
: If an upstream flow contains mixing zones, sudden area changes
and bends the turbulence level might be as high as 10% (Hinze,
1959). The turbulent intensity is defined

/= j S l

(3.28)

U
where

/

AP

:Turbulent intensity [-].

Therefore, ua and ub are chosen 0.1 ms"1, uc is chosen as 0.02
ms"1.
: Of the order of 0.5pUa (0.6 Nm"2).

The AT, 7~„,AC and Cfl scale applied are taken as being equal to the values near
the air-inlet hole. The U and L scale applied in the equations describing the
conservation of energy or any other scalar quantity are taken as being equal \oila
and L3. The time scale is considered to be more than 600 s.

Open top area
The flow field in the open top area is determined by the properties of the OTC as
well as the properties of the flow field around the OTC. Analogous to the flow field
in the middle of the chamber various length and velocity scales can be relevant
and it is not clear what length and velocity scales play a dominant role. A first
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guess of the characteristic length, velocity, pressure, temperature, ozone and water
vapour scales for the open top region is given below. The X,-direction is parallel to
the mean wind direction over the OTC,The X,-direction isthevertical.

U.

ub

The radius of the opentop area (1.0m).
The height ofthe nozzle (0.5 m).
The mean horizontal wind velocity outside the OTC (assumed
2ms"1).
The mean windvelocity inthe cross winddirection (0ms"1).
The meanvertical velocity at thetop ofthe OTC (0.42 ms"1).
The turbulent intensities inthe free atmosphere are largerthanthe
turbulent intensities in most technical flows. For athermally neutral
surface layer according to Stull (1988)

w

= C,

(3.29)

where

C,

AP
AT
AC
C„

:Constant (^-direction =6; X2-direction=3;
X3-direction=1) [-].
U, :Friction velocity [ms'1].
Assuming afriction velocity of 0.3 ms"1 leadsto
ua:0.74 ms"1; ub: 0.52 ms"1; uc:0.30 ms"1.
: Of the order of 0.5pU* (2.5 Nm"2).
: Of the order of the temperature difference between an OTCand its
environment during sunny periods (5K).
: Ofthe order of 1Kduring sunny periods.
: Ofthe order of the concentrations observed inside an OTC (water
vapour 10gkg"1;ozone 20 (igm3).
:Ofthe order of the observed differences between an OTC and its
environment (water vapour 2gkg"1; ozone 200 ngm"3).

The U and L scale applied in the equations describing the conservation of
energy or any other scalar quantity are taken as being equal to Ua and La. The
time scale is considered to be more than 600 s. Since the mean crosswind
direction is 0 ms"1 the momentum equation in the X2-direction is of limited
importance.
Results
A first guess of the importance of the various terms in the momentum equation at
any position is done using Eq. (3.12). For a latitude of about 50° 2eijlflj\s 1.1 10"4
s"1. Therefore, the Coriolis forces are neglected. The inertial terms are balanced by
the turbulent diffusion andthe pressure gradient term for all three positions studied.
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Viscous stresses and time change of mean momentum are negligible (see Table
3.3).
Table 3.3:

Magnitude of dimensionlessterms of the momentum equation (3.12).

Dir.

Position: 0.5 m perpendicular to air-inlet holes
I

lla

Mb

He

III

IVa

IVb

IVc

Va

Vb

Vc

1

0.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.50

0.07

1.00

1.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

2

0.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

108

1.00

14.7

14.7

0.00

0.00

0.00

3

0.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

108

1.00

14.7

14.7

0.00

0.00

0.00

Position: middle of the chamber (height: 0.5 m)
I

lla

lib

lie

III

IVa

IVb

IVc

Va

Vb

Vc

0.57

0.50

0.01

0.08

0.01

0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00

1

0.00

1.00

7.50

2

0.00

0.13

1.00

0.08

0.50

0.00

0.01

0.00

0.00

0.00

3

0.00

1.75

13.2

1.00

13.9

0.02

0.14

0.01

0.00

0.00

0.00

Position: open top area
I

lla

lib

lie

III

IVa

IVb

IVc

Va

Vb

Vc

1

0.00

1.00

0.00

0.42

0.50

0.14

0.10

0.11

0.00

0.00

0.00

3

0.00

2.38

0.00

1.00

11.3

0.63

0.44

0.51

0.00

0.00

0.00

Dir.
Term I
Term II

: Direction.
: Time change.
:Convection.

Term III
Term IV
TermV

: Pressure gradient forces
: Turbulent diffusion.
: Viscous stress.

The importance of the various terms in the energy equation describing the
temperature at any position is estimated using the dimensionless numbers of Eq.
(3.18). Provided that the velocity of a gas is much less than the speed of sound it
can be shown that variations in pressure will play a considerably smaller role than
dP
variations intemperature. Inthe OTC case changes of — will be of the order of
1 while changes in

p

will be of the order of 103. Therefore, Term III of Eq.

dt
(3.18) is neglected. The term — , which is part of the turbulent kinetic energy
C

P

equation, plays an insignificant role in the energy equation and can be neglected.
Furthermore, it is assumed that the two source terms (chemical reaction and
radiation absorption) can be neglected as well. The molecular diffusion and time
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changes of temperature are negligible for all three positions studied. Consequently,
inertialterms are balanced bytheturbulent diffusion terms (seeTable 3.4).
Table 3.4:

Magnitude of dimensionlessterms of the energy equation (3.18).
Position: 0.5 mperpendicular to air-inlet holes

I

Ila

Mb

lie

IVa

IVb

IVc

Va

Vb

Vc

0.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.13

1.92

1.92

Position: middle of thechamber (height: 0.5m)
I

lla

lib

He

IVa

IVb

IVc

Va

Vb

Vc

0.00

1.00

7.50

0.57

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.05

0.38

0.03

Position: open top area
I

lla

lib

lie

IVa

IVb

IVc

Va

Vb

Vc

0.00

1.00

0.00

0.42

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.07

0.05

0.06

Term I
Term II

:Time change.
:Convection.

Term IV
Term V

:Molecular diffusion.
:Turbulent diffusion.

A first guess of the importance of the various terms in the conservation equation
for ozone and water vapour for three positions is done using Eq. (3.25). The
content of the lower part of the chamber including the rectangular channel is 10.5
m3. At a flow rate of 1.4 m3s"1this amount of air is replaced in approximately 7 s.
Therefore, the production or loss of ozone and water vapour as a result of chemical
reactions is neglected. The molecular diffusion and time changes of ozone and
water vapour are negligible for all three positions studied. Consequently, inertial
terms are balanced bythe turbulent diffusion terms (see Table 3.5 and 3.6).
Buoyancy
The influence of buoyancy on mean movements is characterized by the
Archimedes number (see Eq. 3.21). A first guess of the Archimedes number at
0.25 and 0.5 m distance to the air-inlet hole, in the middle of the chamber and at
the open top area is given in Table 3.7. As is mentioned before the coexistence of
various length and velocity scales complicates the choice of a particular length or
velocity scale. Since buoyancy forces are working in the vertical direction only, the
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Uc and Lc are used ascharacteristic velocity and length scales.
Table 3.5:

Magnitude of dimensionlessterms of the ozone equation (3.25).
Position: 0.5 m perpendicular to air-inlet holes

I

lla

lib

lie

Ilia

lllb

NIC

IVa

IVb

IVc

0.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.05

0.77

0.77

0.00

0.00

0.00

Position: middle of the chamber (height: 0.5 m)
I

lla

lib

lie

Ilia

lllb

NIC

IVa

IVb

IVc

0.00

1.00

7.50

0.57

0.02

0.15

0.01

0.00

0.00

0.00

Position: open top area
I

lla

lib

lie

Ilia

lllb

lllc

IVa

IVb

IVc

0.00

1.00

0.00

0.42

3.70

2.60

3.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Table 3.6:

Magnitude of dimensionless terms of the water vapour equation
(3.25).
Position: 0.5 m perpendicular to air-inlet holes

I

lla

lib

lie

Ilia

lllb

NIC

IVa

IVb

IVc

0.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.01

0.19

0.19

0.00

0.00

0.00

Position: middle of the chamber (height: 0.5 m)
I

lla

lib

lie

Ilia

lllb

IIIC

IVa

IVb

IVc

0.00

1.00

7.50

0.57

0.01

0.04

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Position: open top area
I

lla

lib

He

Ilia

lllb

lllc

IVa

IVb

IVc

0.00

1.00

0.00

0.42

0.07

0.05

0.06

0.00

0.00

0.00

Term I
Term II

Time c;hange
Conve ction.

Term III
Term IV

:1rurbule nt diffu sion.
:t lolecul ar diffu sion.

Close to the air-inlet holes buoyancy forces can be neglected. Towards the
middle of the chamber buoyancy forces play a more significant role. However, the
temperature scale given here is a maximum one which occurs during sunny
periods only. During these periods, especially, buoyancy forces have to be taken
into account. At the open top buoyancy forces can not be neglected any more
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since temperature gradients of 1-5 K over the open top are common even during
night-time.
Table 3.7:Archimedes numbers inside the OTC.
Position

Uc [ms1]

A7[K]

t-cm

Ar

Near air-inlet
holes (0.25m)

0.56

1

0.017

551

Near air-inlet
holes (0.50 m)

0.28

1

0.034

69

Middle chamber

0.19

1

0.5

2.2

Open top area

0.42

5

0.5

2.1

A correction for humidity differences is of limited importance. The largest humidity
difference is observed between the OTC open top region andthe OTC environment
(approximately 2.0 gkg"1). If the temperature difference between an OTC and its
environment is 5.0 K (temperature outside 293 K) and the specific humidity outside
and inside the OTC is 10.0 gkg"1 and 12.0 gkg"1, respectively, then the difference in
virtual temperature will be approximately 5.4 K (see Eq. (3.19)). Consequently, the
Archimedes number at the open top decreases from approximately 2.1 to 1.9.

3.3Models used
3.3.1 TheFLUENTmodel
The flow field within an OTC is a complex one characterized by the coexistence
of various length and velocity scales (see previous section). Therefore, a model
has been used to describe the flow field inside an OTC. For this purpose an
already existing technical flow simulating model (FLUENT) was chosen. In Section
3.3.1.1 attention is focused on the physical aspects of this model while the
numerical background is outlined in Section 3.3.1.2. The modelling of plants is
described in Section 3.3.1.3. The physical background of the theory can be found
in the FLUENT manual (Creare, 1987) and in literature (Launder, 1984; Launder
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and Spalding, 1974; Rodi, 1976; 1980; 1981;1984;Tennekes and Lumley, 1972).
The numerical background can be found in the FLUENT manual and in Patankar
(1980).
3.3.1.1 PhysicalbackgroundoftheFLUENTmodel
The FLUENT model basically describes the conservation of mass, momentum
and energy (see Section 3.1). Within the FLUENT programme two model options
have been used,the k-t model and the Algebraic Stress Model (ASM). The local
closure technique used by both models can be applied only to situations where the
length scale of turbulence is much smaller than the length scale over which mean
gradients change. It is assumed that inside a chamber local gradients are closely
related to exchange processes and that a local closure method can be applied
since:
- large eddies inside an OTC will be mainly caused by the atmospheric boundary
layer; eddies of more than 2 metre diameter (opentop diameter) are not expected
inthe chamber,
- the pressure field within the chamber creates a mean upward vertical velocity of
approximately 0.42 ms"1 which limits the amount of incoming air from outside the
chamber.

The k-e model
The k-e model option parameterizes the turbulent diffusion terms of the
governing equations by employing a "one and a half order" local closure technique.
The turbulent diffusion terms of the momentum equation (3.9) are related to a local
shear
-u£7 = v , ( _ l + —'.) - -/<5„

'
where

v,

' dxt ax/

(3.30)

3 "

:Turbulent viscosity [m2s1].

The parameterization of the turbulent viscosity forms the core of the k-e model.
The turbulent viscosity is related to the turbulent kinetic energy and a dissipation
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rate by

*e
where

c
e

:Empirical constant [-].
:Dissipation rate [m2s'3].

The constant c^ can be derived from local equilibrium shear layers where the
production of turbulent kinetic energy equals the dissipation

c =( l ^ l ) 2

(3.32)

where the X1-direction is the mean wind direction and the X3-direction is normal to
the wall.
Analogous to Eq. (3.30) the turbulent diffusion terms of the conservation equation
for any scalar quantity are assumed to be proportional to the gradient of the
quantity transported.

-~J^' =DtQ
where

D,
§

(3.33)

:Turbulent diffusivity for heat or mass [m2s1].
:Generalvariable.

Like the turbulent viscosity the turbulent diffusivity is not a property of the fluid but
depends onthe properties of the flow field. Experiments have shown that the ratios
of the turbulent diffusivities for momentum to heat or mass are approximately equal
across a flow and vary little from flow to flow.

o, =^1
' D,

(3.34)

where

o,

:Turbulent Prandtl or Schmidt number [-].

An exact solution of the turbulent kinetic energy equation (3.13) is not given by
the model since unknown correlations appear in the turbulent kinetic energy
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equation. At high Reynolds numbers the turbulent kinetic energy equation is further
reducedto

dk

—

71dk
+ U,

dt

77779u<
= -U,U:

'dXj

d

+

/v'

dk

\

/qw

(

'dXj

) - e

(o.35)

dXj akdXj

where the transport due to velocity and pressure fluctuations is assumed to be
proportional tothe gradient of k.
At high Reynolds numbers with prevailing local isotropy an exact soluation of the
equation for the dissipation rate can be derivedfrom Eq. (3.6)
3P _ a E
3 du'e'
— + U:—
=- _
'— - 2v
l
dt
dXi
dX, dX,
/

J

J

du' du'du'k
- 1 - - 2v
3X.3X.3X,
IV
*

I

J

, 32u\ s
'—)
3X3X
V
J

3.36
J

where

Term I
Term II
Term III
Term IV
Term V

:Time change.
:Convective transport.
:Diffusive transport.
:Generation dueto vortex stretching.
:Viscousdestruction.

This equation contains complex correlations whose behaviour is little known.
Therefore, model assumptions have been introduced in Eq. (3.36) leading to a
highly empirical equation. The diffusion term is parameterized with the gradient
assumption (3.33). The difference between the production and destruction term is
parameterized using two empirical constants.
de

dt
I

+ 77

where

Term I
Term II
Term III
Term IV

-3e

ax,
II

=J L ( . ^ 1 ) +c "(P) - c.—
3X. o 3X
III

e1 K

k '

t2

k
IV

(3.37)
'

: Time change.
: Convection.
: Diffusion term parameterized with gradient assumption.
: Generation of vorticity due to vortex stretching connected with
the energy cascade minus viscous destruction of vorticity.
Production of turbulent kinetic energy by meanwind shear [m2s"3].
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Empirical constant [-].
Empirical constant [-].
Ratio of turbulent viscosity for momentum toturbulent viscosity for
dissipation rate [-].
The constant ct2 has been determined empirically from the measured rate of
decay of turbulent kinetic energy behind a grid. Assuming the advection term to be
zero and the constants c^ and ct to be known the constant c t1can be derived
from Eq. (3.37) for a local equilibrium shear layer according to
(3.38)

w

where
K

Von Karman's constant

Launder and Spalding (1974) tuned the constants ce1, oe and o„ by computer
optimization. The values recommended are given inTable 3.8.
Table 3.8:Values ofthe constants used inthe k-e model according to Launder
and Spalding.
c

n

0.09

C

e1

C<2

1.44

1.92

CT

°k

1.30

1.00

.

Rodi (1984) pointed out that there is no complete universality of the constants
given in Table 3.8. The rate of spread of an axisymmetric jet is overpredicted by
about 30% (in the case of stagnant surroundings) using the constants given in
Table 3.8. Therefore, some of the constants require different values. Detering and
Etling (1985) applied the k~t model to the atmospheric turbulent boundary layer.
They showed that the constants used in engineering flow problems can differ from
the constants valid for atmospheric boundary layers. For the atmospheric boundary
layer measurements suggest that inthe surface layer
k = 6.25U?
where

U,

:Friction velocity [ms1].

(3.39)
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The constant is approximately twice as large as the constant found for technical
flows. The model constants recommended by Detering and Etling (1985) are given
inTable 3.9.
Table 3.9:

Values of the constants used inthe k-e model according to Detering
andEtling.
c

.

C.1

0.025

1.09

C

e2

1.90

<*.

<*k

1.30

0.74

The k-e model is based onthe assumption that the local state of turbulence can
be characterized by one velocity scale and that the eddy viscosity is the same for
all Reynolds stresses (u'u'j). This may be of limited realism in complex flows. Also
the turbulent Prandtl or Schmidt number can be affected by buoyancy, rotation and
streamline curvature. In spite of these shortcomings the k-e model has proved to
be successful in many practical calculations (Launder and Spalding, 1974; Rodi,
1984).
In order to account for the development of the various Reynolds stresses the
equations describing these terms can be derived in exact form. The derivation of
the exact equations introduces terms accounting for buoyancy, rotation, streamline
curvature and other special effects. However, the equations contain higher order
correlations which have to be parameterized in order to get a solvable set of
equations. So called Algebraic Stress Models (ASM) have been developed to
reduce the differential transport equations to algebraic expressions while at the
same time retaining most of their basic features.
Thealgebraicstress model
The transport terms of the Reynolds stresses are taken proportional to the
transport of the turbulent kinetic energy (Rodi, 1976). Furthermore, model
assumptions are involved for the buoyancy term, the pressure-strain term (VI) and
the dissipation terms (VII and VIII) of Eqs. (3.15) and (3.23). The approximations
are valid for high Reynolds number situations only, where small-scale dissipative
motion is assumed isotropic.
The resulting equation iswritten:
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25.

u'u' = /c(£s, +
;
V
3"
where

G
P

, -T)(^-|5^) +(1-c3)(-^-|5,^)
c
3
e
e 3 e
- —
——)
P+G ,
c,+
1

(3.40)

Production of turbulent kinetic energy by buoyancy [ms"' -i2_-3i
Production of turbulent momentum flux by buoyancy [m2s3].
Production of turbulent kinetic energy by mean wind shear [m2s"3].
Production of turbulent momentum flux by meanwind shear [mV 3 ].
Constant (1.5-2.2) [-].
Constant (0.4-0.5) [-].
Constant (0.55-0.60) [-].

Eq. (3.40) can be used whenever transport of turbulent momentum flux is not
very important since this transport is modelled rather crudely.
3.3.1.2 NumericalbackgroundoftheFLUENTmodel
In numerical flow simulations the results are often subject to numerical
inaccuracies so that it is not the turbulence model alone that is responsible for lack
of agreement with experimental evidence.
Within the computational domain of FLUENT the governing equations are
discretized using a control volume based finite difference method on adefined grid.
The SIMPLE (Semi Implicit Method for Pressure Linked Equations) algorithmis
used to solve the governing equations for astaggered grid configuration. The
linearized equations are solved line by line. Along each line the equations are
solved using TDMA (TriDiagonal Matrix Algorithm). The solving procedure is based
on an exact solution of the one dimensional convection diffusion equation using a
Power Law scheme. The calculations proceed until convergence criteria have been
achieved (Creare, 1987; Patankar, 1980).
False diffusion can occur whenever the main direction of the flow does not align
with the grid lines, thus causing numerical contributions to diffusion terms. The
FLUENT programme provides the QUICK (Quadratic Upstream Interpolation for
Convective Kinematics) option to decrease the numerical errors caused by false
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diffusion (Creare, 1987).
The properties of the control volumes along the borders of the computational
domain haveto be set. Various types of boundary conditions can be selected,
-solid wall control volumes,
-inlet control volumes,
-outlet control volumes,
-symmetry boundary conditions.
These boundary conditions are discussed next.
Solidwallcontrol volume
Within a boundary layer near a wall viscous effects become more important so
that high Reynolds number turbulence models are not applicable any more.
Therefore, empirical laws are available which connect the wall conditions to the
dependent variables just outside the viscous sublayer. In meteorology the resultant
mean wind velocity parallel to a wall for thermal-neutral conditions can be written
according to

u.

^ l n ( ^ ,

(3.41)

\j-uX

(3.42)

where

Wind velocity parallelto a wall inthe direction of the mainflow
ms
Wind velocity normal to the wall [ms1].
Displacement length[m].
Distance perpendicular tothe wall[m].
Roughness height [m].

d
z

Eq. (3.41) is only valid above z > 20z0where the production of turbulent kinetic
energy approximately equals the dissipation (Wieringa, 1986). Inthe FLUENT code
the resultant mean wind velocity parallel to awall is expressed as
_ U
u = —Ln(Z>E)

(3.43)

K

zU.

(3.44)
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where

: Roughness parameter (9.8 for aerodynamically smooth walls).
: Dimensionless distance perpendicular to the wall.

E

Eq. (3.43) is valid within the region where 30<Z*<100. This equation can not be
used in areas near separation or stagnation points but the influence of these areas
on the flow field is usually small. When buoyancy does not play an important role
and diffusion and advection of turbulent kinetic energy can be neglected, then
production of turbulent kinetic energy by mean wind shear approximately equals
the viscous dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy. Consequently, turbulent kinetic
energy and dissipation rate can be written according to
U

(3.45)

u:

(3.46)

KZ

Combining Eqs. (3.41), (3.43) and (3.44) and defining z as the height above the
displacement length yields
EUja =v

(3.47)

When aerodynamically smooth walls are oriented oblique to the grid lines they
can be approximated by stepped walls. The grid around these walls is too coarse
to resolve the detailed flow field around the steps and the solution procedure just
'sees' the inclined wall.
Inletcontrolvolume
Inlet profiles of velocity, turbulent kinetic energy and dissipation rate can be
specified for each control volume at the borders of the computational domain.
However, when the inlet profiles of turbulent kinetic energy and dissipation rate are
not known the user can specify a turbulent intensity (3.28). The FLUENT code
calculates the inlet turbulent kinetic energy according to
k = ^.5(UI)2
where

U

;Mean velocity at the inlet [ms'1].

(3.48)
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I

:Turbulent intensity [-].

The dissipation rate iscalculated according to
2

2 l,\
(c?k)

L

(3.49)

where

L

:Length scale characterizing the size of large, energy-containing
eddies [m].

The FLUENT programme calculates the length scale by computing the inlet area
andthen defining an equivalent radius for acircle of equal area. The length scale is
defined as 0.07 times this equivalent radius, avalue that is derived from the mixing
length in turbulent pipe flow. FLUENT generates a uniform distribution of turbulent
kinetic energy and dissipation rate across each inlet zone. In many cases the inlet
turbulent intensity specified will not have a major impact on the predicted flow field,
since the generation and dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy within the
computational domain are far more important.
Outletcontrolvolume
At the outlet control volumes it is assumed that the flow field downstream of the
calculation domain does not influence the solution. This is the case when there is
no "inflow" over a part of the outlet plane and the Peclet number is sufficiently
large. The value of a variable as well as its flux are then known since they are
determined by the flow field itself.
Symmetryboundary conditions
If the flow over the computational domain shows symmetrical features then
computation time can be reduced by using symmetry planes without losing any
essential information. At a symmetry plane the diffusion and convection fluxes are
assumed zero. The flow field can be mirrored over the symmetry plane.
A special type of symmetry planes, called cyclic symmetry planes, can be used
whenever the flow pattern is repeated several times over the computational
domain. Cyclic cells are paired with cyclic cells on the opposing edge of the
computational domain. FLUENT matches the values of the flow variables in a cyclic
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cell with the value of the paired cyclic cell at the opposite boundary.
3.3.1.3 Simulations
The number of grid points required to compute the flow field inside and outside a
ventilated OTC without losing information about important flow characteristics would
exceed the limitations set by the internal memory of the computer and the
computation time needed. Therefore, the computational grid to calculate the flow
regime inside and around an OTC was split into two parts.
The first part computed the flow field around the OTC and at open top height with
a rectangular cartesian coordinates grid employing an upwind logarithmic wind
profile as a boundary condition (see Fig 3.2). The first grid point was chosen at 0.1
m from the wall. The distance between the grid nodes inside the chamber was 0.25
m. Therefore, structures of the flow field inside the chamber smaller than 0.25 m
were not modelled. A symmetry plane was taken parallel to the mean wind
direction through the middle of the chamber. At the windward side and at the top
side of the domain an inlet profile was set arbitrarily, based on the experimental
data for 26-05-89 (15.20 UTC). On that particular day the mean horizontal wind
speed at open top height was approximately 4.5 ms"1while thermal conditions were
near-neutral (Richardson gradient number at 1.7 m: -0.023). The friction velocity,
Ut, was 0.31 ms"1, the roughness length, z0, of the grass cover around the OTC
was 8.8 10"3m. Consequently, according to Eq. (3.47) the roughness parameter of
the grass cover, E, was 5.3 10"3. The chamber walls were assumed to be
aerodynamically smooth. The turbulent kinetic energy and viscous dissipation of
turbulent kinetic energy were set employing Eqs. (3.45) and (3.46). The constants
used inthe simulation arethe ones suggested by Launder and Spalding (1978;see
Table 3.8). The parameters of the air were taken equal to the values for a standard
atmosphere (see symbol list; default values used).

The second part of the computational grid calculated in detail the flow field inside
the ventilated chamber with a cylindrical polar coordinates grid. The flow regime
inside the chamber was assumedto be approximately circularly symmetric. The
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Figure 3.2: Cartesian coordinates grid with OTC
Computational grid plane parallelto the mean windvelocity
Dimensions: 40 mx 12 mx 25m
Number of cells:26460 (length:42 xwidth:18 x height:35)
computational grid for modelling the flow field inside the chamber was constructed
using a chamber section of 11.25°. Within every section 5 air-inlet holes were
specified (see Fig. 3.3). Within the lower 1.2 m of the chamber the height of the
grid cells was 0.025 m. In the upper part of the chamber the height of the cells
increased towards the opentop. The total inlet area was 9.82 10"2 m2.The flow rate
was set to 1.4 m3s"1. The turbulent kinetic energy and dissipation rate in the inlet
area were calculated employing Eqs. (3.48) and (3.49). The turbulence intensity
within the air-inlet holes was estimated to be approximately 10% as the upstream
flow contains area changes, bends etc. The wall roughness parameter was
arbitrarily taken 1.0. Furthermore, it was assumed that the properties of the flow in
the lower part of the ventilated chamber are primarily determined by the air-inlet
jets and not by the ambient air flowing into the chamber. Therefore, no inlet control
volumes were applied to the open top. However, especially inthe upper part of the
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chamber, flow conditions outside the OTC may influence the properties of the flow
inside a chamber (see Section 3.2). To study the influence of the flow outside the
OTC on the properties of the flow in the upper part of the ventilated chamber, the
computed flow inside the chamber just above the air-inlet holes, using the polar
coordinates grid was transformed to input boundary conditions for the cartesian
coordinates grid computations. Consequently, the properties of the flow field in the
open top region are determined by environmental conditions as well as the
properties of the air flow inthe lower part ofthe ventilated chamber.
The behaviour of a scalar quantity was studied introducing a scalar with a
molecular mass of 48.0 (equal to that for ozone). The molecular mass of the inerts
was set to 28.0. The turbulent Schmidt number was set to 0.7. Transport of the
scalar quantity to the chamber walls was neglected.
Section 3.2 has revealed that the inertial terms in the momentum equations are
almost completely balanced by the turbulent diffusion and pressure gradient terms.
Coriolis forces, viscous stresses and time change of mean momentum are
negligible. However, buoyancy effects might play a role. To keep the model as
simple as possible the calculations conducted in the present study have been
restricted to thermal-neutral conditions. Consequently, the FLUENT model results
might deviate from experimental values under non-neutral conditions.

3.3.1.4Modellingofplantsin theFLUENTmodel

Plants mainly grow within the lower part of the chamber (below 1.2 m). To
simulate the behaviour of a flow with plants one can define all the plant elements
and assign a roughness value to it. However, within the computational domain
needed to simulate the flow field within a chamber there are not enough control
volumes available to make adetailed model of aplant. Another way to compute the
flow field through a plant community in the lower part of an OTC is to describe the
plants as a porous medium.
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t o p ,*

Figure 3.3: Computational domain used for modelling the flow field inside the OTC.
Dimensions: 2.93 m(height) x 1.50 m(radius) x0.196 radian (angle).
Number of cells: 29172 (66:vertical x 17:radial x26:angular).
The air-inlet jets are visualised by plotting contour lines of computed turbulent
kinetic energy (0.5m2s2).
Within the FLUENT code Brinkman's equation is used to simulate the flow
through porous media according to
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VP= -JLu +iiv2u + ±coP\u\u

(3.50)

where

Inertial resistance coefficient [m~1]
Permeability[m 2 ].
Divergence.
Laplacian operator.

CD

K

V
V2

Eq. (3.50) c a n be used to model the pressure gradients in a plant canopy as a
result of drag forces. T h e first term o n the right hand side of this equation is
ignored by setting t h e permeability to a very large value. T h e second term ont h e
right hand side is of the order of 1 . 10' 5 and is small as c o m p a r e d to the third term
on the right hand side which is of the order of 1. 10"2 or more. T h e inertial
resistance coefficient of Eq. (3.50) can be replaced by a drag coefficient for plants
according to

VP = \J,WU +

1 LA
cdp\U\U
2 HpAb

(3.51)

where

Ato
LA

Base area of thec h a m b e r [m 2 ].
Height of the plants [m].
Total leaf area (double-sided) [m 2 ].
Drag coefficient [-].

T h e drag coefficient is defined according to

x
0.5pU2

(3.52)

where

U

: Resultant mean wind velocity parallel to a plate [ m s 1 ] .
: Force per unit of total leaf surface area in the direction of the flow
[Nm2].

(Monteith a n d Unsworth, 1990)

Thorn (1968) found a value for the drag coefficient of approximately 0.16 for
model leaves facing the air flow at an angle of attack of 2 3 degrees. T h e height of
the plants w a s taken 0.4 m. T h e calculations were executed with a leaf area index
(single-sided) of 4, leading to an inertial resistance coefficient of0.44.
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3.3.2 TheOTC-resistance model
The OTC-resistance model isa bulk resistance model which hasbeen developed
primarily to calculate the mass andenergy fluxes to or from thevarious parts ofthe
OTC system. Since bulk resistances are used all the data calculated by the
programme represent spatial and time averages.
The model yields information about the temperature, humidity and ozone
concentration inside the chamber in relation to field conditions. The model has
been used to gain insight into the effects on the microclimate inside the chamber
as a result of changes made totheOTCconfiguration.
Within a resistance model the mass andenergy fluxes arethe result of a potential
difference over a resistance. Eq. (3.53) represents the exchange of heat, water
vapour, carbon dioxide or a gaseous pollutant between two locations. The total
resistance is composed of component resistances which describe the paths
through which thescalar quantity istransported (Monteith andUnsworth, 1990).
(C, - C,)
z
f =—1
l
R
where

fm
Cx
R

(3.53)

: Flux density [ J n r W k g r r r V 1 ] .
:Concentration at location x [Jm~3/kgm'3].
: Resistance [sm 1 ].

The OTC-resistance model is composed of two submodels, the OTC-system
model and the soil-vegetation model. The OTC-system model is based on a
resistance model described by Unsworth et al. (1982, 1984, 1986). The model has
been modified and extended with an air-supply system part and a part which
describes the energy balance of the chamber walls (Section 3.3.2.1). The OTCsystem model wascoupled to a second model which describes the bulk exchange
processes between the soil-vegetation and the air inside as well as outside an
OTC. The bulk exchange processes are described employing a modified
parameterization scheme of land surface processes described by Noilhan and
Planton (1989) and Jacquemin and Noilhan (1990). Section 3.3.2.2 describes the
soil-vegetation model and the modifications made to use this model under OTC
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conditions.
3.3.2.1 TheOTC-system model
The basic model
The model is based ona steady state scalar quantity balance foranOTC system.
Each component of the balanced system is treated as an energy or scalar flux
(ozone or water vapour). The ozone or water vapour balance of the chamber is
written

+

Ftv
where

C„ - £ .

F,

R,

Ab

F„,+F,

p

Ab

s

.

(3.54)

Base area of the chamber [m 2 ].
Mean concentration inside thechamber [kgm"3].
Mean concentration attheend of the air-supply system [kgm 3 ].
Mean concentration outside theOTC at open topheight [kgm"3]
Scalar flux to plants grown under OTC conditions [kgs 1 ].
Production of a scalar asa result of chemical reactions [kgs 1 ].
Scalar flux to chamber floor [kgs 1 ].
Scalar flux to chamber wall [kgs' 1 ].
Incursion resistance perunit base area [sm' 1 ].
Ventilation resistance perunit base area [sm' 1 ].

\

cc
o,
c0
FP
Fr
Fs
Fw
R..

The ventilation resistance is written
R - *»

(3.55)

'inl

where

fin,

: Flow rate asa result of ventilation [m 3 s 1 ].

The incursion resistance can notbe written in terms of chamber dimensions and
flow rate andhas to bedetermined byexperiments using
R.
where

Nj
V

(3.56)
:Therate of airchange due to incursion [s 1 ].
:Chamber volume [m 3 ].

The incursion resistance depends onthewind speed outside theOTC, thesizesof
the chamber and the aerodynamic shape of the open top. Unsworth (1984)
measured thedecay ofa tracer gasconcentration inside anOTCimmediately after
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the fan was stopped and the tracer gas supply cut off. The rate of air change was
determined according to

^

= -A/,(Ce - C0)

(3.57)

at
This method did not allow for any influence on the incursion resistance, by the fan
driven air flow leaving the chamber. However, Unsworth suggested that this
influence was probably small.

The energy balance for a chamber is written according to

p3a CP p ( l Z L _ ^ + <ZLl^> +EL - Q^°^
Ft,

R,

Ab

Ab

(3.58)

where

Qp
Or
Qs
Qw
Tc
T:
T0

: Energy flux to plants grown under OTC conditions [Js~1].
: Heat generated by chemical reactions [Js 1 ].
: Energy flux to chamber floor [Js 1 ].
: Energy flux to chamber wall [Js 1 ].
: Temperature inside the chamber [K].
:Temperature at the end of the air-supply system [K].
:Temperature outside the OTC at open top height [K].

The energy generated by chemical reactions is assumed to be negligible.

The microclimate in a chamber is partly determined by the properties of the air in
the air-supply system (C,, 7",). Furthermore, the chamber walls can play a
significant role in the total energy balance of the chamber itself (via Qw). Therefore,
the model was extended with an air-supply system subroutine and a subroutine
describing the energy balance of the chamber walls.
Within the air-supply system subroutine the height of the air inlet at the input of
the air-supply system, effects caused by the filter unit and the ventilation system,
and radiation absorbed by the walls of the air-supply system have been taken into
account.

Air inlet
The flow regime around the air inlet of the air-supply system is not known. The
height from which the bulk of the air is sucked was determined by correlating the
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temperatures measured insidetheairinlet tothetemperatures measured atvarious
heights outside the OTC. Only the experimental values sampled during conditions
of low wind speed (less than 1 ms"1 at open top height) and lowglobal radiation
intensities (less than 100 Wm"2) were used, in order to obtain high temperature
gradients outside theOTC while simultaneously preventing heating oftheairinside
the airinlet due to radiation absorption bythewalls ofthe air-supply system.

Filterunit
The filter unit is primarily meant for removing gaseous pollutants from the air
flowing into thechamber. Atthesame time thefilters adsorb or release waterand
thus modify the moisture content oftheairwhich passesthefilters. This adsorption
or desorption behaviour depends onthe temperature and relative humidity ofthe
air. Thewater adsorption anddesorption curve fortheactivated carbon filter used
(Sutcliffe type 207C) isnotknown, however, thecurve fortheshell based activated
carbon type 208C is known (seeFig.3.4).Themain difference between the207C
and 208C type activated carbon isthe surface area perg carbon. The207C type
activated carbon hasasurface area of 1100-1200 m2g~1while the208C type has a
surface area of 1200-1300 m2g"1.Thefilter system ofthe KEMA-type OTC contains
about 290kgactivated carbon. During thecourse ofthedaychanges inthewater
content of the filters of 25% can occur which result into changes of specific
humidity of more than 1. 10"3 kgkg1 (flow rate: 1.4 m3s"1). Wet and dry bulb
temperatures at the air inlet of the air-supply system are used to estimate the
relative humidity inside the filter unit. Since a change from adsorption into
desorption can result into sudden changes of the equilibrium water content ofthe
filters a combined adsorption/desorption curve wasdeduced from Fig.(3.4)taking
into account the differences between the type 207C and 208C activated carbon.
The desorption oradsorption ofwater iswritten
q,=qinl + Cf1(Hc,_At - Hc,)JLPjml
where

C„
q,
qlnl

:Filter constant [s1].
:Specific humidity oftheairattheendoftheair-supply system
[kgkg1].
:Specific humidity oftheairattheairinlet [kgkg1].

(3.59)
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Water content ofthefilter 1time step earlier[kg].
Equilibrium water content of the filter [kg].
Time step[s].
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Figure 3.4: Water adsorption by shell based carbon, Sutcliffe type 208C, at 21°C
[kg water kg"1dryfilter].
The filter constant Cf1expresses the percentage of the difference between the
current equilibrium water content ( He, ) and the water content of the filter one
time step earlier ( Hct_At ) which is adsorbed or released by the filters during 1 s
(based on 10 minutes mean). This constant was determined by tuning it to the
change in specific humidity inthe air-supplysystem.
The condensation or evaporation of water from the filters leads to a temperature
change of the air flowing into the OTC. An increase of the specific humidity of the
air of 1.0 10"3kgkg'1 represents a maximum temperature decrease of approximately
2.5 K. The temperature change is written
A T = Cl2(qinl - q^-L
where

C12
L
AT

:Filter constant [-].
:Latent heat [Jkg"1].
:Temperature change [K].

(3.60)
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The filter constant Cf2 represents the fraction of the energy needed for
evaporation or condensation of water subtracted from or released to the air flowing
through the filters.
Ventilation system
The fan used requires a power input of a few kW (maximum 5 kW) dependent on
the flow rate and the resistances (i.e. filters, OTC-configuration) before and after
the fan. A power input of 5 kW theoretically leads to a maximum temperature
increase of 3.0 K (flow rate: 1.4 m3s"1). The temperature increase caused by the
fan was estimated by comparing the temperatures measured at the end of the airsupply system with22 the temperatures measured inside the air inlet. To reduce the
errors due to adsorption or desorption of water by the filters and absorption of
global radiation by the walls of the air-supply system, the temperatures were
compared between 04.00 and 06.00 a.m. localtime.

Wallsof theair-supplysystem
The walls of the air-supply system absorb short-wave radiation. The amount of
global radiation absorbed depends on solar height and azimuth, the orientation of
the air-supply system and the properties of the wall. Part of the radiation absorbed
istransported to the air inside the air-supply system.
Solar height and azimuth depend on latitude, solar time and day of the year and
are estimated with mathematical equations as used by Iqbal (1983). The
temperature change caused by A m2area air-supply system is written
last wall /->
lirstwall

A..
'

O A

lasp g

AT = y

tan((3)
A

*

(3.61)

P a Cp f.
p inl

(sin(a)) (North south orientation of awall
1

AY =
-—(sin(—
west orientation of awall
v re+ a)) (East
" tan(p)
2
" v
where

A
A
<.

(3.62)
(3.63)

Shaded area by awall of the air-supply system [m2].
Wall surface area of the air-supply system [m2].
Percentage of the incoming global radiation transported to the air
within the air-supply system [-].
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a

P

Global radiation on a horizontal plane [Wm ].
Azimuth (angle with south) [rad].
Solar height [rad].

During weather conditions with global radiation intensities upto 900 Wm"2with the
sun exactly at south and a solar height of 45° a maximum temperature increase
inside the air-supply system of 3.5 K can occur (reflection coefficient 0.75; flow
rate: 1.4m3s"1).
The constant C1asp involves a combined effect of the short-wave solar radiation
absorbed and the energy transported to the air within the air-supply system. The
diffuse radiation is treated in the same way as the direct radiation. The long-wave
radiation balance and the energy fluxes through the wall are neglected. Therefore,
the estimated value is just a rough estimate as it can vary from place to place and
with time depending onthe conditions within and around the air-supply system.The
constant C,asp was determined in combination with the constant Cfzbytuning it to
the temperature change measured within the air-supply system assuming the
temperature increase dueto the fanto be constant.
Chamber walls
The chamber walls transmit only a part of the direct and diffuse radiation,the rest
is reflected or absorbed. Via conduction, convection and radiation, the temperature
of the walls affects the temperature of the air inside the chamber.
Since the air flowing into the chamber has to pass the rectangular channel and
the netting before it enters the chamber it is assumed that all the energy absorbed
by the netting and the chamber side wall of the rectangular channel is transported
to the air within the chamber. Furthermore, a part of the energy absorbed at the
outer wall of the rectangular channel is transported to the air flowing into the
chamber. The following aspects are dicussed next:
- the short-wave energy balance,
- the long-wave energy balance,
- convection andconduction.
-Short-waveradiation balance
The absorption of solar radiation by the netting is estimated by the ratio of the
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surface area of the netting material to the total netting area (0.36). The absorption
percentage of solar radiation for a clear plate of Lexan with a reflection coefficient
of 0.09 (General Electric Plastics, 1989) is calculated according to
Abs, = 1 - ( ( 0 . 9 1 e _ M ) + 0.09)

(3.64)

where

Abst
kw
x

: Percentage of global radiation absorbed by Lexan [-].
: Extinction coefficient of Lexan (23.569) [m 1 ].
: Path length of a light beam through the Lexan wall [m].

The total absorption by the chamber walls and netting is calculated via the
following procedure
- The chamber is divided into 32 slices of 0.10 m width (Fig. 3.5). Arbitrarily the sun
is taken at 180°. Consequently, the netting is located between (294-azimuth)° and
(66-azimuth)°.
- For every slice the length of the area shaded by the front walls, the netting and
the back walls or a combination of those is determined according to

W„
where

(3.65)

TanW)
: Length of the area shaded by a wall [m]
: Height of a wall [m].

The absorption of global radiation by the Lexan wall is computed for every slice
using Eq. (3.63) where the path length for light is calculated via
2
Xver

(3.66)

ver = * t e „ t a n ( p )

(3.67)

X

- Xh,

x

sin(oca)

(3.68)

where

0Ca

Total horizontal path length light beam through the Lexan wall [m].
Width of the Lexan wall [m].
Total vertical path length light beam through the Lexan wall [m].
Radius angle calculated from the length of a slice (a,) and the
distance of the slice to the north-south line (a 2 ) [rad].
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0
Figure 3.5: Calculation of absorption of global radiation bythe chamber walls;
Integration procedure
-The total absorbed radiation for a particular slice iscalculated via

SB.W =£ (Ate, d,0.10 Sg)

(3.69)

where
S

g,w

Abs.,

: Total global radiation absorbed bythe wall[W].
: Percentage of global radiation absorbed bythe wall and netting [-].
: Length of area shaded bythe front wall with or without netting[m].
: Length of area shaded by the front and back wallwith or without
netting[m].
: Length of the area shaded bythe back wall with or without netting
[ml.

The absorption of solar radiation by the chamber walls and netting is integrated
overthe 32 slices.
The short-wave radiation is split into a direct and a diffuse component using
empirical equations described by Spitters et al. (1986). For the direct radiation part
the solar height and azimuth are calculated and the absorption is determined via
the procedure mentioned above. To determine the absorption of diffuse radiation
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an integration over the whole hemisphere was conducted. A uniform overcast sky
distribution table over ten degree intervals of inclination angle was used for the
diffuse radiation from an overcast as well as a clear sky. The computed diffuse
global radiation absorbed by the chamber-side wall and the outer wall of the
rectangular channel and the netting was proportional to the diffuse radiation
intensity. The energy absorbed by the chamber-side wall of the rectangular channel
and the netting is 168 W per 100 Wm' 2 diffuse radiation. The outer wall of the
rectangular channel absorbs 50 W per 100 Wm"2 diffuse radiation.

-Long-wave radiation balance
Since it is assumed that the solar radiation absorbed by the chamber-side wall of
the rectangular channel is completely transformed into heat, only the long-wave
energy balance of the outer walls is calculated.
The chamber walls are constructed vertical, so the total long-wave radiation from
outside is composed of an atmospheric part and a soil part. The absorbed longwave radiation from the atmosphere is estimated according to (Deardorff, 1978)
R, = 0.5 e, [o e + (1 - oc) 0.67 (1670 qa)°M ]vTa4

(3.70)

where

qa
R,
Ta
E,
o
oc

: Specific humidity of the air [kgkg'1].
: Absorbed long-wave radiation from the sky [Wm'2].
:Temperature of the air [K].
.: Emissivity and absorption percentage of long-wave radiation for
Lexan (0.9) [-].
: Stefan-Boltzmann constant (5.67 10"8) [Wm" 2 K 4 ].
:Cloud fraction [-].

The absorbed long-wave radiation from the soil is written
0.5 e,e s 0r s 4

(3.71)

where

Ts
es

:Temperature of the soil surface [K].
: Emissivity of the soil (0.95) [-].

The temperature of the soil surface is estimated by the dry bulb temperature
measured at a height of 0.5 m above grass. The emitted energy to the soil and
atmosphere is calculated according to

epTl

(3.72)
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where

Tw

:Temperature ofthe wall[K].

The net absorbed long-wave radiation fromthe inside ofthe chamber is written
e,4o(0.5(7-+ Tw)f(TrTw)

(3.73)

where the temperature of the chamber-side wall of the rectangular channel is taken
equal to the temperature of the air at the end of the air-supply system.
-Convection and conduction
Absorption of short-wave and absorption or emission of long-wave radiation
causes a temperature change of the chamber wall. The convective heat exchange
coefficients describing the energy fluxes from the chamber wall to its surrounding
flow field were derived from a general relation valid for describing heat loss by
forced convection from infinitely long planes and cylinders
Nu = f(Re,Pr)

Nu - -9±XAT A

(3.74)

-^ £

(3.75)

X

Pr = l

(3.76)

where

Nu
Pr
A
Q
L
<xh

:Nusselt number (exchanged energy / by molecular heat conduction
exchangeable energy).
:Prandtl number.
:Characteristic surface area [m2].
:Energy exchanged [Js1].
:Characteristic length scale [m].
:Convective heat exchange coefficient [Wm"2K1].

The convective heat exchange between the air inside the rectangular channel and
the outer chamber wall is described via a Nusselt-Reynolds relation valid for forced
convection over aflat plate (Monteith and Unsworth, 1990)
Nu = 0.032

fie08

(3.77)

As a characteristic length scale half of the circumference is used (5.26 m). The
mean velocity inside the rectangular channel is used as a typical velocity scale.
The convective heat exchange between ambient air and the outer chamber wall is
described via a Nusselt-Reynolds relation valid for forced convection over a
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cylinder (Monteith and Unsworth,1990)
Nu =0.024Re081

(4.104 <Re< 4.105)

(3.78)

As acharacteristic length scale the outer diameter ofthe chamber isused (3.35
m). The mean wind velocity at0.5metre outside theOTC is used asa typical
velocity scale. The contribution of the molecular heat conductivity of the Lexan (140
Wm"2K"1) wall tothe heat exchange coefficient ofthe outer wall isneglected since
the convective heat exchange coefficient is ofthe order of 10Wm"2K"1.
3.3.2.2The soil-vegetation model
The model initially described by Noilhan andPlanton (1989) wasadoptedto
describe thebulk-exchange processes between soil-vegetation andatmosphere
under field as well asunder OTC conditions. This model has been developedto
reduce asmuch aspossible the number of input parameters. Simultaneously, it
attempts to preserve the physics which control the bulk-exchange processes
(Jacquemin and Noilhan, 1990). The model employs a rather simple
parameterization scheme thus making it relatively easy to modify some parts of it,
which has been necessary for using this model for OTC conditions. Experimentsat
KEMA were focused onthe effects of ozone uptake by plants. Therefore, the model
has been used to make afirst guess atthe consequences ofvarious aspectsof
changed environmental conditions onthe ozone uptake under OTC conditions.

Thebasic model
The original parameterization scheme employs two layers in the soil andasingle
bulk canopy layer. Theenergy balance forthewhole soil-vegetation system is
composed of fourterms.
Rn + H+ LE-S =0
Rn =S^-Alb) +e,(LwroTl)
where

Alb
H
LE
Lwj

:Albedo [-].
:Sensible heat flux density to soil-vegetation medium [Wm2].
:Latent heat flux density to soil-vegetation medium [Wm2].
:Incoming long-wave radiation [Wm2].

(3.79)
(3.80)
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Rn
S
Ts
es

: Net radiation from sky [Wm"2].
: Flux density into the soil and heat storage in the vegetation medium
[Wm 2 ].
: Surface temperature of the soil-vegetation medium [K].
: Emissivity of the surface [-].

The albedo and the emissivity represent values for the combined soil-vegetation
medium. The sensible heat flux density for thermally neutral situations is expressed
as

H = Pa C p \ ~

T

*

Rah = _ L _ J n C f L ^ ) l n ( i L ^ )

(3.81)
(3.82)

where

Rah
Tzr
U2r
zr
z0h
z0m

: Bulk aerodynamic resistance to heat transport [sm~1].
:Temperature of the air at reference height [K].
: Mean wind speed at reference height [ms 1 ].
: Reference height [m].
: Roughness height for heat [m].
: Roughness height for momentum [m].

The bulk aerodynamic resistance expresses the resistance to the transport of
heat from a reference height to the height (d+zoh) where the virtual source or sink
for heat can be found. However, the bulk aerodynamic resistances to the transport
of heat and mass can differ significantly from the corresponding resistance to
momentum exchange (Chamberlain, 1966; Garrat and Hicks, 1973; Owen and
Thomson, 1963; Thorn, 1972; 1975). Bluff body forces acting on individual foliage
elements increase the total drag force to a canopy generated by skin-friction drag
alone. Since the transport of heat and mass is restricted to the mechanism of skin
friction drag alone, an additional resistance to heat and mass exchange over that to
momentum can be found.
Garrat (1978) suggested that for practical purposes the relation

lnJ^=2

(3.83)
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can be used leading to an additional resistance of

U.K

To correct for the influence of thermal stability on the heat and mass transport
correction functions proposed by Holtslag and Beljaars (1988), Louis (1979) and
Louis et al. (1982) are used for thermal-unstable conditions and thermal-stable
conditions, respectively. Both correction functions use the bulk Richardson number
as an independent variable
Ri,B

9(zr-d-z0iJAT

(3.84)

T

A 7 = Tz
where

RiB

:Bulk Richardson number [-].

Since both correction functions use a roughness length for momentum transport
Eq. (3.83) has been used to make a correction for the difference between the
roughness height for momentum and heat transport. Consequently, Eq. (3.82)
changes into
15ffi e

UZJCdm{ 1.

\™B

1.+75Cdm

z,-d

KU

z

a,m

(thermal-unstable conditions)
"../.=

U,Cd„
1.+10fl/ e (1 +8R/S)

2.
KU
J

(thermal-stable conditions)

K

CcL
In(

(3.85a)

V1

(3.85b)

2

z.-d.

(3.85c)

where

Bulk exchange coefficient for momentum during thermal-neutral
conditions [-].
In the model computations the roughness height for momentum transport was
taken as 10% ofthe canopy height. The displacement length for momentum as well
as scalar transport was taken as 63%ofthe canopy height.
A prognostic equation for the surface temperature is obtained from the force
restore method used by Bhumralkar (1975) and Blackadar (1976).
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?IL =CTS - i£(7. - T2)
df
where

(3.86)

zd

Cr

:Coefficient [Km2J1].

T2
xd

:Time averaged mean surface temperature [K].
: Daily period (86400) [s].

T h e coefficient CT d e p e n d s on soil texture, soil moisture content a n d o n the
fraction of t h e soil shielded by the vegetation. In our simulations the time averaged
surface temperature for a particular d a y w a s calculated from experimental values.
T h e first term on the right hand side of Eq. (3.86) represents the diurnal forcing of
the surface temperature by the net radiation corrected for a sensible a n d latent
heat flux. T h e second term on the right hand side of Eq.(3.86) tends to restore the
surface temperature to the time averaged mean surface temperature. For a
complete plant cover the surface temperature is calculated as the solution of t h e
surface energy balance without any heat storage by plants.

T h e latent heat flux density is c o m p o s e d of the evaporation of t h e soil surface
a n d t h e evapotranspiration of the vegetation. The evaporation of the soil surface
d e p e n d s on the surface temperature of the soil, the specific humidity of the air,the
soil moisture content of t h e upper layer of t h e soil a n d t h e bulk aerodynamic
resistance to water vapour transport. T h e bulk aerodynamic resistance to water
v a p o u r transport is a s s u m e d to be equal to the bulk aerodynamic resistance to
heat transport. T h e soil moisture content is calculated employing the force restore
model described by Deardorff (1978). T h e force restore model is based on a
sinusoidal surface water flux within a daily cycle. It divides the soil into t w o layers:
an arbitrarily chosen thin upper layer interacting with the atmosphere a n d a bulk
soil c o l u m n of a particular depth at which the soil moisture flux b e c o m e s negligible
for a period of about one week. T h e water needed for transpiration is extracted
from this bulk layer. T h e soil parameters within the soil-vegetation module are
determined using thermo-hydric equations. T h e soil is classified according to the
eleven soil types of the U S D A textural classification. T h e critical moisture contents
for various soils were given by Jacquemin a n d Noilhan (1990). T h e estimated a n d
calibrated soil coefficients of the thermo-hydric equations were given by Noilhan
a n d Planton (1989).
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The evapotranspiration of the canopy is written
Ev =cvPa(8q^'^'{Ts)

+(1-8)\~qs°iTs))

(3.87)

where

Evapotranspiration of the vegetation [kgrn'V1].
Bulk aerodynamic resistance to water vapour transport [sm"1].
Bulk surface resistance to transpiration [sm'1].
Saturated specific humidity[kgkg"1].
Specific humidity ofthe air at reference height [kgkg1].
Fraction of the foliage covered by intercepted water [-].
Fraction of the soil shielded bythe vegetation [-].

E..
R

s,V

Qsst

5

The fraction ofthe foliage covered byintercepted water depends on the ratio
between the actual moisture content and the maximum moisture content ofthe
canopy. The moisture content of the canopy depends on the amount of intercepted
rain and evaporation or condensation ofwater. The maximum moisture contentis
related tothe one-sided leaf area index.

The transpiration of plants depends onthe bulk surface resistance. This bulk
surface resistance is defined as the resistance to the transfer of water fromthe root
zone tothe leaf surfaces. The bulk surface resistance isrelated tothe stomatal
resistance through theleaf area index (Jarvis, 1976). Fractional conductances
represent the influence of solar radiation (Dickinson, 1984), soil moisture
(Thompson et al., 1981), vapour pressure deficit (Dorman and Sellers, 1989;
Sellers et al., 1986) and air temperature (Dickinson, 1984) on stomatal resistance.
Q

s,min

*"

(3.88)

LAIF,FZF3F4

(!!s'min) w
C*

s.max

(3.89a)

1+/

f= 0.55Jk_fL

(3.89b)

Sg, LAI
W -w

p

c

"V2

0<F2<1

""wilt

wlc - wwi„

F3 =1 -a,(qsJTa)

-

•Q.)

F4 =1.0- 0.0016(298.0 where

u

(3.90)
(3.91)
(3.92)
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LAI
:Leaf Area Index [m2(one-sided leaf surface)m"2(soilarea)].
FVF2 :Fractional conductances describing theinfluence of solar radiation,
F3,F4 soil moisture, water vapour pressure deficit andairtemperature,
respectively.
R
:
Maximum stomatal resistance observed (2000) [srrr1].
s,max
Rsmin :Stomatal resistance observed athigh solar intensities, well irrigated
soil, saturated airand optimal ambient temperature (200)[sm1].
f
:Dimensionlessterm representingtheincoming photosynthetically
active radiation onafoliage, standardized bya species-dependent
limit value.
Sgl
:Species-dependent limit value (100)[Wm"2].
Wwill :Wilting point volumetric moisture content [m3m'3].
Wfc :Field capacity volumetric moisture content [m3nr3].
W2
:Themean volumetric moisture content ofabulk soil column [m3m'3].
a,
:Species-dependent empirical parameter (40) [-].
ModificationsforOTC conditions
The OTC conditions differ from field conditions in various aspects. Three main
aspects have been taken into consideration withinthesoil-vegetation model:
- thechamber floor,
- theincoming long-wave radiation,
- exchange processes between soil-vegetation andtheairinsidethechamber.
-Thechamber floor
The chamber floor is covered with a wooden plate made of betonplex birch with
36 holes for plants. Plants are grown in pots or loosely woven sacks. The model
splits thefloor area into twoparts.Thefirst part, denoted bysubscript A, describes
the behaviour of the part of the chamber floor shielded by the vegetation (plant
cover). The second part, denoted by subscript B,describes the non-shielded part
of thechamber floor.
-Incoming long-wave radiation
The chamber walls cause the long-wave radiation atthechamber floor to deviate
from field conditions. The incoming long-wave radiation at the chamber floor is
determined accordingto
Lw,= ewaT*c
where

(3.93)
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Lwj
ew

: Incoming long-wave radiation [Wm 2 ].
: Effective emissivity chamber wall [-].

The temperature of the chamber walls was taken as being equal to the spatial
mean temperature of the air in the lower part of the chamber. The effective
emissivity was determined by comparing the measured long-wave radiation at the
chamber floor with the calculated one.

-Exchange processes between soil-vegetation and the air inside the chamber.
The exchange processes between soil-vegetation and the air inside an OTC can
not be described by bulk aerodynamic resistances in the same way as those for
field conditions. The air in the OTC is assumed to be well-mixed. Therefore, the
only relevant resistance in the transport of heat, water vapour and gaseous air
pollutants from the chamber air to a leaf surface and the reverse is the so-called
leaf boundary layer resistance.

At the surface of plant material the exchange processes with the atmosphere take
place via a thin layer of air, the leaf boundary layer, within which the velocity
increases away from the surface. Exchange processes from a plant surface to the
environment are controlled by molecular as well as turbulent diffusion. Molecular
diffusion plays an important role in the transport of molecules through the substomatal cavities and in the skin of air forming the boundary layer around a leaf.
Turbulent exchange processes play an important role in the free atmosphere but
can play an important role in the boundary layer around a leaf too. It is still not
clear whether the boundary layer of a leaf in a canopy should be regarded as
laminar or turbulent. Finnigan and Raupach (1987) state that leaf boundary layers
are almost invariably laminar but very unsteady.

Two main types of convection are distinguished: forced convection and free
convection. The transport of heat by forced convection depends on the flow
properties close to the leaves. The transport of heat by free convection is a result
of differences in air density, caused by temperature differences which can occur
above heated or cooled surfaces. Experimental results of heat exchange by forced
convection from planes, cylinders and spheres have been described by Eq. (3.74).
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Experimental results of heat exchange by free convection from planes, cylinders
and spheres have been described by the general relation (Monteith and Unsworth,
1990)
Nu = f(Gr,Pr)

(3.94)
3

gB(7 - T)L
Gr = yPK s 2aJ—

(3.95)

v

where

Gr
L

:Grashof number
:Characteristic length scale [m].

In many natural systems a combination of both free as well as forced convection
occurs. As a rough criterion for distinguishing the two regimes, the ratio Gr toRe2
can be used. This ratio represents the ratio of the buoyancy forces to the inertial
forces. If Gr<0.1Re2 the forced convection functions can be applied (Gates,
1980). The Grashof number for a leaf, with a characteristic diameter of 0.04 mand
a temperature of about 2 K higher than the surrounding air, is 2.0 104. At a
characteristic mean wind speed under OTC conditions of 1 ms"1 the Reynolds
number is 2.7 103. Consequently, the ratio Gr to Re2 is 2.7 10"3.Therefore, within
an OTC free convection of a leaf is relatively small and the forced convection
functions have been used. The leaf boundary layer resistance to forced convection
of heat for a one-sided leaf surface iswritten according to
«„.„ = £, (A)"' 5

(3.96)

where

C,
Rbh

:Coefficient = 306 (theory laminar boundary layer); 188 (Pearmanet
al., 1972); 173 (Gates, 1980); 122 (Parlange et al., 1971) [s05m'1].
:Leaf boundary layer resistance to heat transfer [sm1].

For a two-sided leaf surface half of the C, given above is taken. In the
present study a value for C, of 180 was used (one-sided). The characteristic
length scale for leaves was taken as 0.02 m.
The energy balance at the chamber floor iswritten according to
R
n

= GvRn.A+ ( 1 - ° , ) R „ , e
H

+

Rn.A + A LEA - SA= 0
RnB + HB+ LEB - SB- SP= 0

(3.97)
(3.98)
(3.99)
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where

Sp

:The energy absorbed bythe wooden floor-plate [Wm' 2 ].

The RnA and RnB are calculated employing Eq. (3.80) using the surface
temperature of the combined soil-plate-plant medium and the surface temperature
of the wooden floor-plate, respectively. Since no water transport through the floorplate occurred LEB = 0. The heat storage in the soil medium under the floor-plate
is written
SB = ap(Tp - TsB)

(3.100)

where

SB
Ts B
Tp
otp

:The heat transport to the soil medium under the wooden floor-plate
[Wm 2 ].
:The temperature of athin upper layer of the soil just below the floorplate [K].
:Thetemperature of the floor-plate [K].
: Heat transfer coefficient describing the energy transport between the
floor-plate andthe upper layer of the soil [Wm" 2 K 1 ].

The total sensible heat flux density is written
H = ovHA

+

(:-ov)HB

(3.101)

HA is calculated employing Eq. (3.81) using parallel connected resistances
describing the leaf boundary layer heat transport and the heat transport between
the pot surface or the wooden floor-plate andthe chamber air. The heat exchange
between the soil medium in the pot and the chamber air was computed employing
Eq. (3.96) using a constant C, of 180 and a characteristic length scale of 0.18 m
(diameter pot).
HB describes the heat exchange between the wooden floor-plate and the air
inside the chamber. The boundary layer resistance to heat exchange between the
floor-plate and the air above it was computed employing Eq. (3.96). The constant
C, was arbitrarily taken as 306.The length scale was assumed to be proportional
to the mean distance between the plant holes (0.42 m). The characteristic length
scale was estimated in combination with the heat transfer coefficient of Eq. (3.100)
by tuning simulated values of the soil heat flux density and the temperature of the
floor-plate to experimental data. The prognostic equation describing the
temperature change of the floor-plate is written
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dTP

(3.102)
L

C
PPP W.P

where

Thickness of the floor-plate (0.018) [m].
Heat capacity floor-plate (1368) [Jkg"1K"1].
Density of the floor-plate (650) [kgm3].
Mass transfer to or from objects in an air flow is analogous to heat transfer by
convection. The boundary layer resistance to the transport of a scalar is related to
the boundary layer resistanceto heattransport by
"b.sc

_ i 9 >067

7^7 " ~D~

(3.103)

where

: Ratio (ozone: 1.32; water vapour 0.93) [-].
: Boundary layer resistance to transfer of scalar [snr1]
The water gift tothe plants grown under OTCconditions is supplied directly to the
pot surface (10.8 kg per day). No water flows through the wooden floor-plate.
Therefore, the moisture content of the soil directly under the floor-plate is assumed
to be at the wilting point or less. A part of the water gift will evaporate from the pot
surface, a part will evaporate via transpiration by plants and a part will flow to
deeper soil layers below pot level (0.17 m). Assuming total evaporation ofthe water
gift within 12 hours, the mean latent heat flux density is 84 Wm~2 resulting in a
mean temperature decrease inside the chamber of 0.4 K. The maximum mean
increase of specific humidity inside the chamber due to the water gift is
approximately 0.15 gkg"1 (flow rate: 1.4m3s'1).
The ozone transport to the chamber walls is calculated using a boundary layer
resistance of 32000 sm"1 (Aben, 1990). Experiments conducted by Aben (1987) in a
gas-exchange chamber have shown that the ozone uptake by broad bean plants
(variety Metissa) can be explained adequately by the ratio of an ozone exposure
and the sum of a leaf boundary layer andstomatal resistance for ozone. The ozone
concentration within the plant was taken as 0. The uptake and turnover by the
mesophyll cells did not limit the ozone uptake. Adsorption by the epidermis and
transport through the cuticula were negligible.
The bulk surface resistance to ozone transport is calculated from the bulk surface
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resistance to water vapour transport according to

Rs.O,= R s,
where

R.s.O,

'Hfi

(3.104)

: Bulk surface resistance to water vapour transport[sm"1].
: Bulk surface resistance to ozone transport [sm1].

The soil-vegetation model has been used to study the consequences of various
aspects of changed environmental conditions on the ozone uptake under OTC
conditions.
Simulations
The instantaneous air temperature, specific humidity, ozone concentration and
wind speed at reference height under field conditions were determined using linear
interpolation between measured values. The instantaneous air temperature and
specific humidity inside the chamber were determined using linear interpolation
between spatial mean values measured in the lower part of the chamber. The
mean global radiation at the chamber floor was estimated experimentally. The
height of the plants, the fraction of the soil shielded by the vegetation and the leaf
area index under field conditions were taken as being equal to the ones observed
under OTC conditions. The fraction of the soil shielded by the vegetation and the
leaf area index were estimated. The mean height of the plants was measured
weekly. Case studies were executed using the input values given inTable 3.10.
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Table 3.10: Input parameters soil-vegetation model.
Input Parameter

Open top chamber

Field

Vegetation

Floor-plate

Soil type

Sandy loam

Sandy clay

Sandy clay

Initial soil moisture content

Saturated

Wilting point

Field capacity

Depth upper layer soil

0.02m

-

0.02m

Depth bulk soil layer

0.17m

-

0.50 m

Water supply / precipitation
time/ amount

irrigation
08.00/11.83kgnr2

nowater
exchange

precipitation
08.00/1.48kgnY2

Time mean surface
temperature (T2)
averaged over oneday

spatial mean air
temperature
in lower part
of the chamber

spatial mean air
temperature
in lower part
of the chamber

mean air
temperature
0.5m

Reference height(zr)

--

-

2.93m

Global radiation

80% of field
conditions

80% of field
conditions

measured

Albedo

0.20

0.20

0.20

Emissivity (soil-vegetation)

0.95

0.95

0.95
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CHAPTER 4 EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

4.1 General.
The experiments executed by KEMA did not deliver sufficient material for a
detailed analysis of the physical characteristics of the OTC system. Furthermore,
the OTC's used by KEMA were situated in rather hilly terrain with buildings and
other obstacles in the direct neighbourhood. This complicated a characterization of
the OTC environment and its influence on the chamber microclimate. Therefore,
the need arose for an extended experiment situated in a flow field without
obstacles. The experimental results have been used to derive the prior conditions
needed for the models developed (see Chapter 3). Furthermore, the experimental
results have been used to verify these models. Since weather conditions over a
summer period can vary considerably the experimental period was two to three
months in order to cover as many weather types as possible.
The experiments executed in the OTC were partly carried out using plants.
Therefore, broad bean (Vicia faba variety metissa) was selected since these plants
had also been used by Aben (1990). The plants were sown and grown under
greenhouse conditions for a period of about two weeks. There were three plants
per pot. The plants were well supplied with water (about 0.3 I per pot per day at
08.00 local time). Therefore, soil moisture did not limit plant growth and
development.
An OTC identical to the KEMA-type OTC was situated at the weather station of
the Meteorological Department at the Agricultural University, about one kilometre
west of Wageningen. The surroundings of this OTC were flat and the area was
covered with short grass (height less than 0.15 m). There were no big obstacles
that could disturb the flow field to the OTC within a radius of about 80m.
Occasional experiments dealing with the flow field within and around an OTC, the
degree of incursion and the flow rate are described in Section 4.2. The continuous
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experiments dealing with the microclimate inside and outside an OTC are described
in Section 4.3. Since it was not feasible to describe the flow field exactly at every
moment in time and space the experiments were restricted to time mean
measurements at fixed positions. This involved measurements of mean wind
speed, temperature, humidity, short-wave and long-wave radiation, net radiation
and soil heat flux density, inside as well as outside an OTC. An experimental setup was constructed in 1989 for continuous monitoring of the microclimate at
various positions within and outside the OTC. These experiments were conducted
in an OTC without plants. The experiments were repeated during May-July 1990 in
an OTC with plants. That year the experiments were extended by the monitoring of
ozone and nitrogen oxides. Turbulence parameters were measured occasionally.
Characteristic days were chosen for that purpose i.e. cloudy days with high wind
speeds (thermal-neutral conditions) or clear days with low wind speeds (thermalunstable conditions). The sensors used in 1989 and 1990 are described in
Appendix 1.

4.2Experiments dealingwiththeflowfieldin andaroundanOTC.
The features of the flow within and outside an OTC were visualised using white
smoke. Since the generation of this smoke causes heat to be produced, the
interpretation of the smoke patterns was used only to make the general features of
the flow regime visable. The smoke was generated using smoke powder (KATLeiden) in a cylinder (length 0.38 m; diameter 0.08 m) or on a flat plate (diameter
0.15 m).

The flow rate plays a major role in the determination of the resulting flow regime
within an OTC. Therefore, an accurate determination of this flow rate is necessary.
The flow rate inside the air-supply system was measured using a multipoint pitottube station. However, this measuring device gives reliable results only when swirl
or cross flow in the connecting duct are of minor importance. Testing of the
multipoint pitot-tube station revealed that the use of this measuring device can lead
to an underestimation or overestimation of the flow rate depending on the OTC
configuration and the flow rate applied. The use of a special air flow controlling
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valve at the beginning of the connecting duct by KEMA complicated the usefulness
of this type of air flow measuring station. Therefore, this valve was not used in our
experiments. To monitor the flow rate accurately a cup anemometer was placed in
the centre of the duct at the end of the connecting duct. The accuracy of the cup
anemometer was tested by comparing the observed mean wind speed to
measurements executed with a hot wire anemometer (Lambrecht 641N; accuracy:
5% of reading) across the connecting duct. The spatial mean wind velocity parallel
to the walls was within +/-5% of the horizontal wind speed measured by the cup
anemometer.

The rectangular channel around the lower part of the chamber has been
developed to achieve a uniform flow into a chamber. To verify the uniformity of this
flow inlet velocities were measured. This was done by measuring the pressure
difference between a Prandtltube (diameter 0.04 m) placed at a distance of 0.01 m
perpendicular to the centre of an air-inlet hole and a reference pressure just above
the soil outside the OTC. The reference pressure was composed of a Prandtl tube
in combination with a pneumatic low pass filter with a first order time constant of
70 s. The pressure difference was measured by a differential manometer
(Datametrics, type 590 Barocel in combination with a type 1400 electronic
manometer), the accuracy was 0.05% of reading, the operating range was 0-981
Nm"2.The flow rate applied was approximately 1.4m3s"1.

Measurements of time mean wind speed inside the chamber were restricted to
fixed positions. Apart from these continuous measurements at fixed positions some
experiments were conducted in which the variation of air flow within achamber was
measured. The measurements were performed with a hot wire anemometer
(Lambrecht 641N).

The rate of incursion in relation to the ten minutes mean wind speed outside the
OTC was estimated employing Eq. (3.57) using the ozone concentration of ambient
air. Immediately after the fan is stopped the concentration of ozone inside the
chamber changes as a result of incursion. Assuming a good mixing of the ozone
inside the chamber and no influence on incursion by the fan driven air flow leaving
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the chamber, the incursion resistance can be estimated. The ozone concentration
was monitored continuously at a height of 1 m in the centre of the chamber. The
rate of change of the ozone concentration was integrated over the period 10-70 s
after switching off the fan. The incursion resistance was calculated taking into
account the ozone concentration inside the chamber at the moment the fan was
switched off, andthe ozone concentration outside the chamber (height 2 m). Ozone
transport to the chamber walls was neglected. The time mean horizontal wind
speed outside the OTC was measured at open top height using a cup
anemometer.

4.3Experimental set-upanddataacquisitioncontinuous experiments.
Experimental set-upoutsidetheOTC
The properties of the flow field outside the OTC were monitored using sensors
attached to three masts (see Table 4.1). One mast (height: 4 m) was situated at
about 20 m from the OTC and was used to measure mean profiles of horizontal
wind speed,temperature and humidity. The wind direction was measured at the top
of this mast. These measurements and measurements of net radiation, global
radiation and soil heat flux density were used primarily to characterize the OTC
microclimate in relation to field conditions. Furthermore, the experimental data
served as input conditions to the OTC-resistance model and were used to calculate
a Richardson gradient number which characterized the thermal stability of the
surface layer (Stull, 1988).
The sensors for monitoring turbulence parameters were attached to a mast at a
distance of 30 m from the OTC. The height of this mast, 6 m in 1989, was
increased to 20 m in 1990. The occasional experiments involved measurements of
mean fluctuations of wind velocity and temperature, and the spectra of these
signals. A comparison of the standard deviations within and outside an OTC
yielded information about the degree to which whirls from outside the OTC could
penetrate into the chamber.

A third mast (height: 3 m) was used to sample air from outside the OTC through
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a heated teflon tube that was connected, via a valve system, to an ozone and
nitrogen oxides monitor. The maximum length of these tubes was limited to 30 m.
The ozone and nitrogen oxides monitors were placed in a Portocabin at the north
side of the air-supply system.
Table 4.1: Sensor configuration outsidethe OTC (1989/1990).
measurement
1a.
1b.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

dry bulb temperature
wet bulb temperature
dry-wet bulb temperature
horizontal wind speed
wind direction
net radiation
soil heat flux density
global radiation
global radiation
ozone/nitrogen oxides

sensor (number)

LUW-psychrometer (3) 0.50,1.50,2.93
LUW-psychrometer (3) 0.50,1.50,2.93
Stigter psychrometer (1) 1.50
cup anemometer (4)
0.50,0.90,1.50,2.93
wind vane (1)
4.00
pyrradiometer (1)
1.00
soil heatflux meter (1) -0.05
pyranometer (1)
1.25
pyranometer (1)
3.00
teflon tubes (1)
2.00

turbulence measurements
9.
temperature fluctuations thermocouple (2)
temperature fluctuations thermocouple (6)
10.
11.

height (m)

windvelocity fluctuations 3D-sonic(1)
vertical wind velocity
1D-Sonic(1)
fluctuations

2.93,6.00
0.50,1.50,2.93,
5.00,10.00,20.00
6.00
6.00

1989
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

1990
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
-

+
+

+
-

+

+
-

+

Experimental set-upinsidethe OTC
A mast was constructed inside the chamber; the frame elements had a diameter
of 0.028 m. The sensors that were to be attached to this construction hadto be as
small as possible, because they could disturb the typical 3-dimensionalflow pattern
within the OTC. Furthermore, precautions had to be taken against the impact of
radiation on the measurements themselves. The experimental set-up shown in
Figure 4.1 and 4.2 and Table 4.2 was a compromise given these requirements.
The total configuration was designed to be flexible and could easily be changed
depending on the wind direction and other requirements. In 1989 the flow rate
applied was set at approximately 1.4 m3s"1. In 1990the flow rate applied was set at
approximately 1.2 or 1.6 m V .
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Figure 4.1: Sensor configuration inthe chamber (1989).
1/2 = LUW psychrometer (wet and dry bulb temperature); 3 = set of thermocouple,
heat bulb anemometer and Stigter psychrometer; 4 = pyrradiometer; 5 = soil heat
flux meter; 6 = pyranometer;7 = pyrgeometer; 8= infrared thermometer.

Data acquisition
The data acquisition for continuous measurements in the OTC system was done
with adata acquisition andcontrol unit from Hewlett Packard (HP3852A) combined
with a HP-Vectra Personal Computer. A measurement cycle was conducted by the
data acquisition unit each thirtieth second. Mean values were calculated after each
10-minute period and stored on hard disk. The PC controlled the valves connecting
the four air-sampling tubes to the ozone and nitrogen oxides monitor
simultaneously. Every 1-1.5 minutes (depending on the sampling position), another
air-sampling tube was connected to the monitors and a valve-switching cycle was
performed every fifth minute. Experimental values were checked by means of
tables or graphs every 12 hours without stopping the data acquisition. Furthermore,
a backup to floppy disk was madeevery 24 hours.
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Figure 4.2:Sensor configuration inthe chamber (1990).
1/2 = LUW psychrometer (wet and dry bulb temperature); 3 = heat bulb
anemometer; 4 = pyrradiometer; 5 = soil heat flux meter; 6 = pyranometer; 7 =
pyrgeometer; 8= infraredthermometer; 9 = air samplingtube.

The 51/2-digit integrating voltmeter with a guard terminal was used for measuring
DC-voltage and 4-wire ohms resistance (built in current source) with an integration
time of 0.02 seconds. One channel was used for measuring the offset of the
voltmeter and a multiplexer chart. The voltage values measured were corrected for
this offset. The accuracy of the DC-voltage measurements inthe 30 mV range was
0.02 % of the reading +8 u.V.The accuracy of the 4-wire-resistance measurements
in the 300 Q range was 0.015 % of the reading +8 mQ. A 16 channel digital input
card was used as a counter (Hewlett Packard, 1988). The ozone and the nitrogen
oxides monitors were calibrated weekly.
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Table 4.2:Configuration of the sensors inside the OTC (1989-1990).
measurement

sensor (number)

height(m)

1989

1990

1a.
1b.

dry bulb temperature
dry bulb temperature

LUW-psychrometer (1)
LUW-psychrometer (4)

+

.

-

+

1c.
1d.

wet bulb temperature
wet bulb temperature

LUW-psychrometer (1)
LUW-psychrometer (4)

+

-

2.

dry bulb temperature

thermocouple (9)

3.

dry-wet bulb temperature

Stigter psychrometer

pyrradiometer (1)

0.50-2.50
just above crop (3),
2.00(1)
0.50-2.50
just above crop(3),
2.00(1)
0.15-0.25(3), 0.60 (3),
2.00-2.40 (3)
0.15-0.25(3), 0.60 (3),
2.00-2.40 (3)
0.15-0.25(3), 0.60 (3),
2.00-2.40 (3)
half way crop (3),
just above crop (3),
2.00-2.40 (3)
1.00

pyrradiometer (1)

0)
4a.

wind speed

4b.

wind speed

5a.

8.
9a.

net radiation
south side chamber
net radiation
south side chamber
soil heat flux density
in plant-hole
soil heat flux density
under floor plate
global radiation
south side chamber
long-wave radiation
wall temperature

9b.

leaf/wall temperature

10.

ozone/nitrogen oxides

5b.
6a.
6b.
7.

heat bulb anemometer
(9)
heat bulb anemometer
(9)

air-supplysystem
pressure drop

13.

mean flow rate

14.
15.
16.

mean flow rate
dry bulb temperature
ozone/nitrogen oxides

+

+

-

+

-

+

+

+

-

1.80

-

+

soil heatflux meter (1)

-0.05

+

-

soil heat flux meter (2)

-0.05

+

+

pyranometer (2)

0.15-2.00

+

+

pyrgeometer (1)
infrared thermometer
(1)
infrared thermometer
(1)
teflon tubes (2)

0.15
1.90

+
+

+

1.50

-

+

0.20-2.00

-

+

0.15-0.25(3), 0.60 (3),
2.00-2.40 (3)
halfway crop (3),
just above crop (3),
1.50-2.00(1)

+

-

over dust filter

+

+

middle connecting
duct
end connecting duct
endconnecting duct
endconnecting duct

+

+

-

+
+
+

turbulence measurements
11a. dry bulb temperature
thermocouple (9)
fluctuations
11b. dry bulb temperature
thermocouple (7)
fluctuations

12.

-

differential pressure
gauge (1)
multipoint pitot-tube
station (1)
cup anemometer (1)
4-wire-resistance (1)
teflontube(1)

-

+
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The measurement van equipment of the Agricultural University's Meteorological
Department was used for occasional measurements during which turbulence
parameters were sampled. Use of this van made it possible to monitor various
channels at high frequencies (10 Hz or more) simultaneously. The signals were
recorded on tape. The calculated standard deviations, covariances and correlations
were corrected for a lineartrend inthe signal during the averaging period.
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CHAPTERS RESULTS
5.1Flowregime
The flow regime in the lower part of a ventilated chamber is primarily determined
by the way air enters the chamber, the flow rate and the OTC-configuration.
Prandtl tube measurements revealed that air-inlet velocities were rather uniform
over the chamber. Differences between air-inlet velocities were within 2% of the
measured values. Smoke experiments revealed a complicated flow pattern where
adjacent air-inlet jets interfere with each other and recirculation zones between airinlet jets and between jets and walls occur. The mean wind speed decreases with
increasing distance to the chamber wall, especially in the first 0.5 mfrom the wall
(see Table 5.1).

Table 5.1: Mean wind speed inthe lower part of the chamber.
distance
from wall

numberof
measurements

0.27

wind speed [ms'1]
mean

range

90

1.52

0.3->5

0.67

66

0.75

0.3-2.7

1.07

22

0.65

0.2-1.6

The results represent a mean value calculated from measurements with a heat wire anemometer
at a height of 0.15, 0.25 and 0.60 m.

The position of the measurement location with regard to the air-inlet holes is the
most important factor in determining the wind speed at a particular location. The
individual air-inlet jets can be clearly recognized within the outer plant-hole circle.
Ten-minutes mean wind speed, measured within the broad bean crop showed
some changes intime. The maximum variation over one day at a particular position
was 0.2 ms 1 (mean wind speed less than 1.5 ms"1, flow rate: 1.2-1.6 m3s"1).Small
changes in flow rate during a day appeared to have some influence on the mean
wind speed inside a chamber.
Above the air-inlet holes smoke experiments and measurements of time mean
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wind speed (vertical velocity magnitude above 1 ms1) revealed the existence of a
vertically organised circular flow pattern.
The FLUENT simulations for a ventilated chamber (see Fig. 5.1) show a similar
flow regime. The individual air-inlet jets can be recognized within a distance of 1m
from the chamber wall. Computations show that a recirculation zone near the
chamber floor exists with mean wind speeds of more than 1ms"1.The air-inlet jets
in the lower part of the chamber are the driven forces for the vertical circulation
pattern observed above the air-inlet holes. Most of the ventilated air leaves the
chamber via the middle part of the open top. A part of the ventilated air, which can
be mixed with some ambient air, flows viathe chamber wall to the lower part of the
chamber.
A sensitivity analysis for
- adifferent wall roughness setting (10%of its originalvalue),
- the use ofthe interpolation method QUICK,
- the use of model constants according to Detering andEtling,
- the use of the Algebraic Stress Model (ASM),
did not show major qualitative changes of the simulated flow regime. The most
obvious change has been the use of ASMwhich shows adecreased rate of spread
of the air-inlet jets. The global similarity between the various model calculations
suggests that for a qualitative analysis the regular k-z model can be used. A
quantitative comparison between velocity magnitudes obtained from model
computations and experimental values is given inTable 5.2.
When the ventilation is switched off the flow inside the chamber changes
drastically. Figure 5.2 shows the results of the FLUENT simulation for the case
study with a non-ventilated chamber. Within the chamber a whirl with the size of
the chamber is seen.Air moves along the leeward wall to the base ofthe chamber,
along the base of the chamber tothe windward wall and along the windward wallto
the top of the chamber. The position of the reattachment point and the existence of
an organised circulation pattern within the chamber are similar to the features
found by the smoke experiments. These experiments showed a reattachment point
at a distance between 0.75 to 1.5times the height of the chamber at the leeward
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side. Incursion of ambient air into the chamber could be observed irregularly at the
leeward side of the opentop.

Figure5.1:
Velocity vectors simulated
by FLUENT inside a
ventilated chamber (flow
rate: 1.4 m3s'1).The figure
represents avertical plane
between the air-inlet
holes.The velocity
magnitude is represented
bythe length ofthe
vector. The arrow below
the figure represents
1 ms"

middle
Table 5.2:

lms- 1

wall

Computed and experimental spatial mean velocity magnitudes below
0.7 m in the chamber. KEMA and AUW represent the measured
values at KEMA and in the present study, respectively (see Jetten
and Stortelder, 1990).

Distance from
wall [m]

KEMA
[ms1]

AUW
[ms1]

k-e FLUENT
[ms1]

ASM FLUENT
[ms1]

0.2

1.20

-

1.15

1.16

0.3

1.10

1.52

1.11

1.11

0.7

0.90

0.75

0.71

0.72

1.1

0.85

0.65

0.56

0.67
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Comparison of experimental and computed wind speeds for this case study shows
differences between the measured and simulated values of more than 50% of the
measured values. There is an underestimation of the measured velocity
magnitudes especially inthe corners ofthe chamber.

litis"

Figure 5.2: Velocity vectors simulated by FLUENT around and inside a nonventilated chamber. The figure represents a vertical plane through the
middle of the chamber. The plane is orientated parallel to the
horizontal mean wind velocity. The velocity magnitude is represented
by the length of the vector. The arrow below the figure represents 1
ms"1.
The FLUENT simulations for the open top region of a ventilated chamber (flow
rate: 1.3 m3s"1) show a flow outside the OTC which suppresses the vertical wind
velocity at the windward side of the open top resulting in higher vertical velocities at
the leeward side (see Fig. 5.3). The computed turbulent kinetic energy at the open
top is highest at the windward side. Therefore, the most likely place for incursion is
the windward side ofthe opentop.
The empirical relationship found between the mean horizontal wind velocity and
the incursion resistance is given by
Ft,. = 63.1e(-074U)

(5.1)
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where

U

Incursion resistance [srtr1].
Time mean horizontal wind velocity at 2.93 m[ms1].

lms1
Figure 5.3:

Velocity vectors simulated by FLUENT within the open top region of a
ventilated chamber (flow rate: 1.3 m3s"1). The figure represents a
vertical plane through the middle of the chamber. The plane is
orientated parallel to the horizontal mean wind velocity. The velocity
magnitude is represented by the length of the vector. The arrow
below the figure represents 1ms"1.

Despite the availability of only a limited number of experimental values the shape
of the present best fit is similar to the one found by Unsworth (1984). However, this
technique did not allow for any influence on the incursion resistance by the fan
driven air flow leaving the chamber. Consequently, the empirical relationship found
can not be incorporated into the OTC-resistance model directly. Furthermore,
FLUENT simulations and experiments have shown that the degree to which the
flow field outside the OTC influences the flow field inside aventilated chamber (flow
rate: 1.2-1.6m3s"1)islimited:
- The FLUENT simulations show scalar concentrations inside a ventilated chamber
of less than 0.1 % of the concentrations defined outside the OTC (flow rate: 1.3

mV).
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Smoke experiments showed no visual incursion into a ventilated chamber (flow
rate: 1.2 m3s"1)at ambient mean horizontal wind velocities upto 4 ms"1 (height:
10 m).
The ten minutes mean wind speed measured at heights below 2.4 m inside the
chamber showed no relation to mean horizontal velocity (height: 2.93 m; mean
wind velocity less than 5 ms"1), vertical wind velocity fluctuations or gradient
Richardson number measured abovethe grasscover outside the OTC.
The temperature of ambient air is lower than the temperature of the air inside the
chamber. Particularly in the open top region temperature fluctuations larger than
those in ambient air are expected due to incursion. However, measured turbulent
fluctuations showed no incursion effect (see Fig.5.4).
The ozone concentrations in the middle of the ventilated chamber (height: 0.9 m)
and at the end of the air-supply system showed no clear incursion effect at mean
horizontal wind velocities outside the OTC below 5 ms"1 (flow rate: 1.2-1.6m3s"1).
At mean horizontal wind velocities above 5 ms"1 and a flow rate of 1.2 m3s"1an
increase of incursion with mean windvelocity can be seen (see Fig.5.5).
1.5

i i ii

~ T

Reference mast 5.00 m
North side; middle plant-hole circle; height 0.08 m
East side; inner plant-hole circle; height 1.76 m
Reference mast 0.50 m

13
Time (hours)

Figure 5.4: Standard deviation temperature measured at two positions within the
ventilated chamber and at two heights in the reference mast. Canopy
height:0.38 m;date: 14-07-90;flow rate: 1.6 m3s"\
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Figure 5.5: Ratio of the measured ozone concentration in the middle of the
ventilated chamber (height: 0.9 m) and at the end of the air-supply
system to the ozone concentration of ambient air (height: 2.0 m) in
relation to the mean horizontal wind velocity outside the OTC (height:
2.93 m)during July, 1990 (flow rate: 1.2 m V ) .
A decrease of the flow rate from 1.3 m3s1 to 1.1 m3s"1 does not have a major
impact on the calculated flow regime inthe open top region. A reduction of the flow
rate by approximately 15% resulted into a 1000 times increase of the FLUENTcalculated concentrations inside the chamber but concentrations inside the
chamber were still lessthan 1% of ambient concentrations.

The FLUENT simulations clearly show the importance of the use of a nozzle. In
Figure 5.6 and 5.7 the velocity vectors and scalar concentrations for the no-nozzle
situation are shown. It is obvious that a nozzle is effective in preventing incursion of
ambient air. Scalar concentrations inside the OTC of 1-5% of the ambient
concentrations have been computed for the no-nozzle situation. The highest
concentrations can be observed at the leeward side of the open top region.
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Figure 5.6:

Velocity vectors calculated by FLUENT within the open top region of a
ventilated chamber without a nozzle (flow rate: 1.3 m3s"1).The figure
represents a vertical plane through the middle of the chamber. The
plane is orientated parallel to the horizontal mean wind velocity. The
velocity magnitude is represented by the length of the vector. The
arrow belowthe figure represents 1ms'1.

Figure 5.7: Contours of proportional scalar concentration [%] in the open top
region of a ventilated chamber without a nozzle (flow rate: 1.3 m3s'1).
The figure represents a vertical plane through the middle of the
chamber. The plane is orientated parallel to the mean windvelocity.
1: 0.3%; 2: 0.9%; 3: 1.5%; 4: 2.1%; 5: 2.7%; 6: 3.3%; 7: 3.9%

Plants grown under OTC conditions are exposed to various magnitudes and
directions of wind speed depending on their position with regard to the air-inlet
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holes. Plants grown in the middle and the outer plant-hole circle are particularly
exposed to an inhomogeneous flow regime where velocity magnitude and turbulent
kinetic energy vary from place to place (see Fig.5.8 and 5.9).
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Figure 5.8: Velocity vectors calculated by FLUENT inside the lower part of a
ventilated chamber (flow rate: 1.4 m3s"1)using the regular k-e model.
The figure represents a vertical plane with three air-inlet holes. The
velocity magnitude is represented by the length of the vector. The
arrow below the figure represents 1ms"1.
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Figure 5.9: Contours of turbulent kinetic energy calculated by FLUENT inside the
lower part of a ventilated chamber (flow rate: 1.4 m3s"1). The figure
represents avertical plane with three air-inlet holes.
1: 0.05 mV 2 ; 2: 0.15 m V ; 3: 0.25 mV 2 ; 4: 0.35 m2s'2;5: 0.45 m V ; 6: 0.55 m2s'2;7:
0.65 m V ; 8: 0.75 m ¥ ; 9:0.85 m2s"2;10:0.95 m V \

FLUENT computations show that plants decelerate the flow in the lower part of
the OTC due to drag forces and at the same time cause a larger recirculation
vortex near the chamber floor (see Fig. 5.10). This results in an increase or
decrease of mean velocity magnitude at a particular position near the chamber
floor depending on the measurement location, height of the plants and LAI. The
computed flow regime for the situation with plants does not show major qualitative
changes forthe upper part ofthe chamber.
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Figure 5.10: Velocity vectors calculated by FLUENT in the lower part of a
ventilated chamber (flow rate: 1.4 m V ) using the regular k-t model
with a porous medium (LAI: 4; plant height: 0.4 m). The figure
represents a vertical plane with three air-inlet holes. The velocity
magnitude is represented by the length of the vector. The arrow
below the figure represents 1ms"1.
5.2 Radiation
The spatial mean reduction of global radiation intensity at canopy height (just
above the broad bean crop: 0.2-0.4 m) inside the chamber compared to field
conditions was 15-30%. Shading effects due to the frame were not taken into
account. Momentary reductions for a particular location depend on solar height and
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azimuth, the measurement location and the weather type. The pattern of the ratio
between measured global radiation intensities inside and outside a chamber
changes continuously, intime (see Fig 5.11) aswell as in space.

2.0

21
Time (days)

Figure 5.11: Ratio between the measured global radiation intensity inside and
outside an OTC. Position: south-east, 0.95 m from wall at canopy
height (0.4 m). Period: 19-07-90 to23-07-90.
Reflection of direct radiation against the inner walls of the chamber causes an
increase in global radiation intensities, especially at the north side of the chamber.
Furthermore, spots of increased radiation intensity of often less than a few
centimetres in diameter have been observed due to the focusing effects of the
chamber walls. Shading effects due to the frame can cause a sudden decrease in
global radiation intensity. Local reductions of 40-80%, lasting for more than one
hour, are common. Neglecting these shading effects the mean reduction of global
radiation recorded by a sensor at the south side of the chamber was about 30%.
However, at 2.0 m, the reduction decreased to approximately 10%caused mainly
by single wall absorption of global radiation. Taking into account an increase in
global radiation intensity (canopy height) at the north side of the chamber caused
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by single wall absorption and reflection, the spatial time mean reduction of global
radiation intensity at canopy height has been estimated to be approximately 20%.
Analysis of the model calculations with the OTC-resistance model has shown this
has been a reasonable guess.
The incoming long-wave radiation within an OTC is higher than that under field
conditions due to a chamber wall effect. Experimental results showed that the
incoming long-wave radiation close to the chamber floor can be written (see Eq.
3.93)
0.998o7 c 4

(5.2)

The short-wave and long-wave radiation balance, in combination with a soil heat
flux determine the net radiation balance. The measured soil heat flux was only a
small percentage of the net radiation due to a floor-plate effect. The absolute soil
heat flux density never exceeded 20 WnY2. With clear skies the net radiation
intensity under OTC conditions during the night is less negative than under field
conditions due to incoming long-wave radiation of the chamber walls. The emission
of long-wave radiation by the chamber walls is sufficiently high in the early morning
and late afternoon to balance a reduction in short-wave radiation. During the day
the differences between the measured net radiation inside and outside an OTC
increase to a maximum value. However, the percentage of reduction of net
radiation inside an OTC is less than the reduction of global radiation. Figure 5.12
shows the ratio between the net radiation intensity under OTC and field conditions
for the same period as shown in Figure 5.11. For this position the measured net
radiation intensity under OTC conditions was even more than that under field
conditions.
5.3 Temperature
The average temperature increase inside an OTC depends greatly on the weather
type and the flow rate. At a flow rate of approximately 1.2 m3s"1the spatial mean
temperature increase at canopy height compared to ambient air (0.5 m) over May
and July 1990was approximately 2.3 K. At aflow rate of 1.6 m3s"1the spatial mean
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temperature increase was 2.1 K. The maximum temperature increase found was 5
K. Observed temperature differences at canopy height over the chamber were
within 0.5 K. In cloudy conditions the temperature increase inside the OTC system
decreased to 1-2 K. The temperature increase inside the OTC system is caused
both bythe chamber itself and by the air-supply system (see Fig.5.13).
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Figure 5.12: Ratio between the measured net radiation intensity inside and outside
an OTC. Position: south, between inner and middle plant-hole circle,
height 1.94 m. Period: 19-07-90 to 23-07-90.
The figure only represents the data where the net radiation intensity
under field conditions was higher than 50 Wm"2. The values were
corrected for long-wave radiation through the open top. The dashed
line represents the ratio corrected for 10 percent more reduction of
global radiation (related to global radiation under field conditions) at
canopy height.

During day-time global radiation is the main reason for the temperature increase
observed inside the chamber itself (see Fig 5.14). During periods of intermittent
cloudiness step changes of temperatures inside the OTC system can be observed.
The maximum temperature increase caused by incoming solar radiation was about
3 K. When all the incoming global radiation is used for heating of air inside the
chamber, the temperature increase expected at aflow rate of 1.2and 1.6m3s"1is
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Figure 5.13: Measuredtemperature inside and outside OTCsystem.
Date: 14-07-91. Flow rate: 1.6 m V .
0.0039 KW"1m2 and 0.0029 KW"1m2, respectively. The energy balance of the
chamber walls and the soil, incursion effects and evaporation of water from the
plants cause the temperature increaseto deviate from the values mentioned above.
The observed mean temperature increase due to the ventilation system at a flow
rate of approximately 1.2 m V and 1.6 m3s"1was 1.42 K (=2.06 kW) and 1.39 K
(=2.68 kW), respectively (May-July 1990). Evaporation or condensation of water
inside the filter unit caused a temperature change of the order of 1 K. However
during the day, warming of the air inside the air-supply system by intercepted
global radiation almost completely balanced the temperature decrease due to
evaporation of water. Tuning of simulated data to experimental results (6220
measurements sampled during May and July 1990) showed that approximately
50% of the energy associated with evaporation or condensation of water vapour
caused a temperature change of the air inside the filter unit. Approximately 40%of
the energy of intercepted global radiation was transported to the air within the airsupply system.Acomparison ofthe data analysis for the two months did not show
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Figure 5.14: Temperature increase inside the KEMA-type chamber (mean of 3
sensors at canopy height) in relation to the global radiation intensity
outside the OTC attwo flow rates during July, 1990.
Flow rate = 1.2 n f V ; regression analysis: temperature increase = -0.128 + 0.00337 x global radiation
R2 = 0.891
Flow rate = 1.6 n f V ; regression analysis: temperature increase = -0.183 + 0.00274 x global radiation
R2= 0.937

major differences for the tuning results. The height of the air-inlet of the air-supply
system in relation to the temperature profile outside the OTC has to be taken into
special consideration. The temperature at 1.50 m under field conditions was found
to give the best correlation with the temperature measured at the air-inlet.
Consequently, the temperature measured at this height was assumed to give the
best estimate of the temperature of the air just before it enters the air-supply
system.
During night-time the temperature increase inside the OTC system decreases
during cloudy and windy conditions since the temperature change inside the
chamber itself is of the order of maximum 0.5 K. However, during clear and calm
nights the less negative net radiation inside the chamber, the position of the air-
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inlet at 2.0 m and the continuous air flow prevent radiative cooling at the chamber
floor. Consequently, the observed maximum temperature increase inside the OTC
system compared to ambient air (0.5 m)was about 3 K.
The model results of temperature, specific humidity and ozone concentration are
given in Appendix 2. The major part of the temperature difference between
observed and measuredvalues wasdueto model inaccuracies within the air-supply
system. The two filter constants (C n , Cl2)and the percentage of intercepted global
radiation transported to the air within the air-supply system (C, asp) are empirical
constants which have been modelled rather crudely. Furthermore, the constants
were derived from data analysis for two months only and fluctuations were
smoothed over the whole measurement period.

5.4 Humidity
The difference between spatial mean specific humidity measured inside the
chamber at canopy height and ambient air (0.5 m) was usually within 1.0 gkg"1 (see
Fig. 5.15). The maximum difference observed was about 2.0 gkg"1. The difference
decreased during the night. The filters behave as buffers. During the day they
usually release water that has been absorbed during the night. Tuning of simulated
data to experimental results showed that approximately 2.7% of the difference
between the current water content of the filter and the equilibrium water content of
the filter is adsorbed ordesorbed during a period of 10 minutes (Cn; Eq.3.59). At a
flow rate of 1.2 m3s"1the spatial mean specific humidity increase at canopy height
compared to ambient air (0.5 m) over May and July 1990 was 0.21 gkg"1.
At a flow rate of 1.6 m3s"1the increase was 0.20 gkg"1. Approximately 30-50%of
this increase can be explained by the water supply to the plants (0.09 gkg"1 at 1.2
m3s"1; 0.06 gkg"1 at 1.6 m3s"1). Since the OTC system is a closed system the
remaining part of the increase is related to experimental errors:
- The psychrometers do not measure fluid water droplets. Filters can adsorb this
fluid water and release it as water vapour. This water vapour is measured by the
psychrometers within the chamber.
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Figure 5.15: Measured specific humidity inside a KEMA-type chamber (mean of 3
sensors at canopy height) and ambient air (height: 0.5/1.5 m). Date:
14-07-90. Flow rate: 1.6 m V
The psychrometers inside the chamber were positioned in a flow field which
differs from atmospheric conditions in both direction, velocity magnitude as well
as velocity fluctuations. In combination with high radiation loads this can result in
systematic errors of approximately 0.1 K between the difference of wet and dry
bulb temperature measured by psychrometers located inside a chamber and
above grass. Consequently, inaccuracies of measured specific humidity of about
0.1 gkg 1 are expected.
The combined effect of humidity and temperature measurements is expressed in
the vapour pressure deficit (see Fig. 5.16). At a flow rate of 1.2 m3s"1the spatial
mean vapour pressure deficit increase at canopy height compared to ambient air
(0.5 m) was 2.7 mbar. At a flow rate of 1.6 m3s"1 the increase was 2.2 mbar.
Occasionally the specific humidity difference between chamber and ambient air (0.5
m) increased to about 7 mbar.
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Figure 5.16: Measured vapour pressure deficit inside a KEMA-type chamber
(mean of 3 sensors at canopy height) and ambient air (height 0.5/1.5
m). Date: 14-07-90. Flow rate: 1.6 m3s"\
Dew formation was frequently observed, but only on the outside of the chamber
walls facing the environment. No dew formation was seen on the leaves of plants
grown under OTC conditions during adew period outside theOTC.
5.5Ozone
The mean observed ozone concentration inside the chamber was approximately
20% of the concentration observed outside the chamber (concentration higher than
40. 10'6gm"3). At a concentration below 20. 10"6gm"3 the mean filter efficiency
decreased from 80% to 60%. The experiments did not reveal a significant
difference between mean filter efficiency at a flow rate of 1.2 and 1.6 mV 1 ,
respectively. Ozone concentration differences over the chamber were less than 4.
ugnT3.
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5.6Energyandmassexchangebetweensoil-vegetation andatmosphere
The modified soil-vegetation model was used to make an estimate of the energy
and mass fluxes between soil-vegetation and the air in the chamber. The original
soil-vegetation model was used to make an estimate of these fluxes under field
conditions.
A sensitivity analysis (see Table 5.3) has shown that the cumulative daily energy
flux per m2 chamber floor area is most sensitive to variations in canopy
configuration (e.g. fraction shielded soil area or LAI). Furthermore, the
transmissivity of the walls, the albedo and the boundary layer resistances
determining the exchange processes between the air inside the chamber and the
chamber floor (upper layer pot soil or floor plate) are important. Emissivity, leaf
boundary layer resistance and soil parameters play a limited role.
Changes in parameters which determine the bulk surface resistance have a
particular influence on the water and ozone exchange between a canopy and the
air inside the chamber. Minimum and maximum stomatal resistance, LAI and
fractional conductances affect this bulk surface resistance (see Eq. 3.88). The
fractional conductances depend on global radiation intensity, temperature, vapour
pressure deficit and soil moisture content. The use of different input parameters
under field and OTC conditions, leading to different fractional conductances, results
in a change of the ratio of the cumulative daily ozone and water flux density under
OTC conditions to those under field conditions.
The vapour pressure deficit inside a chamber appeared to be one of the most
important factors indetermining the bulk surface resistance difference between field
and OTC conditions. An increase of 7 mbar leads to a decrease of fractional
conductance of 0.175. An extreme situation, where vapour pressure deficit inside a
chamber increases to 25 mbar, results into a reduction of fractional conductance
inside the chamber of 32% compared to field conditions. A typical chamber
reduction of global radiation intensity of 20% results in a reduction of fractional
conductance of 10% at 200 Wm"2to 5% at 900 Wm"2. The maximum temperature
increase inside the chamber is approximately 5 K. Consequently, a temperature
under field conditions (0.5 m) of 10, 15 and 20 degrees centigrade results into an
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increase offractional conductance inside the chamber comparedtothat under field
conditions of 31%, 14% and 4%, respectively. Atemperature under field conditions
of 25 degrees centigrade results in a reduction of fractional conductance of 4%
inside the chamber. The fractional conductance which represents the effects ofsoil
moisture on stomatal resistance is close to 1 since the soil water content under
OTC aswell as under field conditions is nota limiting factor (volumetric moisture
content higher than field capacity).
Table 5.3: Sensitivity analysis soil-vegetation model
Input parameter

Ozone

Latent heat

gm"2(gm"2)-1

Jm"2(Jm"2)"1

Sensible
heat
Jm"2(Jm"2)"1

Transmissivity chamber walls: 0.70- 0.90

0.96- 1.04

0.97- 1.03

0.83- 1.18

Emissivity soil-vegetation: 0.93- 0.97

1.00- 1.00

1.00 -1.00

1.00- 1.00

Albedo: 0 . 1 5 - 0.25

1.00- 1.00

1.01 -1.00

1.09- 0.91

Length scale leaf: 0.015 - 0.020 m

1.01 -1.00

1.00- 1.00

1.00- 1.00

Characteristic velocity scale chamber:
0.8 - 1.2 ms"'

1.00 -1.00

0.95- 1.04

1.02-0.98

Upper layer pots: 0.015 - 0.025 m

1.00- 1.00

1.00 -1.00

1.00- 1.00

Bulk layer pots: 0.15-0.19m

1.00- 1.00

1.00- 1.00

1.00- 1.00

Heat transfer coefficient floor-plate - soil:
2 -4 Wm"2K"1

1.00 -1.00

1.00- 1.00

1.01 -1.00

Length scale floor-plate: x0.1 -x10

1.00 - 1.00

0.99- 1.00

1.03-0.93

Length scale pot: x0.5-x2

1.00 - 1.00

1.18-0.87

0.91 -1.07

LAI: 3 -4

0 . 8 9 - 1.08

0 . 9 5 - 1.04

1.03-0.98

Fraction soil shielded by vegetation: 0.28- 0.48

0.74- 1.26

0.85- 1.15

1.07-0.93

Deviation from daily mean surface temperature
of shielded area: -2.0-+2.0 K

1.00 - 1.00

1.00- 1.00

1.00 -1.00

Deviation from daily mean surface temperature
below floor-plate: -2.0- +2.0 K

1.00- 1.00

1.00 -1.00

0 . 9 9 - 1.01

Maximum stomatal resistance: 1500 - 3000 sm"'

1.05- 0.95

1.02- 0.98

0 . 9 9 - 1.01

1.09-0.92

1.05- 0.96

0 . 9 8 - 1.02

Ratio daily cumulative
flux density for:

Minimum stomatal resistance: 180-220sm"

1

The values given in the table represent the ratio of the cumulative daily ozone, latent heat and sensible
heat flux density to the flux density found for a standard setting of parameters (see Table 3.11 and
A2.1). Air temperature and specific humidity inside the chamber were determined using linear interpolation between spatial mean values at canopy height which were measured every hour. The ozone
flux was calculated using the ozone concentration measured under field conditions. Date: 14-07-90.
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For most case studies the simulated mean ozone conductance under field
conditions was lessthanthe meanozone conductance under OTC conditions. The
ozone conductances were computed using the same plant configuration under field
as well as OTC conditions (LAI, height canopy, fraction vegetation). The bulk
aerodynamic resistance term computed under field conditions is the main reason
for the higher conductance found under OTC conditions. The effect of fluctuating
mean wind speed on ozone conductance under field conditions is shown in Figure
5.17. A temporary decrease of ten minutes mean horizontal wind velocity from 2.6
ms"1 to 1.7 ms"1 at 16.00 hours can be clearly seen within the figure. During the
afternoon the differences between field and OTC conductance decrease due to an
increase of vapour pressure deficit inside the chamber while simultaneously the
difference between the temperature under field conditions and the optimum
temperature value decreases.
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Figure 5.17: Simulated ozone conductance under field and under OTC conditions.
The simulated ratios of cumulative daily ozone flux density for plants grown under
non-filtered OTC conditions to plants grown under field conditions for May and July
1990 are given in Figure 5.18 and 5.19. The ozone concentration observed under
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field conditions has been used to calculate the ozone exposure under field as well
as OTC conditions. The temperature, specific humidity and ozone concentration of
the air have been determined using linear interpolation between data which were
measured every hour. The mean calculated ratios of ozone uptake inside and
outside an OTC for May and July were 1.13 and 1.03, respectively. The ratio
difference can be completely explained by weather type differences between these
two months. The highest ratio found was 1.29 (18-05-90). This particular day was
characterized by an overcast sky and horizontal mean wind velocities at 3 mbelow
2.5 ms"1. Under cloudy conditions the temperature and vapour pressure deficit
increase inside an OTC are relatively small and have a limited effect on fractional
conductance while at these wind velocities the bulk aerodynamic resistance is a
limiting factor for the ozone transport under field conditions. The lowest ratio found
was 0.91 (20-07-90). During this particular day a vapour pressure deficit increase
inside the chamber of about 7 mbar was observed. This resulted in a decrease of
the fractional conductance representing the effect of vapour pressure deficit. This
decrease was large enough to compensate for the bulk aerodynamic resistance
term under field conditions.
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Figure 5.18: Simulated ratio of daily cumulative ozone flux per m2floor area under
OTC conditionsto theflux underfieldconditions.
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Figure 5.19: Simulated ratio of daily cumulative ozone flux per m2floor area under
OTC conditions to the flux under field conditions.
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CHAPTER 6 FINAL REMARKS AND CONCLUSIONS
6.1 Introduction
The main aim of the OTC design was to create an environment better resembling
field conditions than the environment found in closed systems while at the same
time controlling air quality. It is obvious - as was pointed out inthe Chapter 2 -that
the use of OTC's introduces a degree of artificiality which makes it impossible to
duplicate field conditions exactly. In this study a physical description of the
exchange processes of mass, momentum and energy inside the chamber in
relation to field conditions has been given using experimental observations andtwo
models, the FLUENT model and the OTC-resistance model. Both models can
easily be applied to other Heagle-type OTC systems but the various model
parameters have to be determined experimentally. The literature, experiments and
model calculations have been used to determine to what extend the OTC
microclimate differs from field conditions. The models have been used as a tool to
study the effect of OTC conditions on ozone uptake by plants. Furthermore, they
give better insight into the way the OTC configuration has to be changed in order
to achieve a microclimate inside the chamber that more closely resembles field
conditions. We do not expect that the use of other models or more detailed models
will change the results drastically but it can lead to small quantitative
improvements.
6.2Model computations
The FLUENT model has been usedto simulate the turbulent exchange processes
inside a KEMA-type OTC for thermally neutral conditions. We showed that for a
qualitative analysis of the flow regime inside a KEMA-type OTC the regularfc-e
model can be used. The flow in the lower part of the ventilated OTC and in the
open top region shows many flow phenomena with a length scale of a few
centimetres. The spatial resolution of the model, however, is not sufficient to reveal
flow features of the order of a few centimetres. In addition, the flow inside a
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ventilated chamber has been computed for a circular symmetric flow. In reality this
symmetric flow regime will bedisturbed since:
- the air-inlet holesare not divided exactly circular symmetric over the
chamber walls,
- there is some influence fromthe chamber door and netting,
- the mean inlet velocities are not exactly perpendicular to the chamber wall,
- the effect of the flow field outside the chamber on the flow field inside the
chamber has not been taken into account.
Since incursion of environmental air into the chamber is limited the last effect is
considered to be of minor importance. To take all these features into account one
has to extend the size of the grid configuration to the whole of the flow field inside
and around an OTC without increasing the size of the various grid cells. Testing
the effect of the use of a grid with a higher spatial resolution or a larger
computational domain, however, is limited by computer memory.

The OTC-resistance model has been used as a qualitative tool to study the
exchange processes inside the OTC system. Since adetailed analysis ofthe whole
OTC system is not feasible, the model only computes bulk exchange processes
and a quantitative verification is restricted to spatial mean values measured within
the OTC system. The model does not take into account the individual plants and
plant layers and the parameterization of fractional conductances is rather simple.
Use of more detailed multi-layer models (i.e. Goudriaan, 1977) will yield more
information about differences between vertical plants layers assuming horizontal
homogeneity. However, due to the complicated flow regime within a ventilated
chamber, global radiation differences at canopy height and a not-completely-closed
canopy a detailed analysis is difficult or even unfeasible. Therefore, we conclude
that improvement of the parameterization schemes used is the most logical way of
improving the OTC-resistance model. Special attention should be paid to the
exchange processes inside the air-supply system and the exchange processes
between the chamber floor and the air inside the chamber which are modelled
rather crudely. The parameters which determine these exchange processes are
largely unknown and have to be computed via empirical methods. Detailed
experiments are needed to see if the exchange processes have been modelled in
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the right way and howthe parameterization schemes can be improved.
6.3 TheKEMA-typeOTC system
Soilconditionsandagronomicprocedures
One ofthe main objectives of the OTC use isto keep OTC conditions asclose as
possible to field conditions. The use of OTC's under real field soil conditions
including standard agronomic procedures for planting dates, plant densities,
fertilizer rates and use of herbicides and pesticides is certainly the most realistic
one, but it provides practical difficulties since natural variation in soil structure or
soil chemistry can modify plant responses to air pollution, thus making more
chamber duplicates necessary.
The KEMA-type OTC was not situated in a real field situation but in an
experimental area. The use of pots with a known soil and greenhouse sown and
grown plants reduces the degrees of freedom and thus the variability in an
experimental set-up because a preselection of the plants can be made before the
fumigation experiments start. Furthermore, the composition of the soil is known and
uniform over the OTC's and between OTC's.
Within the KEMA-type OTC a wooden floor-plate covers the soil between the
plants. This plate is primarily used for practical reasons. However, it changes the
energy balance near the soil. The latent heat flux above the bottom plate is
negligible since the floor-plate itself does not transport water and most of the
energy absorbed results in atemperature increase of the air inside the chamber.
In order to keep OTC conditions as close as possible to field conditions, removal
of the floor-plate and the use of well-defined real field plot locations is necessary.
Here we meet an important limitation of the KEMA-type OTC system.The chamber
itself is transportable but the construction of the air-supply system is too rigid to
transport it easily.
Flowinside chamber
Plants grown inside the chamber are exposed to an inhomogeneous flow where
velocity magnitude and turbulent kinetic energy varies from place to place.
Consequently, plants or part of plants will start fluttering. Particularly plants situated
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in the outer plant-hole circle are exposed to a flow regime with local velocity
differences of the order of 1 ms"1 over a few centimetres. It is recommended that
biological observations should be restricted to the middle and inner plant-hole
circles inorder to avoid flow field effects on plant growth and development
The differences in scalar uptake by plants grown under OTC conditions are partly
caused by differences of the leaf boundary layer resistance between plants or part
of plants. The leaf boundary layer resistance to water vapour exchange has been
determined using Eqs. (3.96) and (3.103) and varies, depending on mean wind
speed, from 17 (2.0 ms"1) to 53 sm"1 (0.2 ms"1). The characteristic length scale is
taken as 0.02 m. Turbulent intensity and leaf fluttering can influence the leaf
boundary layer resistance but are not taken into account. The minimum stomatal
resistance for Vicia faba (Aben, 1990) is of the order of 150-200 sm"1. Therefore,
maximum differences of water exchange between leaves and their environment
due to differences of leaf boundary layer resistance inside aventilated chamber are
estimated to be of the order of25%.
The time mean wind speed at a particular location in the lower half of the
chamber is rather constant during the day. This situation differs from field
conditions where the time mean wind speed changes continuously in time.
Furthermore, individual leaves within a plant canopy exist in an unsteady
environment where large eddies from above the canopy penetrate into the canopy
intermittently. During the renewal of canopy air by these large eddies, turbulent
mixing within the canopy occurs on a much larger scale than in the relatively quiet
periods between two penetrations. Finnigan and Raupach (1987) showed that
approximately half of a flux can be transported in 10 percent of the time. The
largest part of the momentum transport to a canopy is not due to the local
properties of the flow but is caused by gusts of air with higher wind speed, which
originate in the boundary layer above the canopy and penetrate into the canopy.
During thermally near-neutral conditions heat and momentum transport within a
canopy are closely related to each other. The sweeps that displace the warm air in
the canopy are the downward moving air masses that dominate the momentum
transport. In thermally unstable conditions this coupling will diminish since heat
exchange becomes more ejection dominated.
Plants grown under OTC conditions are exposedto a non-natural flow whichdoes
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not show large-scale eddies which penetrate the canopy intermittently. The typical
chamber flow pattern cannot be changed without removing the whole OTCconfiguration. However, one can increase the homogeneity of the flow regime
inside the lower part of the chamber by reducing the effect of the air-inlet jets via
a decrease of the flow rate,
an increase of the inlet area without changing the width of an air-inlet hole,
a decrease of the width of an air-inlet hole without changing the total inlet
area.
A reduction of the width of the air-inlet holes without changing the total inlet area
seems the most effective way. According to Eq. (3.26) the velocity at a particular
distance perpendicular to the air-inlet hole is linearly dependent on the width of the
air-inlet hole itself. Consequently, a reduction of the width of an air-inlet hole to
50% of its original value will result in an estimated decrease of 50% of the velocity
magnitude perpendicular to the air-inlet holes. A decrease of the flow rate is not
feasible since this would result in a temperature increase inside the chamber. An
increase of the inlet area would result in a decrease of the mean wind speed but it
is not certain whether the mean air-inlet velocity within an air-inlet hole will be
constant over anOTC.
The ventilation rate applied for a KEMA-type OTC in combination with the open
top nozzle isvery effective in preventing incursion. At ambient wind speeds at open
top height lower than 5 ms~1no incursion was observed. Consequently, air flow and
turbulence inside a chamber are only influenced in a minor way by air flow and
turbulence outside the OTC. The use of a nozzle results in a temperature increase
inside the chamber due to decreased incursion. Since two of the main objectives of
the OTC design are
excluding and controlling air gaseous pollutant levels completely,
creating a homogeneous atmosphere inside the chamber (temperature,
specific humidity, ozone concentration),
the use of a nozzle is necessary.
Radiation
In the lower part of the chamber a spatial mean reduction of global radiation
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intensity of about 20%of field conditions is observed. Reflection of radiation by the
chamber walls, shading effects of the frame and the partitioning of global radiation
into a direct and a diffuse component cause space differences of radiation
intensities over the chamber. Spots of increased radiation intensity of often less
than a few centimetres in diameter have been observed due to focusing effects of
the chamber walls. This effect can be largely prevented by the use of a more
angular chamber wall configuration. The netting stretched against the lower part of
the northern wall of the chamber is primarily meant to reduce reflection of light.
However, there is still reflection of light bythe eastern and western walls,the upper
part of the northern wall and the nozzle. A temporary increase of radiation intensity
at particular positions inside the chamber during the early morning and late
afternoon can play an important role because, at that time, radiation intensity is a
limiting factor for plant photosynthesis. Since the KEMA-type OTC is constructed in
an experimental field without plants around it global radiation penetrates into the
canopy from the side. This is certainly not a real field situation. We conclude that,
taking account of reflectance and the side effects, the middle section of the
chamber is the best section to execute biological observations. Shading effects of
the frame cause reductions of global radiation inside the chamber of 40-80% of
ambient levels which can last for more than one hour. Therefore, reducing the
shading effects of the frame should have a high priority. Particularly the size and
position of the frame elements and special facilities like entrances have to betaken
into consideration.
The long-wave radiation emitted and the short-wave radiation absorbed by the
chamber walls are the main reasons for the differences between net radiation flux
densities observed under OTC and under field conditions. Under clear night
conditions the less negative net radiation compared to field conditions and the
continuous air flow prevent radiative cooling inside the OTC. Within the chamber it
is impossible to obtain radiative cooling without removing the wall and switching off
the fan. In air pollutant studies ambient ozone concentrations during the night are
usually low. To achieve dew formation and ground frost inside a chamber it is
recommended that the wall material will be removed during the night hence
exposing plants to real field conditions. This is laborious work' and can only be
done for a limited amount of OTC's and with a less rigid type of wall material than
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Lexan.
Temperature
Thetemperature increase inside the OTC iscaused both bythe air-supply system
and by the chamber itself.
The temperature increase due to the chamber itself is largely caused by the level
of global radiation. It strongly depends on the flow rate and the effective floor area
of the chamber and can reach more than 3 Kat a flow rate of 1.4m3s'1.There are
not many ways to prevent this temperature increase as it is inherent in the use of
OTC's. The use of an air cooling device is the only way to reduce the temperature
increase inside the chamber to 1Kor less. Doing so will increase the costs of the
OTC use and change the configuration more and more into a kind of laboratory
chamber.

The air-supply system causes a maximum temperature increase inside the
KEMA-type OTC of approximately 2.5 K (flow rate: 1.4 mV 1 ). The most obvious
advantage of the KEMA-type air-supply system is the possibility it gives of allowing
the measurement and control of the air flow to the OTC in an accurate way.
However, the construction of a valve at the beginning of the air connecting duct
interferes with the air flow measurements. Removal of the valve and the use of
more honeycomb air straightening sections is necessary in order to improve the
quality of the flow rate measurements. If all OTC configurations used are exactly
the same the flow rate differences between the OTC's will be small. However, the
removal of a charcoal filter can result into a change of flow rate. The resulting
microclimate inside an OTC depends on the flow rate. A decrease of the flow rate
by 10% at 1 m3s1 can lead to an extra temperature increase within the chamber,
due to global radiation,of the order of 0.5 K.
The fan inside the OTC system causes a temperature increase of approximately
1.4 K. The fan needs a power input of afew kW.The major part of the temperature
increase caused by the ventilation system is due to internal heat production. The
installation of the power unit of the fan outside the air-supply system (inside a
separated ventilated compartment) will lower the meantemperature increase.
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The filters adsorb air pollutants but at the same time adsorption or desorption of
water vapour occurs. Usually the filters during the day will release water that has
been adsorbed duringthe night. Atemperature increase or decrease of the passing
air of the order of 1 K is related to this. A balance has to be found between extra
filter efficiency gained by using more filter material and adsorption or desorption of
water by the filters. Consequently, the removal of the filters results in microclimate
differences between filtered and non-filtered OTC's.
The temperature increase caused by radiation absorption by the walls of the airsupply system during the day is of the same order as the temperature decrease
due to evaporation processes. We expect that the construction of a radiation shield
above and beside the air-supply system and the use of white paint will reduce the
absorption of radiation by the walls of the air-supply system by at least 50%.
The height of the input of the air-supply system will not cause problems during
cloudy and windy conditions. However, during calm periods with radiative cooling,
temperature gradients of the order of 5 K can occur between the earth's surface
and a height of 1.5 m. Consequently, temperature differences of the same order
can be observed between the air just above the earth's surface and the air inside
the chamber. These temperature differences can be reduced by a few degrees
centigrade by lowering the height of the input.
For use in field conditions we recommend small and flexible air-supply systems
as used by Heagle et al. (1988) or Sanders et al. (1991). Compared to these airsupply systems the system used by KEMA is rather large and expensive. It is
necessary to extend the connecting duct with some honeycomb air straightening
sections in combination with a multipoint pitot tube meter or another multipoint air
speed measuring device in order to determine the flow rate exactly.

Vapourpressuredeficit
The differences between the mean specific humidities measured at canopy height
(0.2-0.4 m) inside a chamber and ambient air (height: 0.5 m) were usually within
1.0 gkg"1. Since the mean temperature increase at canopy height inside the
chamber was of the order of 2 Kthe mean vapour pressure deficit at canopy height
inside the KEMA-type OTC was 2-3 mbar higher than the one observed under
ambient conditions (0.5 m). In the OTC-resistance model an increase of vapour
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pressure deficit affects evapotranspiration directly (increase) and indirectly
(decrease via an effect on stomatal aperture). Since a time mean temperature
increase inside the chamber of the order of 1 K is inherent in the OTC use, a
minimum mean vapour pressure deficit increase of the order of 1 mbar cannot be
prevented.
Ozone exchange
The present study deals with the physical exchange processes within an OTC.
The ultimate aim of the KEMA subproject is to compare the exchange coefficients
under field and OTC conditions. These coefficients can be used to estimate the
differences in pollutant uptake by plants inside and outside OTC's. Mean ratios for
the daily cumulative ozone flux density under OTC conditions to the one under field
conditions for May and July 1990 of 1.13 and 1.03, respectively, have been
computed by the OTC-resistance model. The plant configuration (fraction
vegetation, LAI,plant heights) under field conditions has been taken as being equal
to the configuration under OTC conditions. Furthermore, the ozone concentrations
observed under field conditions have been used to compute the ozone exposure
under field as well as OTC conditions. The computed ratios for the daily cumulative
ozone flux density under OTC conditions to the one under field conditions fluctuate
between 0.91 and 1.29. The ozone damage to plants depends on the ozone
uptake. Therefore, we conclude that the use of a correction factor within the
exposure-response curves is necessary in order to calculate uptake-response
curves. The computed ratio differences are largely due to a bulk aerodynamic
resistance term and the fractional stomatal conductances set by the PAR-intensity,
the temperature and the vapour pressure deficit of the environmental air. The
decrease of the global radiation intensity and the increase of the vapour pressure
deficit under OTC conditions decrease the ratio OTC ozone uptake to field ozone
uptake. The bulk aerodynamic resistance calculated under field conditions, which is
set by mean wind speed, thermal stability and canopy configuration, increases this
ratio.
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6.4 Conclusions
It is remarkable that an extensive study of the physical aspects of an open top
chamber has been conducted in this stage of the open top chamber research. It
should have been done 20 years ago asthe results found within this study change
the interpretation ofthe exposure-response curves found invarious studies.
This study describes only one OTCtype.Within Europe various types of open top
chambers have been usedduring the last decade. We conclude that:
- Thereisa needforcoordination oftheresearch projectsgoingon (C02 as well as
air pollution fumigationexperiments)in order to achievea degree ofcompatibility
between the various research groups. Furthermore, it is important to start a
detailedphysical characterization of theOTC's whichhavebeenusedassoonas
possible.
Despite the uncertainties found, OTC's are still widely used, although attention
nowadays is focused on damage to forests and the effects of C0 2 enrichment
(Drake et al., 1989). A possible alternative to the OTC experiments is the use of
open-air fumigation experiments.
Open-air fumigation experiments do use natural environmental and soil
conditions. However, the high cost limits the number of duplicates and they do not
allow for a control treatment (exposure to less than ambient concentrations).
Furthermore, concentration fields within the canopy will be artificial and can deviate
from natural field conditions due to atmospheric turbulence. OTC's on the other
hand allow treatment duplicates against moderate costs and an adequate control of
concentrations of air pollutants or C02.
We conclude that:
- TheOTC-configuration clearlyinfluencesthephysical exchangeprocessesinside
the chamber. The flow inside the chamber is a non-natural one where the
influence of the free atmosphere is restricted to the setting of the inlet
temperature, specific humidity, air pollutant concentrations and radiationlevels,
butall of themarechangedby theOTCsystem itself.
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- The KEMA-type OTC-configurationcan be changed to some extend in order to
achieve a microclimate inside the chamber more closely resembling field
conditions. TypicalOTCeffectsonthechambermicroclimate suchas
- filter effects,
- a 10-20% reductionofglobalandPARradiation load,
- anincreaseoflong-waveradiation intensity
- a meantemperature increaseoftheorderof 1 K,
- a meanvapourpressuredeficitincreaseoftheorderof 1 mbar,
cannotbe prevented withoutcreatinga kind of laboratorychamber. Furthermore,
the typical chamber flowpattern cannotbe changed withoutremovingthewhole
OTC-configuration.
- Microclimatedifferencesoverthechamberoccur(i.e.in radiationintensity, inwind
velocity). It is recommendedthat biological observationsshould be executedin
themiddlesectionofthechambersinceherethedifferencesare restricted.
In literature the results of pollutant fumigation experiments are often expressed as
exposure-response relationships but a rather large variation between experimental
results was found. In this thesis it is shown that the ratio ozone exposure to ozone
uptake by plants inside an OTC varies depending on the weather. The quality of
the experimental results can be increased by employing a correction scheme
depending on meteorological conditions and their relations to scalar uptake. Doing
so would express the ozone transport to a plant in terms of uptake-response
curves while exposure-response curves were used before. In that case relations
between uptake of pollutants by stomata and environmental conditions should be
known exactly for various plant species. In C0 2 enrichment experiments the
situation becomes even more complicated as it is known that C0 2 concentrations
affect the stomatal resistance directly (Morison, 1987).
The present study deals with meteorological conditions directly affecting the
uptake of a gaseous pollutant within an OTC.The uptake of gaseous pollutants is a
complicated process depending on properties of the atmosphere, soil and plants.
Within the OTC-resistance model it is assumed that plants grown under OTC
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conditions have the same properties as plants grown under field conditions.
Consequently, the model does not take into account the effects of a changed
microclimate on biochemical processes inside a plant. Furthermore, the
environmental conditions within an OTC can indirectly modify the effects of
gaseous pollutants on a plant. They can change the pollutant sensitivity of the
physiological processes ina plant or affect the detoxification rate.
Sanders et al. (1991) found for field-sown Vicia faba (cv. Tirol) chamber effects
on growth and development of plants. Plant development progressed more rapidly
inside a chamber in response to the faster accumulation of thermal time (degree
days). The observed increase of leaf area could partially be explained by an
increase in temperature and a reduction of PAR radiation within the chamber. The
chamber-grown plants had a higher proportion of their weight allocated to
assimilation than the plants grown under field conditions. The stomatal density
(number of stomata per m2 leaf area) at the same time decreased, probably due to
a greater cell expansion as a response to partial shading.
The present study ends at the interface between plants andtheir environment, the
leaf boundary layer and the stomata. We confirm the view of Heagle et al. (1988)
and Sanders et al. (1991) that there is a need for detailed experiments specifically
designed to determine whether the chamber itself influences the crop responses to
pollutants. Finally we conclude that:
- Experiments with OTC's whereplants are exposed to variouslevels ofgaseous
airpollutantor C02 concentrations in combinationwithoneormore environmental
stresses can be used only to determine the effects of these componentsunder
OTC conditions. The OTC-experimentsdo give an impression of thequalitative
effects under fluctuatingfieldconditions.Furthermore,they can be used tostudy
the mechanismsby whichthis effectis caused.However,the exposure-response
curves derived under OTC conditions cannot be used directly to estimate a
quantitativeeffectunderfield conditions.

- An extrapolationof the exposure-response curvesderived under OTC conditions
to field conditions taking into account the differences in microclimatebetween
OTCand fieldconditionscanimprovethequalityof the experimentalresults. The
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results are of limited value only if they are used withoutbeing combined with a
crop growth model which incorporates the effects of the changedmicroclimate
insidean OTConplantphysiologicalprocesses.
Open-air fumigation experiments are the only way to determine the effect of
increasedgaseousairpollutantsor COzconcentrations underrealfieldconditions.
However, unrealisticconcentrationfields withina canopy can occur.When using
OTC's a comparison between plant growth and development inside fumigated
OTC's and open-air fumigation experiments at various fumigation loads is
necessaryin ordertoestimateaneffectunderfield conditions.
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APPENDIX 1 SENSORS USED

name

parameter

method

accuracy

thermocouple
(Van Asselt et
al., 1989)

temperature

manganin-constantan
thermocouple

<0.2 K, depen- time constant
ding onwind <0.1 s depending
speed
on wind-speed

response
time/length

Stigter psychro- dry -wet bulb temperature difference between <0.1 K,depenmeter (Stigter temperature
2 constantan-manganin thermo- ding on wind
et al.,1976)
couples skewly wounded with a speed
wick
LUW-psychrometer (Harrison, 1963)

dry -wet bulb
temperature

ventilated (>4 ms'1) Pt-100
resistance elements

0.02 Kper
Pt-100

heat bulb
anemometer
(Fritschen and
Shaw, 1961)

wind speed

temperature difference between
2 cupper-constantan thermocouples in 2Woodsmetalbulbs,
1 bulb is heated by aconstant
current

<0.1ms"1,
depending on
wind speed

order of seconds

cup anemometer (Smedmanet al.,
1973)

horizontal
wind speed

cup-rotation measured with
photochopper system

3% (within
1-15 ms"1)

first order response
length 0.9m

sonic anemovelocity,
meter thermo- temperature
meter Kaijo
fluctuations
Denkitype
DAT-310 and
PAT-112-1 (Van
Boxel, 1986)

the time needed by asound
pulse to travel the distance
between atransmitter and
receiver, dependent on pathlength, sound speed and
wind velocity

1%

10 Hzsample
frequency

pyrgeometer
Eppley (Fritschen and
Gay, 1979)

temperature difference between
black paintedplate with a
coated silicon hemisphere and
house, measured bythermopile, compensation for detector
temperature by thermistorbattery resistance circuit

+/-2%
temperature
dependency
+ / - 1 % linearity

long-wave
radiation
(>5|im)

pyranometer
short-wave
Kipp CM 5
radiation
(Fritschen and (0.4-4\im)
Gay, 1979)

temperature difference between +/- 0.2%K
black paintedplatewith a
double glass hemisphere and
house, measured by manganinconstantan thermopile

98% response time
30 s
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APPENDIX 1 SENSORS USED (continued)

name

parameter

method

pyrradiometer
Funk, type
Middleton
(Fritschen and
Gay, 1979)

net radiation
(0.4-50 urn)

temperature difference between
2 sides of black platewith 2
poly-ethylene hemispheres,
ventilated with nitrogen,
measured by thermopile

infrared
surface
thermometer
temperature
Heimann KT15
(Choudhurry
and Idso, 1985)

infrared radiation 8-14|im

soil heat flux
soil heat flux
meter TNO
density
WS-31 Cp
(Fritschen and
Gay, 1979;
Philip,1961;
Overgaard
Mogensen, 1970)

temperature difference between
2 sides of black plate measured
by thermopile, correction hasto
be done for conductivity and
heatcapacity of the soil

tracegases

sampling by heated teflon tube
(4 mmdiameter) with a 10(im
filter

ozone monitor ozone
Thermoelectron concentration
type 49-100
(Thermo Electron, 1980)

extinction of light with awavelength of 254 nm in2 reaction
chambers,comparison of
environmental air with reference
air (no ozone)

monitor labs
NOx analyzer
model 8840
(Monitor Labs
Inc., 1985;
Budd, 1974;
Stevens et al.,
1973)

nitrogen oxides chemiluminescence detection
concentration of activated N0 2 , producedby
(NO/NOJ
achemical reaction between NO
and0 3 ; aphotomultiplier tube
measures thechemiluminescent
emission intensity, NOx isfirst
reducedto NO (MOLYCON
conversion)

accuracy

response
time/length

90% response time
1s

5%

2 ngm"3

N0 2 : 10^gm"3
NO: 6n,gnf3

90%response time
20 s

time constant
5s
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APPENDIX 2 CASE STUDIES OTC-RESISTANCE MODEL
Inputparameters
The model results of temperature, specific humidity and ozone concentration
inside an OTC of four case studies are given in this appendix. The cases were
selected for the flow rate applied and the weather type. A characterization of the
cases can be found in Table A2.1.
Table A2.1: Characterization cases.
Date

14-07-90

23-05-90

08-07-90

13-05-90

Flow rate
[mV]

1.6

00.00: 1.6
09.00: 1.2

1.6

1.2

Sky

cloudless

cloudless

cloudy till 18.00

mainly cloudy

Wind maximum
open top [ms1]

4.0

3.3

6.9

5.1

Maximum ozone
concentration
ambient air
2.00 m [10"6gm3]

110

100

50

80

3.6

3.6

3.6

3.6

Height crop [m]

0.38

0.39

0.28

0.27

Fraction
shielded

0.38

0.39

0.28

0.27

T2 OTC°C

17.0

14.5

18.0

12.5

T2 Field°C

15.0

12.5

17.0

11.0

LAI

-Boundary layer resistances:
Leaf boundary layer (hypostomatous leaf)
Length scale:width leaf (0.02 m).
Characteristic velocity scale: 1ms"1 (see table 5.2.).
Floor-plate
Length scale: 0.001 times the mean distance between the plant-holes (tuning result:
0.42 10"3 m).
Characteristic velocity scale: 1ms'1 (see table 5.2.).
Constant C,: 306.
Pot soil surface
Length scale: diameter pot (0.18 m).
Characteristic velocity scale: 1ms"1(see table 5.2.).
Constant C,: 180.
-The heat transfer coefficient between thewooden floor-plate andthe upper layer of the soil (a):
3 Wm 2 K 1 .
-Filter efficiency (ozone):80%.
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Results
The OTC-resistance model simulates the temperature increase inside the OTC
system with an accuracy of approximately 1K. The observed discrepancy between
the specific humidity calculated by the OTC-resistance model and experimental
values iswithin 0.5 gkg"1.

Deviations between model results and experimental values of temperature and
specific humidity are higher on sunny days than cloudy ones. Since evaporation or
condensation of water in the filter unit plays a limited role in cloudy conditions, due
to more uniform temperatures and relative humidities during the day, the
importance of the use of correct filter constants under these conditions decreases.
Furthermore, the importance of the air inside the air-supply system and the
chamber being heated due to global radiation decreases in cloudy conditions.
Consequently, absolute errors in the calculated temperature decrease. Since the
model does not take account of evaporation of free water inthe pots or at the floorplate the specific humidity in a chamber within 1-2 hours after the water has been
supplied is underestimated.

The filter efficiency for ozone depends onthe ozone concentration of ambient air.
No obvious incursion effect is seen inone of the case studies.
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Figure A2.1: Simulated and measuredtemperatures inside the chamber;
date: 14-07-90.
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Figure A2.2: Simulated and measuredtemperatures inside the chamber;
date:23-05-90.
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Figure A2.3: Simulated and measuredtemperatures inside the chamber;
date:08-07-90.
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Figure A2.4: Simulated and measuredtemperatures inside the chamber;
date: 13-05-90.
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Figure A2.5: Simulated and measured specific humidities inside the chamber;
date: 14-07-90.
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Figure A2.6: Simulated and measured specific humidities inside the chamber;
date:23-05-90.
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Figure A2.7: Simulated and measured specific humidities inside the chamber;
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Figure A2.8: Simulated and measured specific humidities inside the chamber;
date: 13-05-90.
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Figure A2.9: Simulated and measured ozone concentrations inside the chamber;
date: 14-07-90.
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Figure A2.10:Simulated and measured ozone concentrations inside the chamber;
date:23-05-90.
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SUMMARY
The impact of ozone, nitrogen oxides and other air pollutants on plants in natural
vegetations cannot be described by simple exposure-yield response relationships.
Outdoor experiments in which plants are exposed to ambient air pollutant levels
yield conflicting results from year to year because the interacting environmental
effects are complex and not constant. The best way to study the effects of air
pollutants on plants is still one of the issues scientists are dealing with.
The experimental design plays an important role in extrapolating the experimental
results to real field conditions. To determine the impact of air pollutants on a crop
requires growing conditions which are as natural as possible and the simultaneous
control of ambient pollutant levels.
The Open Top Chamber is one of the experimental set-ups to study the effect of
air pollutants on plants. The original objective of the OTC design was to create an
environment closely resembling field conditions while, at the same time, allowing
control of air quality. The U.S. NCLAN programme was the first to use OTC's on a
large scale. Nowadays the use of OTC's shifts from air pollutant exposure
experiments to carbon dioxide fumigation experiments. OTC's have been used by
KEMA to study the effects of air pollution on natural vegetation, in particular on the
biomass production of agricultural crops in The Netherlands. The chamber consists
of a cylindrical construction (diameter: 3 m; height: 3 m) with an open top through
which filtered or non-filtered air is blown by a fan. Gaseous air pollutants can be
added simultaneously to the incoming air.

Experimental results have shown differences in plant growth and development
between non-filtered OTC's and ambient plots. It is obvious that the use of OTC's
introduces a degree of artificiality which makes it impossible to duplicate field
conditions exactly.
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The major aims of the present study are:
- to give a physical description of the transport processes (mass, momentum and
energy) inside a KEMA-type OTC in relation to field conditions,
- to determine the influence of the ventilation rate and the atmospheric boundary
layer onthe turbulent transport processes inside anOTC.
The study is composed of a theoretical as well as an experimental part. An OTC
identical to the KEMA-type OTC was situated at the weather station of the
Agricultural University's Meterological Department. Broad beans were grown in the
chamber. Wind velocity, temperature, humidity, radiation and concentrations of
gaseous air pollutants were continuously measured at various positions inside and
outside the OTC. Turbulence parameters were measured occasionally (wind
velocity, temperature fluctuations).

The experimental results have been usedto derivethe prior conditions neededfor
the two models used and served as atool to verify the simulation results. The first
model simulates the turbulent exchange processes inside and outside the OTC.
The model has been used to determine the influence of the OTC environment,
ventilation rate and plants on mean air flow and turbulence inside the chamber.
The second model is a resistance model which has been developed primarily to
calculate the mass and energy fluxes to or from various parts of the OTC system.
The model yields information about the temperature, humidity and ozone
concentration inside the chamber in relation to field conditions. A special module
calculates the bulk exchange processes between soil-vegetation and atmosphere
inside as well as outside an OTC.

We conclude that typical OTC effects onthe chamber microclimate such as
- filter effects,
- a 10-20%reduction of global and PAR radiation load,
- an increase of long-wave radiation intensity
- a mean temperature increase of the order of 1K,
- a mean vapour pressure deficit increase of the order of 1mbar,
cannot be prevented without creating a kind of laboratory chamber. Furthermore,
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the typical non-natural flow pattern cannot be changed without removing the whole
OTC-configuration. The exposure-response curves derived under OTC conditions
cannot be used directly to estimate a quantitative effect under field conditions. An
extrapolation of the exposure-response curves derived under OTC conditions to
field conditions taking into account the differences in microclimate between OTC
and field conditions can improve the quality of the experimental results.
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SAMENVATTING
De effecten van ozon, stikstofoxiden en andere luchtverontreinigende stoffen op
planten in natuurlijke vegetaties kunnen niet volledig worden beschreven door
middel van eenvoudige blootstellings-effect relaties. Veldexperimenten waarbij
planten worden blootgesteld aan wisselende concentraties luchtverontreinigende
stoffen laten, van jaar tot jaar, sterk wisselende resultaten zien, daar de planten
complexe interacties met allerlei omgevingsfactoren vertonen. Op welke wijze men
het best de effecten van luchtverontreinigende stoffen op planten kan bepalen is
nog steeds een punt van discussie.
De experimentele opzet speelt een belangrijke rol bij de extrapolatie van
wetenschappelijke experimenten naar echte veldomstandigheden. Wil men zo
betrouwbaar mogelijke resultaten verkrijgen dan dient men de groeiomstandigheden zo natuurlijk mogelijk te houden terwijl men tegelijkertijd concentraties van
luchtverontreinigende stoffen kancontroleren.
Het gebruik van OTC's is een van de mogelijkheden om de effecten van
luchtverontreinigende stoffen op planten te bestuderen. Het oorspronkelijke doel
van het gebruik van OTC's was een omgeving te creeren waarin planten zoveel
mogelijk onder veldomstandigheden opgroeien terwijl men tegelijkertijd de
luchtkwaliteit kan regelen. OTC's werden voor het eerst op grate schaal ingezet in
het amerikaanse NCLAN (National Crop Loss Assessment Network) programma.
Tegenwoordig worden OTC's meer en meer toegepast in C02-begassingsexperimenten met als doel de effecten van toenemende C0 2 concentraties op de
groei en ontwikkeling van planten te bepalen. OTC's zijn door de KEMA gebruikt
om de effecten van luchtverontreinigende stoffen op de natuurlijke vegetatie in het
algemeen en de biomassa produktie van Nederlandse land- en tuinbouwgewassen
in het bijzonder te bestuderen. De OTC bestaat uit een cylindrische constructie (3
m diameter, 3 m hoog) met een open dak. Een ventilator blaast al dan niet
gefilterde lucht, waaraan eventueel luchtverontreinigende componenten kunnen
worden toegevoegd, door deze constructie.
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Tijdens experimenten uitgevoerd met OTC's zijn er echter verschillen
waargenomen in de groei en ontwikkeling van planten in een OTC voorzien van
niet gefilterde lucht en de groei en ontwikkeling van planten onder veldomstandigheden. Het gebruik van OTC's blijkt bepaalde beperkingen te introduceren
waardoor het onmogelijk isveldomstandigheden ideaal natebootsen.
De belangrijkste doelstellingen van de hier beschreven studie zijn:
- Het geven van een fysische beschrijving van transportprocessen (impuls, energie
en massa) binnen een OTC invergelijking met veldomstandigheden.
- Het bepalen van de invloed van het ventilatievoud en de atmosferische grenslaag
op de turbulente uitwisselingsprocessen in eenOTC.
De studie bestaat voor een gedeelte uit experimenteel en voor een gedeelte uit
theoretisch werk. Er is een uitgebreide meetcampagne aan een KEMA-type OTC
geplaatst op het meteo-waamemingsveld van de vakgroep meteorologie van de
Landbouwuniversiteit uitgevoerd. Tijdens deze meetcampagne zijn continu
luchtbeweging, temperatuur, vocht, inkomende en uitgaande langgolvige en
kortgolvige straling en concentraties van luchtverontreinigende stoffen op diverse
posities binnen en buiten een OTC gemeten. Bovendien zijn incidentele metingen
van windsnelheid- entemperatuurfluctuaties uitgevoerd.

De meetresultaten zijn vergeleken met uitgevoerde computerberekeningen op
basis van twee modellen, te weten een model dat het stromingsveld in en om een
OTC beschrijft en een integraal-model dat de bulk-uitwisselingsprocessen in een
OTC beschrijft in de vorm van over vlakken gei'ntegreerde fluxen. De
meetresultaten leverden de startcondities en randvoorwaarden voor de
berekeningen.
Het eerst genoemde model is gebruikt om de invloed van het stromingsveld
buiten de OTC, het ventilatievoud en de aanwezige beplanting op het microklimaat
in een OTC te bepalen. Met behulp van het integraalmodel kan een schatting
gemaakt worden van de gemiddelde temperatuur, vochtigheid en ozonconcentraties binnen een OTC. Een speciale module berekent de bulk-uitwisselings-
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processen tussen bodem-gewas en omgeving zowel onder OTC als onder veldomstandigheden.

We komentot de conclusie dat typische OTC effecten op net microklimaat zoals:
- filter effecten,
- een toename van de langgolvige stralingsintensiteit,
- een 10-20% reductie van inkomende globale en fotosynthetisch actieve straling,
- een gemiddeldetemperatuurtoename inde ordevan grootte van 1K,
- een gemiddelde toename van het dampdrukdeficiet in de orde van grootte van 1
mbar,
niet kunnen worden voorkomen zonder een of andere vorm van klimaatkas te
creeren. Bovendien kan het onnatuurlijke stromingspatroon binnen een OTC niet
worden veranderd zonder daarmee de gehele OTC-constructie te herzien. De
blootstellings-effect relaties welke onder OTC omstandigheden zijn afgeleid, kunnen
niet rechtstreeks in een kwantitatief effect onder veldomstandigheden worden
vertaald. Echter, een extrapolatie van de blootstellings-effect relaties gevonden
onder OTC omstandigheden naar veld-omstandigheden, waarbij de invloed van het
microklimaat in de OTC op de uitwisselingsprocessen wordt meegenomen, kan de
kwaliteit van deze extrapolatie verbeteren.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS
Upper cases
A
: Characteristic surface area [m2].
: Area (b: base area of the chamber; x : shaded area by a wall of the
air-supply system; y : wall surface area of the air-supply system)
[m2].
Abs~
: Percentage of global radiation absorbed (/ : Lexan; w:wall and net)
[-]•
C
Concentration of a scalar quantity [Jm" 3 /kgm 3 ].
Alb
Albedo [-].
Cn
Inertial resistance coefficient [m~1].
Characteristic scale for scalar quantity concentration fluctuations
[kgrrv3].
Filter constant [s 1 ].
Filter constant [-].
Specific heat capacity at constant pressure [Jkg" 1 K 1 ].
Specific heat capacity for dry air at constant pressure [Jkg' 1 K 1 ].
Ratio [-].
cT
Coefficient [Km2J"1].
Cw.p
Heat capacity floor-plate [Jkg"1K1].
Concentration at location x [kgm 3 ].
Coefficient [s 0 5 m 1 ].
1,asp
Percentage of the incoming global radiation transported to the air
within the air-supply system [-].
Scalar quantity concentration (c: inside chamber; /' : end of the airsupply system; o: outside the OTC at open top height) [kgm 3 ].
Bulk exchange coefficient for momentum during thermal-neutral
conditions [-].
AC
Characteristic scale for scalar quantity concentration [kgm 3 ].
D,
Turbulent diffusivity for heat or mass [ m V ] .
Dsc
Molecular diffusivity ( 0 3 : ozone, sc: scalar quantity; v.water
vapour) [ m V ] .
E
Roughness parameter [-].
Evapotranspiration of the vegetation [kgrn'V 1 ].
F,
Body force per unit mass in / -direction [Nkg 1 ].
Fractional conductance describing the influence on stomatal
resistance of solar radiation ( F J , soil moisture (F 2 ), water vapour
pressure deficit (F 3 ) and air temperature ( F J , respectively.
Scalar flux ( p : plants; r: chemical reactions; s: soil; w:wall) [kgs 1 ].
G
Production of turbulent kinetic energy by buoyancy [m 2 s 3 ].
Production of turbulent momentum flux by buoyancy [m 2 s 3 ].
H
Sensible heat flux density to soil-vegetation medium [Wrrr 2 ].
Height of the plants [m].
"P
Water
content of the filter 1time step earlier [kg].
He,-.
Equilibrium water content of the filter [kg].
He,
Turbulent intensity [-].
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L
L
L*
LP
LA
LAI
LE
Lwt
N,
P
P
P
a
hP
Q

R
R.'a.O
'b.O

a
Fin
R

s,<

a,
R.

's,e

a

r
7"*

7",

Characteristic length scale [m].
Latent heat [Jkg1].
Characteristic length scale in a-direction [ms'1].
Thickness of the floor-plate [m].
Total leaf area (double-sided) [m2].
Leaf Area Index (one-sided) [-].
Latent heat flux density to soil-vegetation medium[Wm"2].
Incoming longwave radiation [Wm2].
The rate of air change dueto incursion [s1].
Hydrostatic pressure [Nm'2].
Production of turbulent kinetic energy by mean wind shear [mV 3 ].
Production of turbulent momentum flux by mean wind shear [m2s3].
Characteristic pressure scale [Nm2].
Energy exchanged [Js"1].
Energy flux (p: plants; r: chemical reactions; s: soil; w: wall) [Js'1].
Resistance [sm1].
Bulk aerodynamic resistance (h: heat transport; v. water vapour
transport) [sm1].
Boundary layer resistance (h: heat transport; sc: scalar transport)
[sm1].
Absorbed longwave radiation from the sky [Wm2].
Net radiation from sky[Wm"2].
Maximum stomatal resistance observed [sm'1].
Stomatal resistance observed at high solar intensities, well irrigated
soil, saturated air andoptimal ambient temperature [sm1].
Bulk surface resistance (0 3 : ozone transport; v. water vapour
transport) [sm'1].
Universal gas constant [Jmol"1K1].
Resistance per unit base area (/' :incursion; v. ventilation) [sm1].
Flux density into the soil and heat storage inthe vegetation medium
[Wm2].
Heat transport to the soil medium under the wooden floor-plate
[Wm2].
Global radiation on a horizontal plane[Wm"2].
Species-dependent limit value [Wm2].
Total global radiation absorbed by a wall[W].
The energy absorbed bythe wooden floor-plate [Wm"2].
Production or loss of ascalar quantity [kgm"3s1].
Temperature of the gas[K].
Characteristic scale for the temperature fluctuations [K].
Virtualtemperature at a reference height [K].
Surface temperature of the soil/soil-vegetation medium[K].
The temperature of athin upper layer of the soiljust below the floorplate [K].
Virtualtemperature [K].
Temperature ofthe air at a reference height [K].
Virtual temperature difference with virtual temperature at a reference
height [K].
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AT
AT
U

ua
U

i

U.

u,
V

w2

a
c
c. 2
E

d
d
d

9
k

Time averaged mean surface temperature [K].
Temperature (a: ambient air; c: inside chamber; /' :end of the airsupply system; o: outside the OTC at open top height; P: soil; w:
wall) [K].
Characteristic temperature scale [K].
Temperature change[K].
Characteristic mean velocity scale [ms1].
Characteristic meanvelocity scale in a-direction [ms1].
Component of velocity vector in / -direction [ms1].
Initialvelocity jet inthe direction ofthe meanflow [ms1].
Mean centre line velocity component of ajet inthe direction of the
mean flow [ms1].
Mean wind speed at a reference height [ms'1].
Friction velocity [ms1].
Volume [m3].
Height of awall[m].
The mean volumetric water content of a bulk soil column [m3m3].
Volumetric moisture content (fc: field capacity; wilt:wilting point)
[m3m'3].
Distance in /'-direction [m].
Dimensionless distance perpendicular to awall.
Molecular thermal diffusivity i m V l
The speed of sound[ms1].
Drag coefficient [-].
Empirical constant k-e model [-].
Empirical constant k-e model [-].
Empirical constant k-e model [-].
Constant algebraic stress model [-].
Constant algebraic stress model [-].
Characteristic length scale [m].
Orifice height [m].
Displacement length[m].
Length of shaded area (s: wall; 1 :front wall with or without net; 2:
front and back wall with or without net; 3: back wall with or without
net) [m].
Dimensionless term representing the incoming photosynthetically
active radiation on afoliage, standardized by a species-dependent
limit value [-].
Flow rate as a result of ventilation [m3s1].
Flux density [Jm'Wkgm'V 1 ].
Acceleration due to gravity [ms2].
Turbulent kinetic energy [mV 2 ].
Extinction coefficient of Lexan [m1].
Permeability [m2].
Distance from the centre line of ajet to the point where the velocity
inthe direction of the mean flow equals 0.5 Us [m].
Amount of gas [mol].
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t
At
ua
X
X
X

hor

Z
Z

0,O

Greek
a
OCp

«a

<*/,
«i

P
P
Y
e
e
;
E

s

5
K

X
Mv
v

,
P
Po
Po

a
oc

°,
a„

°.
x
x

Saturated specific humidity [kgkg 1 ].
Specific humidity of the air at a reference height [kgkg'1].
Specific humidity ( a : ambient air; / :end of the air-supply system;
inl: air inlet of the air-supply system) [kgkg 1 ].
Time [s].
Time step [s].
Characteristic turbulent velocity scale in a-direction [ms 1 ].
Distance to orifice in the direction of the mean flow [m].
Path length of a light beam through the Lexan wall [m].
Total horizontal path length light beam through the Lexan wall [m].
Width of the Lexan wall [m].
Total vertical path length light beam through the Lexan wall [m].
Distance perpendicular to a wall [m].
Reference height [m].
Roughness height {h: heat; m: momentum) [m].

Azimuth (angle with south) [rad].
Heat transfer coefficient describing the energy transport between the
floor-plate and the upper layer of the soil [Wm" 2 K 1 ].
Radius angle [rad].
Convective heat exchange coefficient [WnY2K"1].
Species-dependent empirical parameter [-].
Thermal expansion coefficient for a perfect gas [K 1 ].
Solar height [rad].
Constant algebraic stress model [-].
Viscous dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy [m2s~3].
Emissivity of Lexan [-].
Emissivity of the soil/soil-vegetation medium [-].
Effective emissivity chamber wall [-].
Fraction of the foliage covered by intercepted water [-].
Von Karman's constant [-].
Molecular thermal conductivity [Wm" 1 K 1 ].
Dynamic viscosity [kgs' 1 m 1 ].
Kinematic viscosity [m2s'1].
Turbulent viscosity [m2s'1].
Density [kgm"3].
Density ( a : air; P: floor-plate) [kgm 3 ].
Density of air at a reference height [kgm 3 ].
Stefan-Boltzmann constant [Wm" 2 K"].
Cloud fraction [-].
Turbulent Prandtl or Schmidt number [-].
Fraction of the soil shielded by the vegetation [-].
Ratio of turbulent diffusivity for momentum to dissipation rate in
k-e model [-].
Characteristic time scale [ms 1 ].
Force per unit of total leaf surface area in the direction of the flow
[NnT2].
Daily period [s].
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Q,

: Force per unit area inthe X,-direction acting onthe face that is
normalto the Xy-direction [Nm2].
: Generalvariable.
: Energy production of chemical reactions[Jm"3s~1].
: Energy production through absorption of radiation [Jm'V 1 ].
: Component of angular velocity vector of the rotation of the earth
I* 1 ].

Lowercases
A
:Subscript denoting the behaviour of the vegetation-shielded part of
the chamber floor.
B
:Subscript denoting the behaviour of the non-shielded part ofthe
chamber floor.
a,b,c
:Subscript denoting the direction of a characteristic scale (1,2,3).
i,j,k
:Subscript denoting the direction (1,2,3).
O
:General subscript.

Special

o

(...)'

A
V
V2

: Time averaging operator.
: Deviation from time meanvalue.
: Dimensionlessvariable.
: Alternating unit tensor.
: Kronecker delta.
: Difference.
: Divergence.
: Laplacian operator.

In all the equations given in this thesis the Einstein's summation convention is
used. This convention says that whenever an index occurs twice in a single term,a
summation is carried out overthe possible values ofthe index.
Ar
Eu
Gr
Nu
Pe
Pr
Re

Archimedes number

U2

gPATL
Euler number f!—
AP
0P(TS - Ta)L*
: Grashof number
QL
XAT A
UL_
: Peclet number .
a
v
: Prandtl number
a
: Nusselt number

Reynolds number —
v
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RiB

: Bulk Richardson number

Ro

: Rossby number
2QyL

Sh

: Sherwood number

Sr

: Strouhal number —
Ux

Default values used
Air parameters
-pd

On

1005[Jkg-1K"1].
23.4 10 s [mV 1 ].
13.6 10 6 [mV 1 ].
101.3 [kPa].
20.6 10' 6 [mV 1 ].

K

X
V

Pa

0.41 [-].

2.53 10-2[Wny1rC1].
17.9 10-6[kgm-'s1].
14.6 10_6[m2s'1].
1.225 [kgnr3].

Otherconstants
L :2.45 106[Jkg'1].
R" :8.3144[Jmol"1K"1].
g

:9.8 [ms2].

o

:5.67 10'8[Wm'2K4].

9(Zf

d

z

°m)A7"
TUl
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